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Abstract 

Oily sludge is a viscous complex mix of hydrocarbons, water, metals, and suspended fine 

solids. This by-product’s persistent toxic composition poses serious environmental 

concerns, making its containment one of the biggest challenges facing petroleum 

industries. The main objective of this research was to monitor and trace target heavy metals 

(with particular focus on vanadium) mobilized in a petroleum sludge matrix under 

electrokinetic conditions. This exploratory study would facilitate furthering reclamation 

procedures, and presents the prospect of converting oily sludge into high quality added-

value products. The research was carried out in three experimental and analytical phases. 

Phase 1 consisted of the formulation of adequate Upstream/Downstream petroleum waste, 

where three target metals, namely vanadium, lead and nickel were considered. In Phase 2, 

electrokinetic (EK) technology was used to separate valuable oily sludge components, and 

mobilize metals. A series of EK cells containing sole and mixed metals permitted 

investigating the synergistic and antagonistic effects of the three target metals (V, Ni, and 

Pb). Phase 3 focused on behaviour and mobility of metals in the separated matrices. In this 

phase, a combination of procedures including, Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) analysis, 

and X-Ray diffraction (XRD) were applied simultaneously. Rheological tests confirmed 
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electro-demulsification and phase separation in oily sludge matrices. Furthermore, 

Ethylenediamine-Tetraacetate acid (EDTA), and Diisooctyldithiophosphini acid (Cyanex 

301) were compared in the metal supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) process in order to 

enhance metals’ extraction from the oily sludge matrix. The results obtained in this research 

provide insight into the mobility of target heavy metals (V, Ni, and Pb) in an oily sludge 

matrix under EK treatment. Furthermore, vanadium was found to be an accelerator for the 

separation of oily sludge components under EK conditions. The results demonstrated an 

excellent vertical and horizontal electro-separation of phases in the upstream cells. In the 

downstream oily sludge, the presence of non-polar solvents affected the separation process. 

However, in both upstream and downstream cells, metal mobility created interesting 

scenarios, such that metals accumulated in the specific areas of the matrix. This mapping 

of metals would permit on their further removal. This research leads to development of a 

new oily sludge management system (EK-SEF-Cyanex 301), which would not only help 

in the reclamation of sludge, but may also create a stream of revenue from the recovery of 

metals (particularly vanadium).  
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  Glossary 
 

API: American Petroleum Institute. 

Electrophoresis: The motion of colloidal species caused by an imposed electric field. 

Electroosmosis: The motion of liquid through a porous medium caused by an imposed 

electric field. 

EPA: American Environmental Protection Agency. 

EQA: Environmental Quality Act (Quebec standards).  

Lead Cell: Electrokinetic cell that contains oily sludge matrix enriched with lead only. 

Mix Cell: Electrokinetic cell that contains oily sludge matrix enriched with a mix of 

vanadium, nickel, and lead in equal proportions. 

Nickel Cell: Electrokinetic cell that contains oily sludge matrix enriched with nickel 

only. 

NVOC: Non-volatile organic content. 

Original Cell: Cell that conains oily sludge matrix enriched with vanadium, nickel and 

lead, and not connected to DC source.  

Ostwald-de Waele-power model: Model that describes the behaviour of a real non-

Newtonian fluid by showing effective viscosity as a function of the shear rate. 

 O/W: When oil is the dispersed phase (oil-in-water). 

PACE: Petroleum Association for Conservation of the Canadian Environment. 

RCRA: Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. 

SCF: Supercritical fluid. 

SFE: Supercritical fluid extraction. 
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Upstream sludge: Sludge generated as by-product from extracting and producing crude 

oil. 

Vanadium Cell: Electrokinetic cell that contains oily sludge matrix enriched with 

vanadium only. 

W/O: When water is the dispersed phase (water-in-oil). 
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Chapter 1   

 

Introduction 
 

Oil is the major source of energy of this century, and with the increase of energy 

consumption, crude oil extraction and processing have significantly increased. 

One out of major challenges facing the petroleum industry today is finding an acceptable 

and cost-effective solution, to manage the growing amounts of oily sludge, generated 

through the upstream, midstream, and downstream sectors of this industry. The latter 

sectors refer respectively to the extraction and production, storing, and transporting 

petroleum crude oil, and finally refining and treating of oil. 

Oily sludge belongs to a multi-component system, mainly characterized as an oil-in-water, 

or water- in-oil systems, mixed with suspended solids. This homogeneous viscous mix is 

usually in full emulsification. The components of oily sludge form a stable dispersion state 

due to hydration and electronegativity, and are extremely stable suspended illiquid (Guolin 

et al., 2009). Therefore, the first step of treatment should include the demulsification of the 

system, by targeting the stabilized state of the sludge, and separating the components into 

recyclable, degradable organic and non-organic compounds, which includes heavy metals.  

Most of these metals are considered harmful but valuable at the same time, which 

demonstrates possibility to find a new feasible methods for extracting metals from sludge, 

preventing the toxicity, moreover preserving the value of these metals.  

According to the American Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Oil production 

processes generate an estimated 230,000 MT sludge each year (EPA, 2000). Saudi Arabia 

having the largest petroleum reserves in the world, produces about 10.45 million barrels of 
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crude oil every day (Saefong, 2015). A study conducted by Japan External Trade 

Organization (JETRO) (2010) on oily sludge produced by Saudi Aramco, estimated an 

annual production of oily sludge by Saudi refineries, bulk plants, and tank farms for more 

than 30,000 m³ per year. In Russia, more than 3 MT of sludge is formed annually, mainly 

from the following sources: a) around 1 MT of sludge and contaminated soils generated by 

oil production companies (upstream), b) 0.7 MT of sludge produced by refineries 

(downstream), and c) oil terminals, railroads, sea port, and other sources (US Reporter, 

2010).    

Oily sludge, under the resource conservation and recovery act (RCRA), is classified as 

hazardous waste (EPA code No. F037, F038 and a series of K) (EPA, 1998). Oily sludge 

hazardous classification comes from the fact that many constituents of the oily sludge are 

carcinogenic and are potential immunotoxicants. These constituents contain a mixture of 

heavy metals, hydrocarbonic compounds (e.g. benzene, benzo(α)pyrene, toluene, etc), 

PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls), and other hazardous substances depending on the origin 

of the sludge (Mishra et al., 2001; Propst et al., 1999). Such components can bring a 

potential hazard to the environment (soil, water, plants and animals), and eventually 

humans. 

In the past, landfilling was the common disposal method for oily sludge. However, land 

disposal of oily sludge was banned in 1990, after it was listed by the EPA as a hazardous 

waste under the code of K (Abrishamain et al., 1992). This ban was related to the 

contamination caused by the leaching of heavy metals, and hydrocarbons from disposal 

sites to the surrounding environment. 
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Oily sludge can’t be recycled, utilized as fuel oil, or in roads pavement, as studies 

confirmed the presence of various heavy metals, at high concentrations in some cases, such 

as vanadium (1500 mg/kg), and iron (2200 mg/kg) (Badawieh, 2006). 

Despite the fact that some technologies proved to be effective in oily sludge handling, they 

were not entirely adequate. For example, applying incineration procedure to oily sludge, 

would result in the conversion of most hydrocarbon-based wastes into carbon dioxide and 

water (50% to 100%) (Shleck, 1990). However, combusting large amounts of toxic organic 

compounds results in large amounts of hazardous gas effluents, in addition to high costs 

associated with this technology, and more important, the presence of heavy metals in the 

final ash and fumes. Other technologies that are currently available are: recycling, 

filtration, treatment with fly ash, coking, biological treatment, and others that are still under 

investigation. 

Recently, centrifugation technology is being used in a wide range of refineries worldwide. 

Centrifugal processing of oily sludge includes the removal of the solids, and the dropping 

off the liquid into a fine mesh shaker to dewater the remnant liquid. The main disadvantage 

of this process is that the centrifugation process (even after double and  triple centrifuging) 

cannot recover the heavier oil contents of the sludge, and 5 to 10 wt % oil content remains 

in the solid residue of the sludge after treatment (JETRO, 2010).  

None of these technologies proved to be entirely successful yet. Some of them have 

operational problems, others carry a lot of environmental risks, and most of them are 

expensive. Furthermore, none of them focuses on the metal removal. Therefore, it was 

necessary to investigate a new approach (at acceptable costs, and environmentally friendly) 

for oily sludge management, particularly considering recovery of value added products 
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from wasted oily sludge. In such case, an application of electrokinetic (EK) phenomena 

into oily sludge might be beneficial. Electrokinetic remediation is an emerging green 

technology that aims to mobilize contaminants inside diverse matrices under the influence 

of an applied direct current (DC). Electrokinetics proved to be an effective technology to 

separate and extract heavy metals, and organic matter from contaminated soil and sludge 

(Elektorowicz, 2009; Elektorowicz et al., 1996). EK phenomena was also used for an 

effective separation of oily sludge into phases including water, hydrocarbons, and solid 

phase (Habibi and Elektorowicz, 2005). Thus, an extended investigation is required to 

properly apply EK phenomena in a complicated oily sludge matrix, for the sole purpose of 

mobilizing heavy metals, and increase their extractability potential, to guarantee a 

recyclable sludge and recovery of value added products.  
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Chapter 2   

 

Literature Review 
 

2.1 Petroleum oily sludge 

Sludge itself is referred to as an oxidized product resulting from the oxidation of the 

hydrocarbons in the oil, forming insoluble materials, mostly organic in nature, such as dirt, 

grit, tank rust-scale… etc. Combining this product with other inorganic sediments and 

water yields what is known in general as petroleum oily sludge (E-Oil, 2002). Petroleum 

oily sludge is a viscous oily residue produced in almost every process in the oil industry, 

starting from digging for the oil, transporting it, refining, and finally storing it in the storage 

tanks. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), which is issued by the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), identified the main sources of oily sludge and 

residues under code of K and F037 and F038. Table 2.1 shows the main sources of 

petroleum oily sludge (Abrishamian et al., 1992). 

Table 2.1: Sources of oily sludge 

RCRA Code Sludge Source 

             F037 

             F038 

K048 

Petroleum refinery separation sludge 

Petroleum refinery secondary separation sludge 

Dissolved air flotation (DAF) float 

K049 Slop oil emulsion solids 

K050 Heat exchange bundle cleaning sludge 

K051 API sUSEPArator residue 

K052 Leaded tank bottoms 

K169 Crude oil storage tanks from refining processes 

K170 Clarified slurry oil tank sediments 

(EPA, 1998; Abrishamain et al., 1992) 
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2.1.1 Components and characteristics 

The composition of oily sludge is complex, and it contains a large number of aging crude 

oil components, wax, colloidal, suspended solids, bacteria, salts, acid gases, corrosion 

products, and includes a large number of flocculants, corrosion inhibitors, scale inhibitors, 

fungicides and other water treatment agents in the production process of petroleum 

(Kriipsalu et al., 2007). The composition of the petroleum oily sludge varies depending on 

the origin of the crude oil, and the material used through the refining processes. Oil 

component consists of a mixture of hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon organic compounds, 

with some traces of inorganic compounds, which includes significant amounts of heavy 

metals (Ni, Cu, Cd, V, Pb, and others) (Badawieh., 2006). According to a survey conducted 

by the Petroleum Association for Conservation of the Canadian Environment (PACE), a 

typical composition of oily sludge produced from about thirty-eight refineries is as shown 

in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: Average content of oil, water, and solids in sludge wastes 

Sludge Source Oil % Water % Solids % 

Desalter bottoms 25.5 53 21.5 

Neutralization pit sludge 0.5 66.5 33 

Lub& grease production wastes 85 to 100 4 to 50 0 to 15 

API sludge 7.5 62 30.5 

Biological sludge 0.5 94.5 5 

Basin settling 3 75 22 

Unleaded sludge 43 12 45 

(Geadah, 1987) 

 

Oily sludge belongs to multiphase systems; oil-in-water (O/W), water-in-oil (W/O), and 

suspended solids. The full emulsification, and large viscosity, makes it hard to settle. The 
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composition of suspended components have layers of water attached to the particle surface, 

while the sludge particles are generally negatively charged, so the majority of particles of 

oily sludge are mutual exclusiveness which obstruct the combination of particles. Because 

of hydration and electronegativity, the particles of oily sludge form a stable dispersion 

state, and are extremely stable suspended illiquid (Guolin et al., 2009). 

2.1.2 Quantities 

One of the problems concerning the quantities of waste, and sludge produced, is that most 

of the oil companies do not give exact numbers of the wastes they are generating. But 

according to the American Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), it is estimated that 

each major refinery in the United States alone, produces not less than 30,000 tons of 

different types of sludge annually (Habibi, 2004).  In Saudi Arabia, a major oil company 

(Saudi Aramco) facilities generate 20,000 to 30,000 cubic meters of tank oily sludge 

annually according to its website. However, according to a study by JETRO these amounts 

does not include drill cuttings generated in oil fields, and tank oil sludge generated by joint 

ventures between Saudi Aramco and foreign oil companies, which indicates much higher 

numbers throughout  the country (JETRO, 2010). 

2.1.3 Hazardous effect 

Oily sludge affects nature in the following aspects:  

1. Occupies large stretches of land. Since there is not yet a fully successful method for 

disposing oily sludge, it piles up in an area, and uses more and more land. This will 

produce large amounts of toxic gases in addition to methane gas, which could cause 

combustion and explosions.  
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2. Soil contamination. Storing oily sludge with its harmful components severely 

contaminates soil, and consequently groundwater.  

3. Pollution of water bodies. Oily sludge with natural precipitation flows into the rivers, 

lakes, plus the smaller particles can be carried with the wind, and land into surface 

water.  

4. Atmospheric pollution. Being easily biodegradable, exposed oily sludge with the 

appropriate temperature and humidity is easily decomposed by microorganisms, 

releasing many harmful gases.  

5. With its toxic components, such as organic pollutants, heavy metals and other harmful 

substances, storing oily sludge in oil tanks for long times, increases the chances of 

runoffs due to leakage or any type of accidents that could cause big releases into the 

surrounding environment (Guolin et al., 2009). 

2.1.4 Oily sludge as a controlled Haz-Mat  

Oily sludge is rapidly becoming one of the big environmental problems in the world; 

managing it is an expensive, time consuming, and not fully guaranteed process. The toxic 

varied constituent this oily sludge is made of control the disposal process. Therefore, when 

the sludge wastes are inconsistent, thick and viscous, this complicates their treatment, and 

further influences equipment performance.  

In 1990, the Pollution Prevention Act, Congress established a new policy of “pollution 

prevention” that aims to reduce hazardous wastes or limit its discharge. EPA responded in 

1992 with a plan “statement of definition” that contains a group of approaches that should 

be followed while dealing with hazardous wastes, including refinery wastes and especially 
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oily sludge (EPA, 2000). These approaches in general are; a) pollution prevention; b) 

recycling; c) treatment prior to disposal; and d) disposal.  

In the past, landfilling was the common disposal method for oily sludge, but US EPA 

through its Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), listed oily sludge from 

different sources under code K and F as a hazardous waste, that are prohibited from land 

disposal (Abrishamian et al., 1992). 

2.1.5 Canadian federal and provincial petroleum wastes disposal regulations 

The Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) was established in 1999. This act 

deals with the identification, control and/or prevention of toxic substances in the 

environment. CEPA also acknowledged the need to eliminate essentially all persistent and 

bioaccumulative substances from the environment. CEPA also fulfills Canada's 

international and national commitments with respect to regulating air pollution and ocean 

dumping (CEPA, 1999). To deal with various amounts of environmental issues, CEPA 

issued subsystem acts that help the country in every environmental aspect.  

Petroleum sludge disposal falls under the Waste Management Act. This act  authorizes the 

provincial Environment Ministers to make guidelines and regulations pertaining to every 

person, commercial, industrial or public organization that produces, stores, transports, 

handles, treats, destroys, discharges, or disposes of wastes and special wastes. The Acts 

deal with licensing of disposal facilities as well as the transportation of wastes (CEPA, 

1999). 

In Quebec, hazardous waste disposal falls under the Environmental Quality Act 

regulations, where sludge containing hydrocarbons is classified under code B or J (if  
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contains PCBs), It states that oil wastes are prohibited from land disposal. This ban comes 

from section 4 in chapter 1 of (EQA) where the following is considered a toxic material: 

1. Any mineral or synthetic oil; 

2. Any grease that is mineral oil or synthetic oil to which thickeners have been added; 

3. Any empty vessel other than an aerosol container or gas cylinder that is 

contaminated by: 

a. a toxic material; 

b. a deposit of more than 2.5 cm of oil, grease or other hazardous materials; 

or, 

c. oil, grease or other hazardous materials whose quantity is greater than 3% 

of the volume of the vessel when its volume is less than 440 litres, or when 

the quantity is greater than 0.3% of the volume of the vessel when its 

volume is 440 litres or more; 

4. Any gas cylinder or aerosol container holding oil, grease or other hazardous 

materials and whose internal pressure is greater than the normal atmospheric 

pressure (20 ºC); 

5. Any material or object containing only 3% or more of hazardous materials in oil 

or grease mass; 

6. Any material and object that, when tested in accordance with the methods 

prescribed in the Liste des méthodes d'analyses relatives à l'application des 

règlements découlant de la Loi sur la qualité de l'environnement (published by the 

Ministère du développement durable, de l'environnement et des parcs), contains 

more than 1,500 ppm of total organic halogen; 
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7. Any material and object containing PCBs or contaminated by PCBs — 

polychlorinated biphenyls whose molecular formula is C12H10-nC1n, “n” being a 

whole number is greater or equal to 2 but less than or equal to 10 — that is listed 

below: 

a. any liquid containing more than 50 mg of PCBs per kg of liquid; or 

b. any solid containing more than 50 mg of PCBs per kg of solid; or 

c. any substance containing more than 50 mg of PCBs per kg of substance; 

d. any object — equipment, machinery, capacitor, transformer, manufactured 

object — containing a liquid, solid or substance mentioned above or that 

is contaminated by such a material; 

e. any object or exposed metal part whose surface is contaminated by more 

than 1 mg of PCBs per m2; and 

8. Any other material or object whose surface is contaminated by oil, grease or other 

hazardous material (Quebec Environmental Quality Act [EQA], 2010). 

 

Also according to the Quebec Environmental Quality Act, leachable material that produces 

a leachate containing a contaminant in a concentration higher than the standard set forth in 

Table 2.3 is considered toxic and banned from land disposal: 
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Table 2.3: Contaminant standard limit 

Metal Concentration (mg/L) 

Arsenic 5.0 

Barium 100.0 

Boron 500.0 

Cadmium 0.5 

Chromium 5.0 

Mercury 0.1 

Lead 5.0 

Selenium 1.0 

Uranium 2.0 
 

Maximum Concentration of a contaminant in liquids or leachates from solid materials (EQA, 2010) 

 

 

2.2 Heavy metals  

Heavy metals are natural components of the earths’ crust; they cannot be degraded or 

destroyed.  To a small extent they enter our bodies through food, water resources, and air. 

Some heavy metals are essential to maintain the metabolism of the human bodies (e.g 

copper, zinc, iron), and others, such as vanadium, nickel and lead are of high industrial 

values (Bockris, 1977). However, at higher concentrations, they can lead to poisoning (in 

case of humans and living organisms) and to major industrial problems.   

Heavy metals have great ecological importance, because of their toxicity and 

bioaccumulation. Contrary to most pollutants (e.g. petroleum hydrocarbons) they are not 

biodegradable, and they cannot be removed from the soil in a natural way. Since they are 

often immobilized within different soil components, they have long-lasting effects in soil 

due to relatively strong adsorption of many metals on humic and clay colloids in soils. The 

duration of contamination may be for hundreds and thousands of years in many cases, 

depending on the soil types and physicochemical properties (Alloway and Arye, 1994). 
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Metal mobility in the rhizosphere could be influenced by many factors, which some of 

them are not well documented. Basic factors include pH, temperature, redox potential, and 

cation exchange capacity. Researchers also included the competition between metal ions, 

which affect the uptake of metals by plant roots (Merian, 1991). Sorption could also affect 

metal mobility in the soil, given that heavy metals can be sorbed into the soil organic matter 

limiting the mobility of metals (Camobreco et al., 1996). 

Metals in soil can be found in various forms: (a) free ions in the soil solution; (b) soluble 

metal complexes; (c) bound to carbonates, (this fraction is sensitive to changes of pH); (d) 

bound to soil organic matter (result in the release of soluble trace metals during the 

oxidizing or degrading processes of organic matter); and (e) precipitated residuals such as 

oxides and hydroxides (Tessier et al., 1979).  

2.2.1 Vanadium 

2.2.1.1 Physical and chemical properties 

Vanadium is a white to gray metal, which is often found as crystalline form. Metallic 

vanadium has a density of 6.11 g/cm³, atomic mass of 50.94, melting temperature of 1890 

°C, and it reaches boiling state at 3000 °C. Vanadium exists in multiple oxidation states 

(II, III, IV, and V) (Merian, 1991). Naturally occurring vanadium consists of around 99% 

51V and the rest as 50V. It has no particular odor. It is usually combined with other elements 

in the environment such as, oxygen, sodium, sulfur, or chloride. The surface of vanadium 

metal is protected by an oxide layer and does not reacts with water under normal conditions 

(Merian, 1991). Vanadium has a relatively low electrical resistivity of (20 x 10-8 Ω m), 

however, vanadium oxides regularly change structural forms under certain electrical 

conditions, and such changes would affect resistivity simultaneously (Corr et al., 2008).   
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2.2.1.2 Sources and behavior in soil 

Vanadium is widely distributed in the earth’s crust at an average concentration of 100 ppm 

(approximately 100 ppm), similar to that of zinc and nickel (Merian 1991). Vanadium is 

the 22nd most abundant element in the earth’s crust (Baroch 2006). There are about 65 

different vanadium-containing minerals; carnotite, roscoelite, vanadinite, and patronite are 

important sources of this metal along with bravoite and davidite (Baroch 2006; Lide 2008). 

It is also found in phosphate rock and certain ores and is present in crude oils as organic 

complexes (Lide 2008). These organic complexes are divided into three basic groups: 1) 

mixed-ligand tetradendates, 2) humate complexes (i.e. vanadyl-organic complexes), and 3) 

tetrapyrrole complexes (Lewan and Maynard, 1981). Rock weathering, soil erosion, and 

any process that involves conversion of the less-soluble vanadium form to a more soluble 

one; all contribute in releasing vanadium to water and soils (Agency for Toxic Substances 

and Disease Registry [ASTDR], 1992). 

One of vanadium characteristics; it has high retention time in the air, water, and soil, it 

forms complexes with other elements and particles, and it adsorb to soil sediments. The 

transport of vanadium in water and soil is largely influenced by pH, redox potential, and 

particulate presence (ASTDR, 1992). 

2.2.1.3 Vanadium applications and effects  

 

Vanadium oxides has been recently linked to improving the performance of the high-

voltage lithium ion batteries, by using V2O5 in surface coating of electrodes , which 

enhances the elechtrochemical performance of these electrodes, and increase their life 

expectancy (Wang et al., 2015). Vanadium structural strength promoted vanadium 

compounds to be utilized in strengthen steel and as a rust proof additives (Moskalyk and 
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Alfantazi, 2003). Also vanadium neutron cross section properties makes it useful in nuclear 

applications, where the short half-life of the isotopes produced by neutron capture, makes 

vanadium a suitable material for the inner structure of a fusion reactor (Matsui et al., 1996).  

Human exposure to vanadium could happen through food chain (olive oil, sunflower oil, 

apple and eggs) or it might happen through other exposure path such as air, which could 

cause bronchitis, irritation of lungs, throat, eyes and nasal cavities. Vanadium uptake has 

many known toxic effects, such as sickness and headaches, weakening, severe trembling 

and paralyses, skin rashes, damage to the nervous system, and inflammation of stomach 

and intestines (International Program on Chemical Safety [IPCS], 1988). 

It was found that small amounts of vanadium in the environment might tend to stimulate 

plants but large amounts are toxic. Vanadium can be found in the environment in algae, 

plants, invertebrates, fishes and many other species. In mussels and crabs, vanadium 

strongly bio accumulates, which can lead to concentrations of about 105 to 106 times greater 

than the concentrations that are found in seawater. Vanadium toxicity is attributed to its 

ability to inhibit enzyme systems in animals, which have several harmful effects. It could 

also cause breathing disorders, paralyses and negative effects on the liver and kidneys for 

the animal (Merian, 1991). 

2.2.2 Nickel 

2.2.2.1 Physical and chemical properties 

Nickel is a silver-white, hard, ductile, ferromagnetic metal, with an atomic mass of 58.78, 

melting point of metallic nickel is 1453° C and it reaches the boiling state 2732°C. Nickel 

has multiple  oxidation states that include: -1, 0, +1, +2 , +3, and +4 but the prevalent 

valences are 0, as in nickel metal, and +2 in common water-soluble nickel compounds, 
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such as bromide, chloride, nitrate, and sulfate salts. While nickel exists in aqueous solutions 

mostly as [Ni (H2O)6]
+2, which is poorly absorbed by most living organisms, and it could 

be also be found in water insoluble forms, such as, NiO, Ni2O3, Ni(OH)2, NiAs, and 

NiCrO4.  

2.2.2.2 Sources and behavior in soil 

Nickel makes up for almost 0.008% of the earth’s crust. It is obtained primarily from 

sulfides ores, and to a fewer extent, from oxides ores by hydro-metallurgical refining 

processes. 

Agricultural soil originally contains up to 1000 mg/kg of nickel. The primary sources of 

nickel emissions into the atmosphere are the combustion of coal and oil for heat or power 

generation, incineration sewage sludge, and steel manufacture. Nickel compounds, 

generated from these processes usually include nickel sulfate, oxides, and sulfides, and to 

a lesser extent, metallic nickel (Badawieh, 2006).  

In various soil types, nickel show high mobility within the soil layers finally reaching 

ground water and, consequently rivers and lakes. Nickel could be mobilized in soil by acid 

rain, and by special plants, which have the ability of up-taking and accumulating metals in 

roots or shoots. This movement depends on a group of parameters that include: (a) type of 

soil, (b) soil pH and humidity, (c) the organic matter content of the soil, and (d) the 

concentration of extractable nickel (Hertel et al., 1991). 

2.2.2.3 Nickel applications and effects 

Nickel tends to create organo-metallic compounds such as Ni(CO4), which could be used  

for nickel refining processes, and it is used as a catalyst in the chemical and petroleum 

industries. Nickel alloys are used in vehicles, processing machinery, tools, electrical 
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equipment, and household appliances, Nickel compounds are also used in batteries 

(Merian, 1991). 

Inhalation of the nickel compounds seems to be the most dangerous method of absorption. 

It is confirmed that an acute inhalation of nickel to humans may produce headache, nausea, 

respiratory disorders, diarrhea, shortness of breath, and in some cases death (ATSDR, 

2005). Other ways of exposure includes: drinking water, eating food or smoking cigarettes, 

even skin contact with nickel-contaminated soil or water may also result in nickel exposure.  

Exposure to large amounts of nickel could result in, birth defects, lung embolism, allergic 

reactions, heart disorder, and in the case of up-taking less soluble forms of nickel 

compounds such as (Nickel carbonyl - Ni(CO)4); higher chances of developing lung cancer, 

nose cancer, and prostate cancer will rise (CEPA, 1999).  

Nickel is not a very mobile element in soil; since the larger part of all nickel compounds 

released to the environment will be adsorbed to soil particles and become immobile as a 

result. However, in acidic groundwater, nickel becomes more mobile and it will often rinse 

out to the groundwater in runoff, either from natural weathering or from disturbed soil. It 

could also enter bodies of water through atmospheric deposition (Young, 1953). 

There is lack of research regarding the effects of nickel upon organisms other than humans. 

Never the less some studies confirmed high nickel concentrations on sandy soils can clearly 

damage plants, but some plants react to these high concentrations in a way that reduces 

toxicity effects, such plants could be either excluders or hyperaccumulators. Nickel is 

considered an essential food substance for animals, but in small amounts. However, it could 

also be dangerous when the maximum tolerable amounts are exceeded, which, could cause 

various kinds of cancer on different sites within the bodies of animals (Young, 1953). 
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2.2.3 Lead 

2.2.3.1 Physical and chemical properties 

 

Lead is a bluish-white, soft metal with a density of 11.34 g/cm3, melting point of 327.5oC, 

and a boiling point of 1740 oC. It has an atomic number of 82, and an atomic mass of 207.19 

g/mol. Lead has an oxidation state of +2 in most organic compounds. The salts of Pb (II), 

lead oxides and lead sulfide are not readily soluble in water, with the exception of lead 

acetate, lead chlorate and to a lower degree lead chloride. On the other hand, inorganic lead 

compounds Pb (IV) are unstable and strong oxidizing agents (Merian 1991).  

2.2.3.2 Sources and behavior in soil 

Native lead is rare in nature; currently lead is usually found in ore with zinc, silver, copper 

and vanadium, and it is extracted together with these metals. The main lead mineral is 

Galena (PbS), but there are also deposits of cerrussite and anglesite which are mined. 

Galena is mined in Australia, which produces 19% of the world's new lead, followed by 

the USA, China, Peru' and Canada. Some is also mined in Mexico and West Germany. 

World production of new lead is 6 million tonnes a year, and workable reserves total are 

estimated 85 million tonnes, which is less than 15 year's supply (ATSDR 2005). 

Lead occurs naturally in the environment; however, most lead concentrations that are found 

in the environment are a result of human activities. Due to the application of lead in 

gasoline an unnatural lead-cycle has consisted. In car engines lead is burned, so that lead 

salts (chlorines, bromines, oxides) will originate (Merian, 1991). 

 These lead salts used to enter the environment through the exhausts of cars. Now using 

lead in gasoline is forbidden. The larger particles used to drop to the ground immediately 

and pollute soils or surface waters, and the smaller particles travelled long distances 
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through air and remained in the atmosphere. Part of this lead falls back on earth when it 

rains. This lead-cycle caused by human production is much more extended than the natural 

lead-cycle.  

Due to the low water solubility of lead compounds, lead is easily adsorbed to all clayey 

soils. Harter (1983) showed the adsorption tendencies of lead ions and the variance for 

different types of soils. Results showed that the adsorption of lead ions strongly depends 

on pH, with higher pH values promoting the adsorption of lead onto soil surfaces.    

The soil organic content is also considered a major contributor to the retention of lead. 

Lead tends to form organometallic complexes, where retention of lead is more likely to 

happen through complexation rather than metal-organic precipitation (Yong, et al., 1992; 

Harter, 1983)  

2.2.3.3 Lead applications and effects 

Lead is used in applications where its low melting point, ductility and high density are 

advantageous, e.g. casting small arms and ammunitions, roofing material, cladding, and to 

reduce wearing of machine tools.  Lead is largely used in lead car batteries, mostly as 

electrodes (Merian, 1991).  

Lead is one out of four metals that have the most damaging effects on human health. It can 

enter the human body through uptake of food (65%), water (20%) and air (15%). 

Foods such as fruit, vegetables, meats, grains, seafood, soft drinks and wine may contain 

significant amounts of lead (ATSDR, 2007). Cigarette smoke also contains small amounts 

of lead. 
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Lead can enter into drinking water through pipes corrosion. This is more likely to happen 

when the water is slightly acidic. That is why public water treatment systems are now 

required to carry out pH-adjustments in water that will serve drinking purposes. 

Lead can cause several unwanted effects, such as (ATSDR, 2007); Disruption of the 

biosynthesis of haemoglobin and anaemia, rise in blood pressure, kidney damage 

,disruption of nervous systems, brain damage, declined fertility of men through sperm 

damage, diminished learning abilities of children, and behavioural disruptions of children, 

such as aggression, impulsive behavior and hyperactivity. 

Lead accumulates in the bodies of water organisms and soil organisms. These will 

experience health effects from lead poisoning. Health effects on shellfish can take place 

even when only very small concentrations of lead are present. Body functions of 

phytoplankton can be disturbed when lead interferes. Phytoplankton is an important source 

of oxygen production in seas and many larger sea-animals eat it. That is why we now begin 

to wonder whether lead pollution can influence global balances (ASTDR, 2007). 

Table 2.4 gives a brief comparison of the basic properties of the three metals (vanadium, 

nickel, and lead). 
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Table 2.4: Comparison between vanadium, nickel and lead general properties 

Property Vanadium Nickel Lead 

Melting point 1890 1453oC 327.5 

Boiling point 3000 2732 oC 1740 

Density (@20oC) 6.00 g/cm3 8.91 g/cm3 11.34 g/cm3 

Colour Greyish Silver-White Bluish-White 

Atomic number 23 28 82 

Atomic mass 50.94 58.71 207.19 

Electrochemical potential -1.20 V -0.24 V -0.126 V 

Oxidation states (bold 

most stable) 

-1,+2,+3,+4,+5 -1,0,+1,+2,+3,+4 +1,+2,+3,+4 

pH effect on mobility of 

the most stable oxidation 

state of the metal. 

pH<8 mobile 

pH>8 less 

mobile 

pH<6.5 mobile 

pH>6.5 immobile 

pH<4.2 mobile 

pH>4.2 

mobile slowly 

to immobile 

(Merian 1991; ATSDR 2012; Choudhury 1998) 

2.3 Heavy metals in petroleum sludge  

The crude oil fraction of the oily sludge contains three different fractions: paraffinic, 

naphthenic, and aromatic which also contains sulfur and nitrogen. The second part of the 

crude oil is the resins coating, and asphaltenes. The resins are a brown sticky hydrocarbon 

which contain nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur, are soluble in n- pentane but insoluble in 

propane, and have molecular weights greater than 3000. The asphaltenes contain the 

chelated metals, vanadium, nickel, and possibly some calcium along with sulfur, oxygen, 
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and nitrogen (Muslat 2005). During crude oil distillation, the asphaltenes are not 

volatilized, and remain in the vacuum reduced crude oil, along with most of resin fraction, 

which would eventually settle as a dense oily sludge fraction (Muslat 2005). Crude oils, 

typically contains traces of heavy metals, where vanadium, nickel, and iron being the most 

common. Usually they are in an oil-soluble form, not removable by water-washing or 

filtration, and in conventional refining processes they become concentrated in the residual 

fuel oil fractions. In some cases the concentration of vanadium in petroleum sludge samples 

reached up to 1500 ppm (Amorim et al., 2007) which is higher than any other trace metal. 

The presence of metals in petroleum sludge is highly undesirable; it complicates the 

treatment processes by being neither degradable nor destroyable, which eliminates 

common procedures such as landfills and incineration. The presence of heavy metals in 

oily sludge can influence the biodegradation of organic materials, where it proved to have 

harmful effect on the hydrocarbon oxidizers in decomposing petroleum hydrocarbons 

(Muslat 2005). In addition, a study by Jensen (1977) illustrated the effect of lead on the 

biodegradation of oily waste in soil, where a change in the population of soil microbiota 

was noticed in the soil because of the presence of lead in particular. Measurements of 

oxygen consumption revealed increased microbial activity after the waste was added to 

soil. Adversely, the presence of lead noticeably reduced this activity with prolonged lag 

phase in the biodegradation of oily sludge. It affects the yield of fuels in the recycling 

processes of the sludge by producing impure fuels, when burned, metal rich fuels produce 

toxic oxides and cause corrodibility and produce ashes that can damage engines.   

Metals in sludge could be found in different ratios according to the sources and handling 

processes of the sludge, such as refining, chemicals added, storage and even transportation.  
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Table 2.5 shows different concentrations of heavy metals in a bottom tank oily sludge 

samples collected from different sources. 

Table 2.5: Metal content of petroleum oily sludge from different sources 

    Metal 

(ppm) 

  Canadian refinery 

(1) 

Omani refinery 

(2) 

Greek refinery  

          (3)  

 

      Fe 2200 NA          NA  

Pb 8 206          422  

Cd 63 NA         17  

Ni 40 18.8        1249  

Cu 12 33.4         438  

Zn 80 759          NA  

V 30 NA          NA  

(1)Badawieh, (2006), (2) Al-Futaiasi et al., (2007), (3) Karamalidis and Voudrias (2008) 

 

Moreover, Iwegbue et al., (2009) investigated the characteristic levels of heavy metals in 

soils that have received significant impact of crude oil spillage in the Niger Delta. The 

results showed a significant presence of metals (Cu, Zn, Pb, Ni, Cr, Cd, Mn) in the soil, 

which affected the properties of the soil negatively. 

2.4 Emulsions 

Emulsion is a mixture of two immiscible liquids in which fine droplets of on liquid is 

dispersed in another, as droplets of colloidal sizes(0.1-10µm) (Gillies et al., 2000). There 

are thermodynamically stable and unstable emulsions. For stable emulsions, certain energy 

is required through shaking, stirring, homogenizers, or spray processes to form unstable 

stable system (demulsification) (Mackay, 1987).  

Emulsions are undesirable in petroleum industry because of their influences on pipeline 

transportation difficulties (Piondexter and Lindemuth, 2004). 
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Demulsification (leading to separation of phases) can be achieved through the following 

processes: flocculation, sedimentation (creaming) and coalescence (Piondexter and 

Lindemuth 2004). The first two result from variation of density between two phases, and 

promoted by large droplet sizes, high differences in density and low viscosity of the 

continuous phase (dispersion medium) (Morrison and Ross, 2002).  Flocculation is a 

reversible formation of droplet clusters where two or more droplets clump together, 

touching only at certain points, and with virtually no change in total surface area. Oil-in-

water (O/W), and water-in-oil (W/O) emulsions undergo special flocculation mechanism, 

where the individual droplets retain their size and shape, but lose their kinetic 

independence, because of the sedimentation-creaming rate. All three processes are 

reversible, where applying agitation will promote the recovery of original dispersion state. 

However, coalescence is considered more aggressive, where the complete merging of two 

full droplets into one is facilitated by film drainage and film rupture between two aqueous 

drops (Ahmed et al., 1999).  

The properties of the interface between water and oil are important in determining the 

stability of an emulsion system. The formation of an interface between the dispersed phase 

and the continuous phase increases the system free energy, therefore the emulsions are 

thermodynamically stable, and tend to minimize the surface area by break-up of emulsions. 

If the interfacial film is weak, the emulsions stability will be poor. The dispersed droplets 

will collide and the collisions will lead to droplet fusion, i.e. coalescences (Karbaschi et 

al.,. 2014; Piondexter, and Lindemuth 2004). Indigenous amphiphilic substances in the 

crude oil, i.e., asphaltenes and resins, are traditionally considered as natural emulsifiers 

responsible for the stabilization of W/O emulsions.   Formation of three-dimensional films 
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of asphaltene aggregates at the oil-water interface is believed to protect water droplets from 

coalescence. In addition, waxes, fine solids (e.g. scale, sand and clay) and naphthenates 

may contribute to the film strength at the oil-water interface (Ahmed et al., .1999). 

2.5 Oily sludge management 

Oily sludge large volumes and toxic components require feasible disposal method that 

guarantees both; economic and environmental benefits. Unfortunately, the variant 

composition of petroleum sludge, resulting from different sources of extraction and 

refining processes, rendered most conventional methods obsolete.  However the following 

procedures were able to provide a partial solution of the problem. 

2.5.1 Recycling 

New legislations demand that, oily sludge shouldn’t be disposed, unless its oil content is 

reduced to a certain limit (Jean and Lee, 1999). Different methods could be used to achieve 

this purpose, including on-site treatment and oil reclaimers. These processes will result in 

minimizing the waste generated, and the recovery of the valuable oil that could be used or 

sold. RCRA defined recycled oil as “any used oil which is reused  following its original 

use, for any purpose, including the purpose for which the oil was originally used; thus, 

recycled oil includes oil which is re-refined, reclaimed, burned, or reprocessed” (Atlas, 

1984). 

Refineries could use on-site oil reclaimers, which follow different methods for oil, water 

and solids separation. Jean and Lee (1999) described the mechanical separation of oil and 

water from oily sludge by the deliquoring process of oily sludge, which still needs a lot of 

research. Habibi and Elektorowicz (2004) used the electrokinetic phenomena for an 
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effective separation of oily sludge into phases including water, hydrocarbons, and solid 

phase. They suggested that this method allows for recycling of hydrocarbon residue from 

a waste product to a usable refinery product, by reducing the water content by 63%. 

2.5.2 Filtration 

It could be considered a method of dewatering oily sludge; usually this process yields a 

reduced amount of oily cake, and little oil in the liquid phase. Applying filtration before 

sending the sludge into a disposal or incineration site will reduce the cost of these processes 

considerably, depending on the sludge volume, and oil or water content. It is preferable 

that the oily sludge introduced to the filters would contain low oil concentrations, since it 

was found that sometimes this oil blocks the filter cloth, but adding calcium carbonate to 

the sludge could prevent it (Dando, 2003). 

2.5.3 Treatment with fly ash 

Dewatering is a very important process to reduce sludge volume; however the presence of 

oil in the sludge causes operational problems. It was found that adding fly ash to the oily 

sludge, decreases the specific resistance to filtration, and capillary suction time C.S.T 

(dewaterability) of the sludge (Hwa and Jeyaseelan, 1997). 

Hwa and Jeyaseelan (1997) added in their experiment different dosages of fly ash to 

multiple samples of oily sludge. After each dosage, the sludge characteristics (capillary 

suction time (CST), filtration resistance, solid content in the sludge cake, and the particle 

size distribution in the sludge after conditioning) were measured. The optimum dosage that 

yielded in the least CST, and the lowest specific resistance to filtration was 3%. However, 

this value would vary depending on the original characteristics of the sludge. As a result, 
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solid content increased in the sludge cake, and there were less suspended solids with 

filtrates. But the volume of toxic waste increased. On the other hand, fly ash might contain 

heavy metals, which means more toxicity in the final mixture.  

2.5.4 Incineration 

One of the most common methods for oily sludge disposal is incineration. Rotary kiln and 

fluidized bed incinerators are the most known incinerators; they are either integrated with 

the refinery or placed off-site, where the process could be carried out by a contractor. 

A rotary kiln usually 8-12 m long, 1-5 m in diameter, and the average combustion 

temperature inside is between 800 to 1400°C, for a duration of 60 minutes. The fluidized 

bed incinerator consists of a vertically cylindrical brick-lined combusting chamber. Sludge 

or wastes in general are introduced into the chamber from the sides into the fluidized bed 

where it is incinerated at a relatively low temperature (800-950°C) (UNIDO, 1993). 

In the process, the contaminated oily sludge is fed into the incinerator that contains gas or 

oil burners that provide an operating temperature of (800 to 1400 °C). Waste material is 

combusted in the presence of a relatively large excess of oxygen (air), which will result in 

the conversion of most of the hydrocarbon-based wastes to carbon dioxide and water vapor 

(50% to 100%) (Shleck,1990). Despite the fact that incineration is a very effective method, 

it is considered not environmentally friendly. The following shows some concerns 

associated with incineration (Szente et al., 2003): 

1. The combusting of toxic organic compounds results in a large amount of 

hazardous gas effluents that need to be treated before being released into the 

atmosphere; 
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2. In the case of off-site incinerators (which is the case in most refineries), 

transportation costs are high due to environmental risks; 

3. Incineration processes are usually very expensive, and it is more expensive in 

case of oily sludge incineration, because a typical oily sludge from most refineries 

could contain up to 60% water, which implies a high amount of energy to burn; 

4. Fly ash, resulting from the incineration process, contains heavy metals, and since 

this ash is usually sent to landfills, the heavy metal leaching becomes another 

problem to be solved. 

2.5.5 Coking 

EPA explained that the main purpose of cokers, is to thermally convert longer-chain 

hydrocarbons to recover light hydrocarbons that are used to produce fuels. The typical 

coker yield about 30% petroleum coke and 70% light hydrocarbons that will be refined to 

high-grade fuels (Orr and Maxwell, 2000). 

Coking operations are used to dispose of undesirable residues by converting them into 

valuable products. Coker plants produces coke from oily sludge that is collected from 

different sources in the refinery. In the operation, while most of the oily sludge fed into the 

coker vaporizes in the hot coking process, the lighter fractions are returned through the 

upper lines back to the refinery fractionation process. The final coke product will combine 

solids and non-volatiles from the original oily sludge which include heavy metals (Shah, 

2004). 
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2.5.6 Biological treatment 

Organic content defined by Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) can be reduced in the 

refineries’ effluent by a biological oxidation of the organic matter into inorganic matter 

and microbial cells. The goal of biological treatment is to reduce organic wastes and its 

toxic effects to very low levels. In biological treatment, factors such as; pH, sulfides, 

nutrients, and temperature should be controlled. Also the availability of nutrients is 

essential for microorganisms (Davis, 1967). 

Oxidation ponds, activated sludge treatment, and biological contactors are considered the 

major units of the biological treatment facility (Atlas, 1984). However, organic forms and 

their concentrations have to be at the level, which do not inhibit the microbial growth. 

2.5.6.1 Biodegradation of Oily Sludge 

Biodegradation is carried out by soil bacteria and fungi as a natural process. Recently and 

after an extended research, many microbial communities demonstrated their ability of 

breaking down certain hydrocarbons, or transforming some chemical substances present in 

petroleum wastes into nonhazardous products (Korda et al., 1997). 

Bioremediation in comparison to other technologies (e.g. incineration), is considered a 

cost-effective technology that rarely yields undesirable side compounds in specific 

biodegradable compounds treatment. In this technique, organic sludge is mixed with active 

microbial seeds and appropriate nutrients in an engineered reactor. This treatment increases 

the speed of biodegradation of the organics, by providing optimal conditions (pH, 

temperature, nutrients, and dissolved oxygen) for these microorganisms (Korda et al., 

1997). 
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Some microbial strains are available commercially for bioremediation. Each of them is 

responsible for degrading specific compounds. Soriano and Pereira (2002) grew 

microorganisms in a medium that contains only oily sludge as a source of carbon and 

energy. The two parameters that were investigated were the microbial adaptation to the 

environmental variables around it, and the aeration process. The consumption rate was 

89%, 99%, and 93% for oil and grease, n-paraffins, and total polyaromatics, respectively. 

Usually hydrocarbons in oily sludge are found as a mixture; thus, and because none of the 

organisms could degrade all the different kinds of hydrocarbons, the larger the diversity 

cultures, the better remediation achieved. Said et al. (2004) applied a fungal strain 

(Paecilomyces variotii) and a bacterial strain (Bacillus cereus) as a co-culture to an oily 

sludge that was taken from a crude oil storage tanks. About 35% of the non-volatile total 

petroleum hydrocarbons and 81% of the aliphatic hydrocarbons were degraded. 

It is obvious that the biological treatment is only concerned with the organic hydrocarbon 

part of the oily sludge. The other major toxicant, such as heavy metals are ignored, which 

indicate, that these methods are solving part of the problem only. 

2.5.6.2 Composting 

EPA defined composting as “the use of a biological system of micro-organisms in a mature, 

cured compost to sequester or break down contaminants in water or soil” (EPA, 1997). 

Oily sludge composting techniques, are very similar to the open and closed composting 

systems, already used in treating organic wastes such as municipal sewage solids, 

agricultural crops, manure and others. On the other hand, some adaptation is necessary, 

due to the fact that the behavior of soil is different from that of organic wastes. Aeration of 

the soil is required in the composting process which allows microorganisms to use 
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contaminants in the soil transforming them into carbon dioxide, water, and salts (Dando, 

2003). 

In the case of having oily sludge as the contaminant, the ultimate goal will be to reduce the 

hazardous organic compounds concentrations in the sludge, in order to stabilize it. Giles et 

al., (2001) examined the feasibility of using composting as an effective bioremediation 

method. They found that nine out of the twenty strains that were isolated from the sludge 

used the sludge as the carbon and energy source. These strains were used in their 

experiments which resulted in the following: the total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH’s) at 

46 µg/g were reduced in the sludge by 97.4% in 10 weeks. 

2.5.7 Landfarming 

Landfarming (called also land treatment) is a technique that depends on the soil microbial 

communities to degrade and stabilize hydrocarbon wastes. Landfarming involves 

spreading excavated contaminated soils or sludge in a thin layer on the ground surface and 

stimulating aerobic microbial activity within the soils through aeration and the addition of 

minerals, nutrients, and moisture. The enhanced microbial activity results in degradation 

of adsorbed petroleum product constituents through microbial respiration (EPA, 1994). 

Unlike landfilling, land treatment was an accepted land-disposal technique under RCRA 

(with some conditions applied), and it does not use any physical barriers to isolate 

hazardous waste and prevent leaching or migrating. Instead, soil processes (precipitation, 

cation exchange reactions, and complexations) ensure, to some extent the immobility of 

these constituents. EPA defined landfarming as “an open system that relies on dynamic 

physical, chemical, and biological processes to degrade, transform, or immobilize 

hazardous organics in the soil” (Atlas, 1984). 
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A general report evaluating land treatment was conducted by the Environmental Research 

and Technology association (ERT) in 1984 and handed in to API. In the report ERT 

indicated that land treatment, could successfully result in degrading the organic matter, 

immobilizing multiple heavy metals and any other inorganic matter, if the appropriate 

environmental and operational conditions exist (EPA, 2000). Such operational conditions 

according to EPA and under RCRA directions include that:  

a. Landfarming location should be outside of a 10-year flood zone; 

b. The depth of the waste should not exceed 1.5 m; 

c. Continued monitoring of the groundwater must be repeated for 90 days from the 

last waste application. 

Despite the fact that land farming is unexpansive, and effective technique for oily sludge 

treatment, there are still operational and environmental concerns associated with it. For 

example, complete degradation period is very long, and carries some environmental risks 

that involve all media: surface and ground water, soil, and atmosphere.   

Hejazi et al., (2003) indicated that, the highly volatile organic compounds associated with 

the degradation processes, impose high environmental health risks to workers on the site. 

Other disadvantage is associated with the heavy metals permanent presence in land used 

for landfarming. These metals might migrate into groundwater if the appropriate membrane 

liners are not provided to protect soil from erosion or any extreme weather conditions. 

Despite the metals are immobilized, their presence implies the problem is not solved yet.  

In 1992, EPA published a final rule for various hazardous wastes disposal that include 

hydrocarbons. This law prohibited the land disposal of untreated hazardous waste. As a 
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result, most of the traditional landfarming areas in North America were closed (Hejazi et 

al., 2003). 

2.5.8 Centrifugation 

Centrifugation is a mechanical separation process where solids and liquid are separated by 

centrifugal force. This technique is being used in a wide range in the gulf oil rich countries 

ECO (Emirates Environmental Protection Company, 2009). Centrifugal processing of oily 

sludge includes the removal of the solids and the dropping of the liquid into a fine mesh 

shaker to dewater the remaining liquid. The sludge will be pumped to a set of desilter 

hydrocyclones, to separate fine particles from the liquid, the oily water. Oily water from 

the centrifuge will be sent to a dropout tank for gravity separation in the tank. It will be 

then pumped to the interceptor tank for oil-water separation. Through a dissolved air 

flotation unit, the water is treated with a coagulant and flocculent to separate oil from water. 

The oil will float on water and transfer to an oil collecting unit (JETRO, 2010). 

The main disadvantage of the this process is that centrifugal process (even after double and  

triple centrifuging) cannot recover the heavier oil contents of the sludge and 5 to 10 wt % 

oil content remains in the solid residue of the sludge after treatment. Also centrifuge 

dewatering requires a high-energy input to increase the centrifugal speed, or to flocculate 

sludge at optimal dosage (Chu et al., 2005), and the addition of polymer or flocculants 

demands operational input. Meanwhile, the produced cake needs further treatment for 

disinfection, and more importantly removal of heavy metals, regularly available in 

upstream or downstream petroleum oily sludge.  
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2.5.9 Phytoremediation 

Using plants for environmental remediation is a very old idea. However recent studies and 

field applications yielded very interesting results, which in many cases, confirm the 

feasibility of phytoremediation as a trusted remediation option. 

Phytoremediation is the use of green plants to remove pollutants from the environment, or 

contain their toxic effect to render them harmless. These pollutants could be heavy metals, 

hydrocarbons, organic chemicals, and other contaminants that could be found in soil, and 

water bodies (Lasat, 2002). 

Badawieh (2006) applied this technique successfully on oily sludge samples contaminated 

with high amounts of heavy metals. In the study, scented geraniums were planted in a series 

of pots containing oily sludge, where heavy metal concentrations were artificially increased 

up to 2000 ppm. Scented geraniums were able to survive the harsh conditions for 50 days, 

accumulating up to 1600 mg, 1000 mg, and 1200 mg, of Cd, Ni, and V respectively per kg 

dry weight of the plant.  

Phytoremediation varies depending on the type of contaminant to be treated into the 

following techniques: phytoextraction, phytodegradation, phytovolatilization, and 

phytostabilization.  

a. Phytoextraction is the uptake of pollutants from the contaminated zones by 

plants that accumulate these contaminants in their tissues. In some cases, the 

contaminant could be restored and reused again, like the case of some heavy metals. 

This process requires specific plants that have the ability to accumulate high 

concentrations of a particular contaminant (e.g. heavy metals). These species are 

known as hyperaccumulators (Prasad and Freitas, 2003). For example Brassica 
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juncea (Indian Mustard) is a high-biomass plant that could transport lead to the 

shoots, accumulating >1.8% lead in the shoots (dry weight) (Kumar et al., 1995).  

b. Phytodegradation (or phytotransformation) is the process of up-taking organic 

contaminants from soil, and transforming it to non-hazardous forms, by any plant-

associated microflora (Schnoor, 1997). Similar to phytoextraction, 

phytodegradation requires organic contaminants to be biologically available for 

absorption or uptake by plants. Bioavailability of organic matter depends on the 

soil characteristics (organic matter content, pH, clay or sand type and content), age 

of the contaminant, and the characteristics of the compound (Cunningham et al., 

1995). For example, growing Willow stand (Salix viminalis) in oil contaminated 

sediment, resulted in 79% oil degradation in the root zone of the stand (Vervaeke 

et al., 2003). 

c. Phytovolatilization is another form of phytoremediation, whereby volatile 

compounds are absorbed in the plants and released into the atmosphere through 

transpiration processes. Phytovolatilization is observed when plants take up water, 

organic and inorganic contaminants. Some of these contaminants could go directly 

through the plants to the leaves and volatilize into the atmosphere at rather low 

concentrations (Interstate Technology and Regulatory Cooperation [ITRC], 1999). 

One problem associated with phytovolatilization, is that by transferring 

contaminants from soil or groundwater into the atmosphere, toxic gases are being 

released into the air. As a result, phytovolatalization must be monitored to avoid 

pollution translocation. According to Burken et al., (2001) introducing live hybrid 
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poplar plants into benzene contaminated soil, enhanced the volatilization process 

of the benzene without observing any toxicity effect on the plant itself.  

d. Phytostabilization is an opposite process to phytoextraction.In this case, the 

goal is to make the contaminant (metals and organics) less bioavailable for plant 

uptake, which will protect plants from the toxic effect of these elements, and 

consequently prevent entering the food chain. Therefore, since metals will be 

insoluble and stable, lower leaching of metals into near groundwater aquifers is 

expected (Matso, 1995). 

Time is the downfall of this technique, but applying this technique on large field for a long 

period of time could be feasible. 

2.5.10 Unconventional methods/studies 

Using non-ionic and anionic surfactant in the treatment of oily sludge were also 

investigated to improve oil sludge management. For example, Guolin et al., (2009) washed 

and mixed sludge with ethoxylation alkyl sodium sulfate (Na-AES) in order to achieve 

maximum recovery of crude oil. According to Guolin et al., (2009) applying this technique 

on bottom tanks oily sludge resulted in the recovery of 99.24% of crude oil at optimal 

conditions.  

Different kind of studies aim to utilize the sludge commercially rather than treating, or 

storing it. Sengupta et al., (2002) tried to form bricks from petroleum effluent treatment 

plant sludge. In an attempt to utilize all the components of oily sludge, a laboratory-scale 

investigation was carried out on the partial replacement of raw materials used in making 

masonry bricks from the sludge. Bricks prepared by replacing about 30% of the raw 

materials (clay, sand, and water) with the sludge, were found to conform to the Indian 
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standard specification for common burnt clay building bricks. In the process, the water in 

the sludge served as the process water, the hydrocarbons burn provided about 5% of the 

fuel requirement for brick, and the inorganic materials are fixed as constituents of the 

bricks.  

2.6 Oily sludge management with respect to metals  

The majority of previously mentioned in situ and off-site techniques proved to be one 

dimensional treatment methods, with many disadvantages in most cases. 

Some of the better newly developed methods such as soil/washing, bioremediation, and 

solidification/stabilization techniques are commonly used these days. However these 

techniques fail when low permeability soils are encountered. Flushing is very difficult with 

low permeability and stabilization agents are vulnerable in clayey colloids (Elektorowicz 

2009; Elektorowicz et al., 2008b), and bioavailability of organic xenobiotics is limited 

(Elektorowicz, 2009). 

The big challenge comes when a mixture of contaminants or contaminant with mixed 

content is present. For example petroleum oily sludge contains both organic waste and 

heavy metals, the following summarizes these challenges: 

1. Both organic and inorganic contaminants influence their properties in soil; 

2. Soil components behave in different ways upon the presence of these groups; 

3. The method of treatment used to treat one waste product might have a large impact 

on the other contaminant and the environment eventually; 

4. Treatment method might fail with the presence of the other waste group in soil. 
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The movement of heavy metals is greatly influenced by the quantity of organic matter in 

the matrix. For example humic and fulvic acids can form complexes with the metals and 

precipitate, which affect the fixation of metals (Serpaud et al., 1994; Kaschl et al., 2002; 

Elektorowicz, 2009). Furthermore the mixed metals compete for adsorption places in soil, 

depending on the type of soil, type of metals, and their concentrations. And since the 

fraction of soil might be occupied by residual organic contaminants, the adsorption 

capacity of heavy metals will decrease affecting their mobility in the process (Kaoser et 

al., 2004a; Kaoser et al., 2004b; Elektorowicz 2009). In addition, it is believed that the 

mobility of some metals is affected by synergistic and antagonistic factors especially with 

the presence of mixed contaminant in the matrix (Reddy et al., 1999). 

Technologies that deal with mixed contaminants, both inorganic (e.g. heavy metals, 

radionuclides) and organic (e.g. PAHs), need to be developed. And the need of new 

complete sustainable technology for oily sludge treatment is a must. 

2.6.1 Electrokinetics (EK) 

Electrokinetic remediation is an emerging green technology that has attracted scientists, 

governments, and investors. This method aims to mobilize contaminants inside diverse 

matrices under the influence of an applied direct current (DC) (Virkutyte et al., 2002; 

Hatem, 1999; Cabrera-Guzman et al., 1990). When the DC electric fields are applied to the 

contaminated soils or colloidal matrix via special electrodes, positive ions travel towards 

the negatively charged cathode, while negative ions move towards the positively charged 

anode. Uncharged species would be carried through electroosmotic flow (initiated by the 

redox reactions), and other electrokinetic mechanisms (Ch. 2.6.1.1, 2.6.1.2, and 2.6.1.3) 

(Reddy and Cameselle, 2009; Acar et al., 1995).  
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This innovative technique is used to separate and extract heavy metals, radionuclides and 

organic components from soils (Elektorowicz and Hakimipour, 2002; Reddy and Saichek 

2004; Zhang et al., 2012), sludge (Ibeid et al., 2015; Elektorowicz and Habibi 2005), and 

ground water (Chu and Lee, 2009; Chew and Zhang 1999).  

The two primary motions in soil and sludge are electromigration and electroosmosis. In 

sludge, the electrophoretic phenomenon also appears. In electromigration, charged 

particles are transported through the matrix. In contrast, electroosmosis is the movement 

of a liquid (e.g. water) relative to a stationary charged surface (e.g. fine clay particles). 

2.6.1.1 Electromigration 

Electromigration is defined as the migration of the dissolved ionic species in the pore fluid 

towards the electrodes, in the presence of an electrical field (Reddy et al., 2003). Anions 

such as chloride and fluoride ions move towards the anode while metal ions and ammonium 

ions move towards the cathode (Giannis et al., 2005). The degree of electromigration 

depends on the mobility of the ionic species which depends on the conductivity and 

porosity of the matrix, pH gradient, applied electric potential, initial concentration of the 

specific ions, and the presence of competitive ions (Reddy and Cameselle, 2009).  

The pH gradient has an effect of the mobility of the components. In moist soil/colloidal 

systems electrochemical reactions are induced by applying an electrical current, which 

causes the decomposition of water (electrolyte) at the electrodes (electrolysis reactions). 

The electrolysis reactions generate oxygen gas and hydrogen ions (H+) at the anode 

(oxidation), hydrogen gas and hydroxyl ions (OH-) at the cathode (reduction), (Reddy and 

Cameselle. 2009). The endothermic reactions are shown in the following equations: 
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 Oxidation at anode:     2 H2O           O2 (g) + 4 H+ + 4 e-         E0  = -1.229 V            (1)      

 Reduction at cathode:  2 H2O + 2 e-    H2(g)  + 2OH-       E0 = -0.828 V             (2) 

As a result, the hydrogen and hydroxyl ions migrating into each electrode generate the 

acidic conditions at the anode area, and alkaline conditions at the cathode area. The 

migration of H+ and OH- from the anode and cathode into the matrix leads to influential 

changes in the matrix pH, when initially introducing the electrical field (Reddy and 

Cameselle , 2009; Acar and Alshawabkeh, 1993). These electrolysis reactions are crucial 

in the transport, transformation, and degradation processes that affect the contaminant 

remediation when electrokinetics is applied. 

2.6.1.2 Electroosmosis 

Electroosmosis is the pore fluid movement, which contains dissolved ionic and nonionic 

species in soil under an electric field. Based on diffuse double layer theory, a relatively 

immobile layer of cations will be held in the Stern layer, surrounding the negatively 

charged particle core, while in the diffuse layer. Cations and some anions will be found as 

well as water molecules. Under an electric field, the excess ions the diffused layer migrate 

toward the oppositely charged electrodes. As they migrate, they create a momentum in the 

surrounding fluid, via viscous forces causing an electro-osmotic flow (Reddy and 

Cameselle, 2009). Electroosmosis is considered the major transport process for any organic 

and inorganic contaminant that is dissolved, suspended, or emulsified. 

Electroosmotic flow velocity (veo) according to Helmohltz-Smoluchowski H-S theory is 

directly proportional to the applied voltage gradient (Ez), zeta potential (), and dielectric 

constant (D) of the fluid, and inversely proportional to the fluid viscosity () : 
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veo = - (D/) Ez                                                                                                                (3) 

Where: veo in (m/s),  in (V),  in (Pa. s), Ez in (V)  

Electroosmostic flow could be expressed by the volumetric flow rate (qeo), depending on 

the electroosmotic permeability coefficient (Keo) which is the volume flow rate of water 

flowing through a unit cross – sectional area due to unit electric gradient under constant 

conditions within a short duration (Habibi, 2004). The electroosmotic flow rate was 

estimated by Casagrande (1948) and expressed in the following equation: 

qeo = keo ie A = ki I        (4) 

             Where:  qeo= electroosmotic flow rate [cm3/s] 

    keo = coefficient of EO permeability [cm2/V.s] 

    ie= gradient potential [V/cm] 

                                                A = cross-sectional area [cm2] 

                                                ki= coefficient of water transport efficiency [cm3/ A.s] 

                                                 I = applied current [A] 

 

2.6.1.3 Electrophoresis  

    

Electrophoresis is the transport of charged particles of colloidal size upon the application 

of an electrical field (Virkutyte et al., 2002). Ideally, the highest charged particles can reach 

the farthest distance. Inside an electrical field matrix, molecules with the same size and 

charge, all move the same distance, whereas different size molecules move different 

distances. This concept should apply to all electrically charged particles such as clay 

particles, organic particles, droplets, surfactant micelles, complexes of chelation agents, 
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etc. These particles transfer the electrical charges, and affect the electrical conductivity and 

the electroosmotic movement (State Water Laboratory of Victoria, 1993). Electrophoresis 

is an important mechanism in electrokinetic soil remediation, when surfactant is added into 

the fluid to form micelles (charged particles) (Pamukcu and Wittle, 1992).This movement 

widely contributes to the transport of contaminants in the form of colloidal species. Ionic 

micelles often carry a high charge, and exhibit a high conductance in dilution. Therefore, 

by increasing the concentration of surfactants, a build-up of charge occurs due to further 

aggregation, and, as a result, the conductance increases (Pamukcu et al., 1995). 

Mass transport by electrophoresis is considered negligible in low-permeability soil systems 

in comparison with ionic migration and electroosmotic transport. However, in sludge, 

electrophoresis might exhibit a more important role in the transport of constituents. 

2.6.1.4 Applications of electrokinetic phenomena 

 

Electrokinetics proved to be an effective technology to separate and extract heavy   metals 

and organic matter from contaminated soil and sludge (Yuan and Weng, 2003; 

Elektorowicz et al., 1996). EK system applied on soil has demonstrated 85-95% efficiency 

in removing heavy metals such as arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, zinc, and 

nickel (Virkutyte et al., 2002). Wang et al., (2005) achieved a high efficiency removal of 

heavy metals such as: 95% for Zn, 96% for Cu, 90% for Ni, 68% for Cr, 31% for As and 

19% for Pb from a sewage sludge matrix. Amrate and Akretche (2005) used successfully 

EDTA enhanced EK remediation system for lead removal from contaminated soil. 

In the field of organic remediation Li et al., (2011) applied electrokinetics-enhanced 

biodegradation technique to remediate soil contaminated with heavy polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons, around iron and steel industrial areas. They achieved an increase of the 
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degradation extents of the three PAH samples by 7.9 to 8.6%, and 11.0–18.4% and 17.2–

25.6% when the biodegradation technique was enhanced by electrokinetics. Elektorowicz 

and Boeva (1996), used electrokietic system to supply of nutrients in soil for 

bioremediation purpose.  

Maini et al., (2000) were able to remove 90% PAHs of a historically contaminated site in 

East London, using EK, and depending on electroosmosis phenomena. Furthermore, 

electrokinetic systems have been applied into sludge dewatering and thickening (Yuan and 

Weng, 2003; Banerjee and Law, 1998). The application of an electric current into waste 

sludge released the bound water in the sludge and increased solids content up to 65% 

(Eckenfelder et al., 1981).       

Through the last two decades, the research group at Concordia University studied the 

possibility of applying electrokinetic technology for extraction and separation of phases in 

soil, municipal sludge, and oily sludge. One major study was conducted by Habibi and 

Elektorowicz (2004), where electrokinetic phenomena was used for an effective separation 

of oily sludge into phases including water, hydrocarbons, and solid phase. They suggested 

that this method allows recycling of hydrocarbon residue, from a waste product to a usable 

refinery product, by reducing water content by 63%. Chifrina and Elektorowicz (1998) 

applied this technology on a mixed system of soil-water-diesel fuel (which represented 

hydrophobic organic compounds). They aimed to optimize the organic contaminant 

removal from sludge by adding small amounts of surfactants. They were successful in the 

remediation of HOCs by inducing the flocculation rate in the system. Esmaily (2002) 

applied EK into a municipal and industrial wastewater sludge that contains around 5% of 
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solids, for the purposes of dewatering, metals and organic matter reduction as well as 

pathogen destruction to reduce the hazard associated with disposal or reuse in the future.  

Habel (2010) demonstrated that enhanced EK treatment of pathogen contaminated 

biosolids, is capable of delivering a product virtually free of viable Ascaris suum ova, when 

introduced to the conditioned sludge.  

2.6.2 Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) 

Supercritical fluid is a gas or liquid at conditions above its critical temperature and pressure 

(above its critical point). The critical point in Figure 2.1 is the point located at the end of 

the vapor pressure curve (Krukonis et al., 1994). The highlighted region in Figure 2.1 

denotes supercritical fluid space, where many fluids exhibit the ability to dissolve materials 

because of their in-between properties of those of liquid and gases. These properties induce 

the solubility of many contaminants, and make it easily transferable from their original 

medium (LaGrega et al., 2001).   

Because of its low viscosity and high diffusivity, transport rate of solutes in supercritical 

fluid may be significantly higher than that in conventional solvents (Abd El-Fatah et al., 

2004). The most common supercritical fluid used is carbon dioxide.  CO2 in comparison to 

other supercritical fluids is considered inexpensive, and the waste while using CO2 is 

nontoxic (Elektorowicz and Ju, 1997; Abd El-Fatah et al., 2004; Erkey, 2000) .CO2 reaches 

its’ critical point at relatively low temperature (31.1 oC) and pressure (7.38 MPa). (Hansen 

et al., 1992). 
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Figure 2.1 Phase diagram of a pure component revealing location of supercritical conditions in the 

presented binary system (Patterson, 2005) 
 

Supercritical fluid extraction process is a technique that uses solvents at their critical states, 

to extract low-soluble species from different mediums such as wastes, soils, and sediments 

(Elektorowicz and Ju, 1997). 

The mechanism of the process goes as follows: for typical batch extraction.  Raw material 

is charged into the extraction vessel as a stream of contaminant. The vessel is equipped 

with temperature controllers and pressure valves at both ends to bring the fluid to its critical 

extraction point. As soon as the components (organic or inorganic) come in contact in with 

the supercritical fluid, it dissolves in it (El-Sadi, 1999). Then the fluid and the solubilized 

components are transferred into the separator, where the SCF is recompressed and recycled 

to the extraction vessel. The temperature can be reduced by passing the SCF through a heat 

exchanger (Sihvonen et al., 1999). A simplified SFE system is shown in Figure 2.2.  
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of a simplified SFE system (Alonso et al., 2002) 

 

2.6.2.1 Applications of SFE  

Although SFE has been used since the late 1970s, it only started to attract real interest of 

industries in the 1990s. Nowadays, SFE can be used commercially, and as a remediation 

technique. The most common commercial application is in the decaffeination of coffee and 

tea, extraction of hop components for beer, flavoring, and extraction of essential oils high 

value flavors and aromas from spices and botanicals (Mukhaopahyay, 2000). 

In the remediation aspect, many publications and studies were conducted regarding the 

feasibility of applying SFE on organic and inorganic waste. Recently, SFE has been widely 

applied in extracting organic waste from multiple mediums such as soil, sludge and slurries. 

Elektorowicz and Ju (1999) used SFE to extract naphthalene and phenanthrene from dry 

and wet clayey soils. They achieved PAHs recovery from 16% to 99% depending on clay 

sample and parameters employed. El-Sadi (1999); Elektorowicz et al., (2007); and 

Elektorowicz et al., (2008) assessed the removal of PAHs from different clayey soils using 

SFE.  
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Ramsey (2007) aimed to determine the amount of oil in water using automated direct 

aqueous SFE extraction, interfaced to infrared spectroscopy. Using a rapid calibration 

method, the accuracy of SFE infrared method for determining Brent Delta crude oil in 

water samples was 94–98.9%. 

Naeeni et al., (2011) suggested the use of SFE coupled with dispersive liquid–liquid 

microextraction (DLLME) for the extraction and determination of ultra-trace amounts of 

seven organophosphorus pesticides (OPPs) (o,o,o-triethylphosphorothioate, thionazin, 

sulfotepp, disulfoton, methyl parathion, parathion, and famphur) in soil and marine 

sediment samples. They reported extraction recoveries from 44.4% to 95.4% and relative 

standard deviation for four-replicate measurements was below 7.5%. 

Metal extraction is considered the new hot topic in SFE. Literature reviews suggests that 

only a few studies has been conducted regarding supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) of 

metal species. Direct extraction of metal ions is considered a challenge because of charge 

neutralization requirements and the week solute–solvent interactions (Ghoreishi et al., 

2012; Abd El-Fatah et al., 2004). 

Abd El-Fatah et al., (2004) studied the feasibility of applying SFE to extract Cu, Cr, and 

As from CCA wood using supercritical CO2 modified with chelating agents. At 24 MPa 

pressure, and temperature of 333 oK, the extraction efficiencies for Cu, Cr and As were 

63.5, 28.6, and 31.3%, respectively. 

Yazdi and Beckman (1997) used CO2-soluble chelating agents for the extraction of Cu, Li, 

and Pb from metal enriched water. They attached CO2-philic fluoroethers to picolyi amines, 

dithiol, bis-picolyl amine and dithiocarbonate. The results showed high solubility of the 

three metals complexes in super critical CO2. Tai et al., (2000) used an in situ chelation-
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SFE method to extract zinc (ІІ) from water and waste water. CO2 was used as the SC fluid 

with Cyanex 302 as the chelating agent. The optimum extraction (60%) was at a 

temperature of 313 oK. 

Ghoreishi et al., (2012) achieved an extraction yield of 98.1 %, 28.9 %, and 65.2% for three 

toxic metals (Uranium (U), Hafnium (Hf), and Zirconium (Zr) respectively) from a 

wastewater sample. This research group used a very similar approach to the one used above 

but with Cyanex 301 as a chelating agent. 
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Chapter 3   

 

Research Hypothesis and Objectives 
 

The main objective of this research is to monitor mobility of target heavy metals (with 

particular focus on vanadium) in petroleum oily sludge system, while subjected to 

electrokinetic (EK) conditions. This objective is formulated in order to prepare the sludge 

for further remediation procedures, e.g. metal extraction, which would eventually turn 

hazardous and wasted oily sludge into high quality added-value products.  

The following hypothesis were defined for this study 

1. Electrokinetic phenomena can be initiated in oily sludge matrices produced in both,  

upstream and downstream petroleum industry;  

2. Electrokinetic phenomena can provoke demulsification of oily sludge, and induce 

separation of its phases; 

3. Metals can be mobilized in DC electrical field, and accumulated in specific areas for 

further management; 

4. Extraction of metals from oily sludge can be improved by applying supercritical 

fluid; 

5. Metal removal from oily sludge is not a one step process, but requires a combination 

of methods provided in an appropriate order. 

Detailed objectives of this work are: 

1. Formulation of oil in water (upstream), and water in oil (downstream) 

thermodynamically stable oil sludge; 

2. Exposing vanadium, lead and nickel mobility in oily sludge matrix, when applied 

separately in EK cells;  
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3. Demonstrating mobility of vanadium and accompanying metals, such as lead and 

nickel in EK Mix cells (downstream and upstream Mix Cells); 

4. Exploring changes of oily sludge properties under electrokinetic phenomena; 

5. Conducting comparative study of extraction methods targeting electrokinetically 

mobilized metals in oily sludge.  
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Chapter 4   

 

Methodology 
 

To achieve the proposed objectives and verify the hypothesis, the research was carried out 

in three phases. Figure 4.1 provides a detailed schematic that illustrates the order of these 

phases, and the tests performed in each step.  

The research is characterized by three basic phases that represent the stages and links 

between each tests, and the analysis to follow.  First phase consists of creating metal rich 

stable emulsions of water-in-oil (upstream) and oil-in-water (downstream) sludge like 

matrix. These matrices would represent the oily sludge produced in the exploration and 

refining stages of petroleum processing. The second stage (Phase-2) is characterized by 

applying the electrokinetic phenomena (Ch. 4.2) to initiate the separation of components, 

thus moving the metals in the matrix. During this stage, laboratory testing were applied 

during and after the disconnection of the electrical DC current. These tests permitted to 

identify the physicochemical properties of the treated sludge.  In Phase-3, advanced 

analytical methods were applied to identify behaviour of matrix and metals related to metal 

mobility with respect to electrokinetically modified oil sludge components.   

4.1  Matrix preparation  

The main objective of Phase-1 is to create systems that mimic different upstream and 

downstream petroleum waste scenarios. These scenarios, as described in Chapter 2.1.2, 

consist of multiphase systems of oil-in-water, and water-in-oil emulsions, which also 

contain solid fraction (e.g. sand and clay). In these studies three target metals (V, Ni, and 

Figure 4.1 Detailed Experimental Methodology 
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Pb) were added to each system to observe and track their mobility. Previous work by 

(Badawieh and Elektorowicz, 2006) showed that relatively big amounts of these metals 

were traced in samples of oily sludge. Furthermore, each of these metals demonstrated 

distinctive behaviour in contaminated soil (Choudhury and Elektorowicz 1997; 

Elektorowicz 2009) and municipal sludge (Esmaeily et al., 2005) where DC field was 

applied. Figure 4.2 summarizes the methodological approach for Phase 1. 
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Figure 4.2 Methodological approach for sludge preparation 
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4.1.1 Upstream scenario 

Sludge generated in upstream petroleum industry is considered an oil-in-water phase. 

Ideally the ratio of sludge components (oil, water, solids) at the petroleum excavation and 

extraction processes might be as follows (30% oil, 60% water, and 10% solids) (Guolin et 

al., 2009) .  

In comparison with refining processes (downstream), up stream consumes relatively large 

amounts of fresh water. Water here is used for well construction processes such as drilling 

and completion in oil and gas resource development. Primary oil and natural gas 

production, which uses natural reservoir pressure to flow fluids to the wellbore, requires 

considerable amounts of water. 

To create an oil-in-water emulsion, Yan et al. (2001) added known amount of clay particles 

to a given volume of crude oil, and sheared using a homogenizer for 30 minutes. Water 

was added to the resulting clay in oil suspension and sheared using the same homogenizer 

at predetermined speed for 10 minutes. The resulting emulsion demonstrated stability of 

components. In this research, a modified procedure has been followed to create a similar 

emulsion that would represent an upstream oily sludge waste.  

Lab prepared systems in this scenario contained the following components: 

 1460 ml of water enriched with the target heavy metals (V, Ni, Pb), in three separate 

cells, and a mixture of the three metals in one cell. 

 150 ml of crude oil (containing already traces of heavy metals) which properties 

are shown in Tab 4.1. 

 400 g of sand and 200 g clay (Bentonite).  
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Table 4.1: Crude oil characteristics 

Property Value 

Density 995 kg/m3 

Viscosity 127 cSt 

API0 Gravity 10.71 

(Hasan, 2007) 
 

Upstream cells contained around 1400 ml of sludge for every cell, which is equivalent to 

2040 g of sludge. Each metal contaminated system was prepared as follows:  

i. Contamination with target metals: 

 

 Single metal cell:  contains 1260ml of water spiked with 900 mg of each target metal. 

The cell was divided into three 420 ml water cells, where 300 mg chloride of each 

target metal (NiCl2, PbCl2, VCl3) were added separately to each sub-cell, to produce 

715 ppm of each metal in the mix. Subsequent vigorous shaking was applied for 15 

min.  

 Mixed metal cell: water was enriched directly by the three target metals, where 300 

mg of all the three metal chlorides were combined in one 420 ml water solution. This 

mixture was repeated 3 times as before. Also shaking was applied for 15 minutes, and 

the separated sections were ready for further mixing. 

ii. Mixing the crude oil with the solid content: each cell contained total of 150 ml crude 

oil, 400 g sand, and 200 g clay. Each component (crude oil, sand, and clay) was divided 

into three parts and mixed together manually until the soil is combined with crude oil 

completely. Like the case of water, the three sections were left apart for further mixing 

with the spiked water sections. 
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iii. Final mixture (full upstream cell):  Preparing this mix was a challenge, since water and 

oil are considered immiscible liquids and create emulsions, which might be stable or 

unstable. Polar water molecules and oil molecules, which are mostly considered non-

polar, are not attracted to each other, as oil molecules does (Sanchez, and Zakin, 1994). 

To create an emulsion, a combination of fluid properties are involved, including 

temperature, electrolyte, surface tension, relative viscosity, density difference, phase 

and volume ratio, and surfactants or stabilizers (Habibi, 2004).  Usually an intense 

mixing is usually required to form a stable emulsion. The relative amounts of mixing 

intensity and stabilizing agents must be balanced to make a practical emulsion. In a lot 

of cases, greater mixing intensity will create smaller dispersed phase droplets, which 

should help create a more stable emulsion.  In many cases, mixing intensity alone is 

sufficient to form an emulsion (Ahmed et al., 1999).  In other cases, a stabilizing agent 

(surface active agent) is necessary to form small droplets and prevent coalescence.  

In this research, emulsification of oil and water was based on great mixing intensity. Each 

cell preparation required around 6 to 7 days to ensure the stability of the emulsion 

produced. This system of mixing was carried out throughout the whole cell preparations 

procedure. Figure 4.3 shows the sub-cells used to create one full 1400 ml upstream sludge 

cell:  
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Figure 4.3 Components used to prepare a synthetic sludge for upstream scenario 

 

Each 420 ml water-metal contaminated portion was combined with the portion containing 

50 ml oil, and 200 g soil. Manual mixing was applied for 15 minutes to distribute the water 

over the dense oil-soil mix. The mix was left for 6 hours on the shaker (model AROS 160) 

to ensure a good distribution of components. To provide great mixing intensity and thus 

stable emulsion, the components of each portion were fed slowly into a six speed blender 

that provides up to 400 Watts of power. The content of each portion was introduced in three 
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process. Each portion was mixed for 15 minutes at a constant level-two speed, total 45 

minutes for each smaller portion and 2 hours 15 minutes for the whole portion. The resulted 

emulsion of each portion was poured into the target main cell until the 1400 ml mark was 

reached. The mixed material was left for 24 hours to allow diffusion to take place afterward. 

To ensure the stability of the produced emulsion, the final portion was left on an adjusted 
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reciprocal shaker (model AROS160) for the following 5 days. At the end, ASTM D 6922 

standard procedure was applied to ensure the homogeneity and stability of the emulsion.   

4.1.2 Downstream scenario   

Sludge generated in downstream petroleum industry is considered a water-in-oil system. 

Crude oil refining consumes fresh water for cooling, boiler feed water, crude desalting, and 

many other processes. This requires refineries to secure large amounts of water   (OGPS, 

2010). In the case of cooling and boiling the water consumed does not mix with the oil 

content in pipes or tanks, and the sludge will contain large amounts of refined oil by-

products such as diesel and other fuels. Thus, the sludge produced will contain less amounts 

of water in oil than in the case of upstream industry, which makes it water-in-oil system.  

In previous studies for oily sludge treatment using electrokinetics, Chifrina and 

Elektorowicz, (1998) used an emulsion of diesel fuel and water, with fine soil in order to 

create a downstream petroleum refining sludge. Also Yan et al., (2001) created a water-in-

oil emulsion by directly dispersing colloidal particle suspension into an organic solvent, 

then dispersing known amounts of water in the suspension with a blender.  

In the presented study, a similar system was introduced; however, crude oil and heavy 

metals were added to the mix. The systems created in this scenario contained the following 

components: 500 ml of water (enriched with heavy metals (V, Ni, Pb)), 700 ml diesel fuel, 

200 ml crude oil, 400 g sand, and 200 g clay. 

i. Metal enrichment: this step proceeded with the metal spiking process as it showed 

in the upstream case.  However, to achieve a concentration of 715 mg/l of each 

metal, the amounts added of each metal to the water solution were decreased to 

357 mg metal chloride for each 500 ml of water.  
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ii. Adding 700 ml of diesel fuel to the mix. To create such emulsion, the components 

were subjected to 6 hours of shaking time at higher intensity. As in the upstream 

scenario the 1200 ml water-diesel cell is divided into three 400 ml portions. 

iii. Final mixture (full downstream cell): Combining the crude oil – soil with the 

water-diesel emulsion for the final mix. The same amounts of soil were introduced 

in this step, while crude oil was increased by 50 ml per portion. The same divide 

and mix procedures that were illustrated in the final paragraph of upstream sludge 

(Ch 4.1.1) were applied here. The final 1400 ml downstream cell is shown in 

Figure 4.4. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Synthetic oily sludge prepared for downstream scenario 

 

The following observations were noted through the preparation of the cells; 

 The matrix used in each cell was the final product of many attempts to create a 

stable emulsion.   

 Producing each cell took around 7 day’s period of preparation and observation. 
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 Emulsion stability tests were applied on all the cells. 

Table 4.2 reveals the final products of Phase-1. These products showed stable 

emulsification behaviour throughout the whole mixing and storing procedures, where very 

small mechanical settling was noticed. 

Table 4.2: Raw material created in Phase-1 

Name\Component Crude 

oil 

Sand Clay Diesel Spiked 

water 

Upstream V Cell 150 ml 400 g 200 g -------- 1260 ml 

Downstream V Cell 200 ml 400g 200g 700 ml 500 ml 

Upstream Ni Cell 150 ml 400g 200 g -------- 1260 ml 

Downstream Ni Cell 200 ml 400 g 200g 700 ml 500 ml 

Upstream Pb Cell 150 ml 400g 200 g -------- 1260 ml 

Downstream Pb Cell 200 ml 400g 200g 700 ml 500 ml 

Upstream Mix Cell 150 ml 400 g 200 g -------- 1260 ml 

Downstream Mix Cell 200 ml 400g 200g 700 ml 500 ml 

Upstream Control Cell 150 ml 400g 200 g -------- 1260 ml 

Downstream Control 

Cell 

200 ml 400g 200g 700 ml 500 ml 

 

 

4.2  Experimental Phase-2 

Phase-2 is characterized by the application of electrokinetic (EK) phenomena on the 

upstream and downstream metal rich sludge produced in Phase-1 . 

4.2.1 Objectives of Phase 2 

a. To separate electrokinetically the homogeneous upstream and downstream oily 

sludge into their basic components;  
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b. To investigate movement of metals initiated by the application of electrokinetics 

within the upstream and downstream systems; 

c. To compare the extent of separation in both systems (upstream, and downstream), 

with regard of the applied parameters.    

Horizontal and vertical movements of oily sludge fractions in the system were investigated, 

in order to find out the optimum technique for metal extraction. In addition, factors 

controlling the mobility of metals were identified. 

Previous studies demonstrated feasibility of application of EK to oil sludge remediation 

(Elektorowicz et al., 2006; Elektorowicz and Habibi, 2005). They also showed that metals 

are transported very well within DC field in sewage sludge (Wang et al., 2005). However, 

no study was carried out with regards to metals behaviour in oily sludge matrix under EK 

conditions. 

4.2.2 EK cells setup-stage 1  

In Phase-2, EK cells were designed in a way to facilitate the measurement of EK parameters 

and simplify sampling for analyses.  Ten uniform cells were used in this research: 4 

upstream cells, 4 downstream cells and 2 control units.  

Cell material was made of rigid non-conductive or expensive polyethylene; to ensure 

proper resistance to sludge components, and to facilitate sampling and handling. Figure 4.5 

demonstrates the installed electrokinetic system used in this research. 
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Figure 4.5 Electrokinetic system for experimentation in Phase-2 

 

Electrokinetic cells had the following dimensions of: L=25cm, W=14.5 cm, and H= 10.5 

cm where two stainless steel (304)-plate electrodes of 12 x 10 x .2 cm, were placed 19.5 

cm apart in each cell (Fig 4.6). To measure the resistance changes inside the cell, one side 

of each cell was equipped with silver probe-electrodes positioned in two vertical lines. 

Each line contained 4 probes placed 1.5 cm over one another. The probes were inserted 

2.75 cm inside the cell. Top of the cells had 5 holes to facilitate pH reading and sampling, 

throughout the sludge.  

Eight cells were connected to a power supply (BK Precision® 1902, 1-60 VDC, 15 A) 

simultaneously through control panel. Two control cells where not connected to DC. 

Depending on previous work (Habibi 2004; Chifrina and Elektorowicz  1998) a range of 

voltage gradient of 0.5 V/cm to 1 V/cm was proved to create an optimal condition for EK 

separation, while 1V/cm and higher were recommend for metals recovery (Esmaily, 2002).   
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Figure 4.6 Configuration of the electrokinetic cell 

 

4.2.3  EK experiments-Stage 2 

The experiment was carried out in the fume hood, since gases and hydrocarbons were 

produced continuously. And because of space limitations, only four cells were connected 
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to the electrical power supply at a time (excluding the control cells) for 14 days. These cells 

represented 4 upstream, and 4 downstream.  

According to previous work (Chifrina and Elektorowicz, 1998; Choudhury 1998; 

Elektorowicz and Hakimpour, 2001; Elektorowicz and Habibi 2005); further movements, 

diffusion, and separation are anticipated even after disconnecting the current. Thus, the 

cells were left for another 2 days before moving into the analysis stage, and finally metal 

extraction applications. Table 4.3 identify cells’ characteristics and test conditions: 

   

Table 4.3: Summary of experimental cells conditions in Phase-2 

Cell# Label         Cell composition 

1 Control (U) Control cell upstream sludge mixed metals 

2 Conrol (D) Control cell downstream sludge mixed metals 

3 V Cell (U) Upstream sludge(V spiked )  

4 V Cell (D) Downstream sludge(V spiked)  

5 Ni Cell (U) Upstream sludge(Ni spiked)  

6 Ni Cell (D) Downstream sludge(Nispiked)   

7 Pb Cell (U) Upstream sludge(Pb spiked)  

8 Pb Cell (D) Downstream sludge(Pb spiked) 

9 Mix (U ) Upstream sludge(Mix metals) 

10 Mix (D) Downstream sludge(Mix metals) 

Note: D – Downstream sludge, U- Upstream sludge; Applied voltage gradient = 1V/cm; Control (U) 

Control upstream cell without EK; Control (D) Control downstream cell without EK, 

 

4.3 Apparatus, reagents, and equipment 

This section provides a summary of the instruments, reagents and equipment used in this 

study. 

 Apparatus and consumables for Phases 1 and 2  
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 DC power supply (BK Precision® 1902, 1-60 VDC, 15 A) 

 16 stainless steel plate electrodes (12 x 10 x .2 cm) 

 64 silver probe electrodes 

 Heater /Stirrer (Corning PC-420D) 

 Digital multimeter (TES Scientific ) 

 Electrical distribution system  

  Reciprocal shaker (model AROS160) 

 Around 1000  Fisherbrand™ Poxygrid™ centrifuge plastic tubes 

 30 ml glass vials for AA analysis 

 Filter paper - Whatman No. 41, No. 42 

 

 Reagents 

 Standard solutions of (Ni, Pb, and V) for AAS, 1000 ppm in 2% HNO3 

 NiCl2 Powder, PbCl2 Powder, VCl3 Powder  

 Petroleum Diesel H12O23  

 Methanol CH4O 

 Diisooctyldithiophosphini Acid (Cyanex 301) 

 Ethylenediamine-Tetraacetate Acid (EDTA) 0.5 M 

 Hydrochloric Acid HCl 

 Nitric Acid HNO3 

 Sulfuric Acid H2SO4 

 Potassium Permanganate Solution N/10 , KMnO4 
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 Distilled Water 

 Buffer Solutions (pH= 7, pH=10, pH=4) 

 

 Equipment for measurements and analysis (Phases 2 and 3) 

 pH meter (Fisher scientific, AR25) 

 Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) PerkinElmer, models (PinAAcle 900F, and 

AAnalyst 100)  

 Modular Compact Rheometer, Physica(Antoon Paar) model (MCR 500) 

 FTIR (Nagna, Nicolet), and Omnic FT-IR Spectra software for analysis 

 5000 psi SFE system operated at CÉPROCQ (Collège de Maisonneuve), Montreal, 

QC 

 Philips PW-1050/65 powder diffractometer , McGill University    

4.4  Characterisation of the sludge 

In the literature review, it has been illustrated that upstream and downstream oily sludge 

are basically made of water, soil, light and heavy hydrocarbons, crude oil, petroleum by-

products, and suspended materials such as minerals and heavy metals (Kriipsalu et al., 

2007). In this study; lab prepared sludge (Ch 4.1) was exposed to several experiments that 

caused shifting of the components in the homogeneous mix.      

4.4.1 Oily sludge components 

The following components were calculated throughout the different stages of the research, 

because of its’ direct relationship with the metals behavior and mobility.     
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4.4.1.1 Liquid content 

A standard test was used to calculate the liquid content in the sludge. This test determined 

the water, and light hydrocarbons amounts in the sample. A weighed sample was heated at 

105 oC for 12 hours. The loss of weight indicated the moisture content of the sludge.  With 

relation to the original weight, the moisture content was calculated as follows: 

Liquid content % w = ((Sample original weight, g – Sample weight, g at 105 oC ) /Sample 

Original weight, g) x 100%                                                                                               (5) 

4.4.1.2 Solid content  

Standard method ASTM D2974 was used to calculate the solid content ratio in the sludge. 

After the liquid content was calculated, the (105 oC) dried samples were placed in the 

furnace at 550 oC for 8 hours. The solid content ratio was calculated as follows: 

Solid content % w = (Weight of sample, g at (550 oC) / Sample original weight, g) x 100%       (6)                                                                                                                           

4.4.1.3 Non-volatile organic content (NVOC) 

After calculating the solid and moisture content, the remaining fraction would represent 

the non-volatile organic content. This fraction was calculated as follows: 

NVOC = 100% - (Solid content % + Liquid content %)                                                  (7) 

4.4.2 Measurement procedure of pH 

As it has been discussed earlier (Ch.2.6.1), pH gradient has great influence on the EK 

system. It can indicate the characteristics of different components in the system, and with 

other factors it controls the movements of ions in the matrix. The pH of each cell was 

initially measured at fixed selected points at the top, and in the bottom of each cell. 
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However, pH was measured at extra locations depending on other factors such as: visual 

observations, metal distributions, and any change of contents detected through FTIR and 

XRD tests. During the experiment, while the current was on, pH readings were taken at the 

starting point and on days 4, 9, and 14 at the top and bottom in three different locations, 

hence the opening in the cell cover (Fig 4.6). Furthermore, after the EK separation of 

fractions, pH was recorded for each sample used in each stage.  

4.4.3 Electrical parameters 

Resistance is a good indication of the sludge properties, including vertical and horizontal 

movements of components, fractioning, water movement, and metal movement. The 

electrical current (I) in each cell and the electrical potential (V) between cathode and each 

probe electrode were measured daily using a digital multimeter, and the resistance was 

calculated from Ohm’s formula:        

                   R=V/I                                                                                                              (8) 

Where R= resistance (Ohm), V=electrical potential (V), and I = electrical current (A). 

4.4.4 Sampling procedure 

In order to prevent any interference in the electrical field inside the cells, samples were 

collected through specially designed holes in the cap. These samples were collected on 

days 4, 9, and 14. While Table 4.4 illustrates the general sampling patterns followed 

throughout the research, extra samples were collected at certain points according to visual 

observations, electrical parameters, and other analyses. 
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Table 4.4: Sampling procedure 

Cell Name Sampling points Days Connection (DC) No of samples* 

V Cells 3x3 4th, 9th, 14th on 54 

Ni Cells 3x3 4th, 9th, 14th on 54 

       Pb Cells 3x3 4th, 9th, 14th on 54 

Mix Cells 3x3 4th, 9th, 14th on 54 

Control Cells 3x3 4th, 9th, 14th off 54 

V Cells 3x3 16th off 18 

Ni Cells 3x3 16th off 18 

Pb Cells 3x3 16th off 18 

Mix Cells 3x3 16th off 18 

                                                                            Total number of samples           342 

4.5 FTIR analysis (Phase-3) 

FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared) analysis was applied to the oily sludge matrix before 

EK, as well as to each cell after the completion of EK application in Phase-2. This analysis 

was carried out using Nicolet Magna 860 Fourier transform instrument. The main reason 

for applying these analyses was to trace any formation of organometallic complexes in the 

various EK cell sections, which can be defined by observation of the shifting of CH bands. 

Furthermore, such analysis would define changes in distribution of sludge fractions (water 

and hydrocarbons) in the main sampling points; vertically (top, middle, and bottom), and 

horizontally (anode, cell center, and cathode).  
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After the background noise was collected, 64 scans were performed for each sample, and 

absorbance of radiation was considered as a final format of measurement (See Appendix 

A).  Depending on initial scan and noise reduction, the spectral range for observations was 

taken between 600 cm-1 and 4000 cm-1.  

The band 1040 cm-1 which belongs to Si-O stretching vibration in bentonite and sand was 

used as an internal standard. However, to compare the distribution of water and 

hydrocarbons in the cells, two ratios; OH/SiO (3370cm-1/1040cm-1), and CH/SiO (2920cm-

1/1040cm-1) were taken into consideration, where 2920cm-1, and 3370cm-1 were attributed 

to the deformation vibrations of CH and OH bonds, respectively.  

4.6 XRD analysis (Phase-3)   

In this study, X-ray diffraction (XRD) has been used to find out the fingerprint 

characterization of crystalline materials, and the determination of their structure. Each 

crystalline solid has its unique characteristic X-ray powder pattern, which may be used as 

a "fingerprint" for its identification. 

In principle, it employs X-rays to irradiate and scan a specimen throughout a predetermined 

angle range. A diffraction spectrum originates when the X-rays interact with the crystalline 

material. The built-in detector collects this spectrum and projects it as a series of peaks 

with distinctive intensities and angle positions. For the identification of the crystalline 

phase(s) present in the sample, position and intensity matching of the spectrum was 

performed with reference to the established ICDD (International Centre for Diffraction 

Data) database. This latter task was carried out with the aid of the accompanied software.    

XRD analysis was used to identify the crystalline phase(s) that forms in the produced solid 

material, particularly metallic forms. The analyses were carried out using a Philips PW-
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1050/65 powder diffractometer. Twenty scans range between 10° and 100° were used at a 

step size of 0.02°, and an angle residence time of 2 seconds. Before applying the test, the 

samples were crushed and dried for 24 hours at 105 oC. Around 0.5 g powder of each 

sample was introduced to the chamber where each test would take around 60 minutes of 

running time.   

4.7 Rheological properties (Phase-3)  

It was noted from the FTIR analysis on samples post EK that the movement and separation 

of water and hydrocarbons (HC) were more obvious in cells where vanadium was present. 

As a result, some rheological properties were investigated in these cells, in order to better 

understand the deformation and flow of sludge components in upstream and downstream 

vanadium enriched cells. These tests were done by MCR500 rheometer (Omnic) using a 

plate/plate measuring system. 

A frequency sweep was performed on samples taken from different locations in the 

Vanadium Cells, as well as two samples from initial (before application of EK) upstream 

and downstream matrices. For each test; two angular frequency intervals were taken: i)  

100 rad/s to 10 rad/s, and  ii) 10 rad/s to 1 rad/s. Each interval was divided into 16 points.    

In order to identify and compare several sludge properties (viscosity vs. shear rate) and 

(elastic modulus vs. frequency ), such parameters as viscosity (Pa.s), complex viscosity 

(Pa.s), elastic modulus (Pa), strain (%), and torque (µNm) were measured.  

While the viscosity, elastic modulus, and frequency were measured by the rheometer 

software, the shear rate was calculated based on the shear stress and viscosity using the 

following equation: 
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                                                                                                              (9)                                                                                                           

Where: 

γ˙ = strain rate (1/s), η = dynamic viscosity (Pa.s) 

4.8 Metal analysis 

After verifying the distribution of components of the sludge post EK, the following sections 

describe the experiments and analysis applied to track the target heavy metals (V, Ni, Pb) 

in the multi-phase matrix. To insure the availability of metals for analysis, acid digestion 

was applied to all samples collected from each cell. Then, metal content was detected using 

atomic absorption analysis (AAS), via Pin AAcle 900F, and AAnalyst 100 models. 

4.8.1 Digestion procedure 

Acid digestion was used to extract target metals from the sludge samples. This process 

consisted of applying strong acid to each sludge fraction after EK separation, for further 

analysis by AAS. Standard acid digestion method of sediments, sludge, and soil developed 

by EPA (1996) was slightly modified to fit the matrix in this research as follows (El-Sadi 

et al., 2015):     

1. A homogenized representative sample of 2 g (± 0.1 g) was placed in a beaker.  

2. 2 g of potassium permanganate powder was added to the sample so that the ratio of 

sludge to potassium permanganate was 1:1. Then, sample and permanganate 

powder were mixed thoroughly until obtaining a homogeneous matrix.  

3.  4 ml of concentrated H2SO4, was added to the mix matrix and stirred with stirring 

device model Corning PC-420D for 15 minutes. The addition of acid was gradual 
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and slow, since the reaction between sulfuric acid and such rich hydrocarbon matrix 

was very quick, vigorous, and exothermic. 

4. 4 ml of concentrated HNO3 was added to the mix and stirred for 5 minutes using 

Corning PC-420D, then placed on the shaker for 15 min. This reaction was slightly 

exothermic. When the digest was no longer giving off brown fumes, the process 

moved to the next step.  

5. 10 ml of concentrated HCl was added to the mix and was stirred for 5 minutes 

followed by 15 minutes on the shaker. This reaction was slightly exothermic; also 

gas formation and foaming frequently occurred. This step worked as an indicator 

also to differentiate between light and heavy oils, since light oils usually would 

produce more foam than heavier oils.  

6. The beaker was heated up to 120 oC until there was no further gas evolution. 

7.  The final product took the form of yellow or green liquid with black or dark 

reddish-brown particulates. 

8.  In order to operate the AAS, the extract should be clear, thus, the mix was filtered 

through Whatman 41 filter papers and collected in a beaker. To insure the recovery 

of all metals, the digestion beaker and filter paper was washed (while still in the 

funnel), with 5 ml of hot HCl.  

4.8.2 Atomic Adsorption Spectroscopy (AAS) 

AAS was performed after each extraction procedure to evaluate the content of each metal. 

While default parameters were followed for each metal, nitrous oxide was used instead of 

air acetylene as an oxidant gas for vanadium detection, because vanadium has high melting 

point, and vanadium oxides dissociate at high temperatures. Nitrous oxide can be used as 
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an oxidant gas when hotter flames are required.  Two Machines (PinAAcle 900F, and 

AAnalyst 100) were used for this experiment. Each test was repeated three times for each 

sample, average concentration was recorded and standard deviation was taken into 

consideration while constructing the error bars as shown in the results (Ch. 5.5).   

4.8.3 Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) 

The acid digestion method might not always extract full amounts of metals from some 

matrices, given that elements strong bound to matrix structures makes them less mobile in 

the environment. However, for some compounds associated with colloidal matrices, 

supercritical fluid extraction method has already demonstrated higher extraction rates than 

normal acid digestion methods (Elektorowicz and Ju, 1997, Elektorowicz et al., 2007). 

SFE is not commonly used method for metal extraction. Literature reviews suggested that 

only a few studies has been conducted regarding supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) of 

metal species (Ghoreishi et al., 2012; Abd El-Fatah et al., 2004), especially in such a 

complicated matrix.  

As it has been explained in the literature review (Ch. 2.6.2), in order to extract heavy metals 

from any matrix, utilization of chelating agent is recommended (Ghoreishi et al., 2012, 

Choudhury, 1998). Without conditioners, metal ions are not easily removed by 

supercritical fluids (SCF) (Iwao et al., 2007). When metal ions are chelated by suitable 

organic ligands, their solubility in SC-CO2 will significantly increase (Abd El-Fatah et al., 

2004).   

Based on literature review, two complexation agents were used in this research, Cyanex 

301 (Ghoreishi et al., 2012; Smart et al., 1997) and EDTA (Elektorowicz and Muslat, 2008; 

Lin et al., 2003; Choudhury, 1998) in order to provide better extraction efficiency for nickel 
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and lead. However, no extensive research on vanadium extraction by SFE was carried out 

to my knowledge.  Subsequently, 36 samples containing mix metals were subjected to SFE 

extraction process in this study.  Samples were collected from different locations in EK 

cells. Subsequently, wet and dry types of samples had undergone extraction using different 

operational parameters for SFE, as they are defined in Table 4.5.  SFE unit operated in 

CÉPROCQ (Collège de Maisonneuve), Montreal, QC. 

After collecting the extract, the quantities of heavy metals in the original and extracted 

samples were determined by AAS analysis. The extraction yield (E.Y.) of each metal was 

calculated using the following formula: 

E.Y.= (Initial amount of metal-residue of metal)/Initial amount of metal x 100%          (10) 

 

Table 4.5: SFE operating parameters  

Operating Parameters Wet Dry 

Temperature 90 oC 80 oC 

Pressure 15 MPa 20 MPa 

Dynamic Extraction 30 min 50 min 

Static Extraction 75 min 50 min 

CO2 Flow 5 ml/min 5 ml/min 

Modifier (MeOH)% 15% of CO2 15% of CO2 

   

The results of SFE extraction would be compared to those of acid extraction in the 

following chapter (Ch. 5.6.3). 
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Chapter 5 

 

Discussion and Results  
 

This chapter describes the results of the conducted experimental work of Phase-2 and 

Phase-3. The results were divided into sections to help understanding interactive influence 

of physicochemical processes, and electrokinetic phenomena on metals mobility in 

upstream and downstream oily sludge.  

5.1  Separation of components 

Applying the DC electrical field into oily sludge resulted in its phase separation, and was 

subjected to electrokinetic phenomena at different extend, depending on the EK cell matrix.  

A series of tests demonstrated the presence of vertical and horizontal movements in the 

cells. These movements were characterized by a visually clear shift of components in the 

system, and were detected by physical, chemical, electrical, and pH measurements during 

and after the tests.  

Electrical field generated by applying a direct current of 1 V/cm, caused breakdown of the 

colloidal aggregates, and created an electro-demulsification process (Ch. 2.4). By the end 

of the first week most cells demonstrated movements of colloidal particles and separated 

solids toward the anode, due to electrophoresis. These movements were clearer in the 

upstream cells (oil-in-water emulsion). On the other hand, liquid phase which consists of 

water and light hydrocarbons moved toward the cathode area, where they were 

accumulated. This happened as a result of electroosmotic forces in the horizontal direction. 
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Figure 5.1 demonstrates the movement of liquids towards the cathode area, and the 

accumulation of solids closer to the anode area. 

 

Figure 5.1 Movement of the liquid components toward the cathode and solid components to the 

anode in an upstream cell 

 

During the separation process, the solid part of the sludge started to accumulate near the 

anode as a result of electro-coagulation process. Total solids reached up to 80% around the 

anode area in some cells (Fig. 5.10) after 14 days of the application of EK. However, the 

separation process has been already observed after 48 hours of the sludge being subjected 

to the DC field.  

While electrical parameters (Ch. 5.2) and pH readings (Ch. 5.3) gave a proof of the 

demulsification process, it also gave an indication of the rate this process is happening at.  

The characterization of the shifted components through various experiments (Ch.5.4, 5.5, 

and 5.6) clarified the mobility, thus the distribution of the target heavy metals in the treated 

sludge. 

After disconnecting the electrical current, cells were divided into segments depending on 

the following parameters: 
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a- Visual observations;  

b- Electrical results obtained during the experiment; 

c- General; vertical (top, middle, bottom) and horizontal (anode area, middle 

area, cathode area) divisions.  

The first two parameters were used to illustrate the obvious differences in the separation 

processes between the upstream and downstream cells. On the other hand, all the segments 

resulted from the general division underwent extensive analyses to eventually define the 

mobility, and distribution of metals in oily sludge under EK conditions.  

Figure 5.2 describes the distribution patterns followed in the cells, where the horizontal 

direction refers to the samples (accumulation of the metals) at the anode, center, or cathode 

areas, and the vertical direction refers to the samples (phase separation, metal 

accumulation) at the bottom, middle, and top areas of each horizontal section.       
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Figure 5.2 Vertical and horizontal directions in the EK cells 
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Physical characterization of the separated segments, which include moisture, solid, and 

non-volatile organic contents are introduced in Figures (5.3 to 5.9). These percentages are 

results of the tests conducted in Chapter 4.4.  

 

Figure 5.3 Original upstream oily sludge (before applying EK) 

Note: TS= Total solid content, NVOC = Non-volatile organic content 

 

Figure 5.4 Original downstream oily sludge (before applying EK) 

Note: TS= Total solid content, NVOC = Non-volatile organic content 
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5.1.1 Vanadium Cells (V Cells)  

In the upstream Vanadium Cell (Fig 5.5), the maximum accumulation of solid particles 

after EK was at the bottom of the anode area (71%). That same section seemed to 

accumulate highest NVOC (22%). Consequently, the remaining 7 % of weight represented 

the moisture and volatile hydrocarbons. This moisture content was the lowest between all 

the Nickel, Lead, and Mix cells. Alternatively, the lowest solid content (29 %), lowest 

NVOC (5.6 %), and highest moisture content (65%) were observed at the top of the cathode 

area, which demonstrated a good vertical separation following various fraction densities.     

 

 

Figure 5.5 Percentages of fractions of oily sludge in upstream Vanadium Cell (after EK) 

Note: TS= Total solid content, NVOC = Non-volatile organic content, Top A= Top anode area, Mid A= 

Middle anode area, Bot A= Bottom anode area, Top Cent = Top of center area, Mid Cent = Middle of 

center area, Bot Cent = Bottom of center area, Top C= Top cathode area, Mid C = Middle cathode area, Bot 

C = Bottom cathode area 
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Figure 5.6 Fractions of oily sludge in downstream Vanadium cell (after EK) 

Note: TS= Total solid content, NVOC = Non-volatile organic content, Top A= Top anode area, Mid A= 

Middle anode area, Bot A= Bottom anode area, Top Cent = Top of center area, Mid Cent = Middle of 

center area, Bot Cent = Bottom of center area, Top C= Top cathode area, Mid C = Middle cathode area, Bot 

C = Bottom cathode area 

Figure 5.6 shows a significant reduction of the moisture content from 37% to 17 %, at the 

top of the anode area. Such reduction was not noticed in the downstream Nickel and Lead 

Cell.  Total solid content ranged between a maximum of 61 % at the top of anode area to a 

minimum of 50% at the top of the cathode area.  Those two areas contained high NVOC 

(20%), countered with a minimum of 5%, at the middle of the cathode area. 

5.1.2 Nickel Cells (Ni Cells) 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the distribution of components at various areas in upstream and 

downstream Nickel Cells. In the original upstream sludge (Fig 5.3), the distribution of 

moisture, total solids (TS) and non-volatile organics (NVOC) were 60%, 34%, and 6% 

respectively. However, the original downstream oil sludge (Fig 5.4) contained 37% 

moisture, 54% solids, and 9% non-volatile organics. 
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After 14 days of applying EK conditions, those values changed because of the occurrence 

of many physical and chemical processes. These processes caused the electro-

demulsification of the oily sludge, simultaneously disturbing the homogeneous 

distributions of the sludge fractions.  

In the upstream Nickel Cell (Fig 5.7), there was an obvious increase of the solid fraction 

close to the anode area, where it reached around 78% at the top of this area. At that same 

area, the moisture content dropped to a minimum of 19%. Simultaneously, the solid content 

decreased to a minimum value of 30% at the cathode area, and an increase of the moisture 

content to a maximum value of 65% at the bottom of the cathode. The non-volatile organic 

content increased to almost 14 % at the top of the anode area, and decreased to a minimum 

value of 3% at the middle part of the cathode area.   

 

 Figure 5.7 Fractions of oily sludge in an upstream Nickel Cell (after EK) 

Note: TS= Total solid content, NVOC = Non-volatile organic content, Top A= Top anode area, Mid A= 

Middle anode area, Bot A= Bottom anode area, Top Cent = Top of center area, Mid Cent = Middle of 

center area, Bot Cent = Bottom of center area, Top C= Top cathode area, Mid C = Middle cathode area, Bot 

C = Bottom cathode area 
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In the downstream Nickel Cell the separation of components was not as clear as in the 

upstream cell. Figure 5.8 shows that the maximum increase of solid content was from 53% 

in the original cell to a maximum 60% after EK at the top of the center and anode areas. 

But unlike the upstream cell, where maximum moisture content was noticed at the cathode 

area, the maximum moisture content in the downstream cell was observed at the bottom of 

the center area, where it has risen from 37% to 51%. Also the NVOC increased to a 

maximum value of 19% at top of the anode area, and decreased to a minimum value of 4% 

at the center of the Nickel Cell. 

 

Figure 5.8 Fractions of oily sludge in a downstream Nickel Cell (after EK) 

Note: TS= Total solid content, NVOC = Non-volatile organic content, Top A= Top anode area, Mid A= 

Middle anode area, Bot A= Bottom anode area, Top Cent = Top of center area, Mid Cent = Middle of 

center area, Bot Cent = Bottom of center area, Top C= Top cathode area, Mid C = Middle cathode area, Bot 

C = Bottom cathode area 
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(71%).  It seems that the distribution of sludge components in this cell followed Nickel 

Cell patterns. That area (top anode) contained the lowest moisture content (14.8 %). On the 

other hand, the bottom of the cathode area contained the highest moisture content (69%) 

and lowest solid content (36%). The non-volatile organic content had a maximum value of 

17.2 % at the middle of the anode area and a minimum value of 3.4 % at the middle of the 

cathode area.  

Visual observations demonstrated obvious vertical and horizontal separation of fractions, 

in all upstream cells (Appendix B; Figs B.1-B.6).  

 

 

Figure 5.9 Fractions of oily sludge in upstream Lead Cell (after EK) 

Note: Top A= Top anode area, Mid A= Middle anode area, Bot A= Bottom anode area, Top Cent = Top of 

center area, Mid Cent = Middle of center area, Bot Cent = Bottom of center area, Top C= Top cathode area, 

Mid C = Middle cathode area, Bot C = Bottom cathode area 
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content was small throughout the cell, NVOC showed higher values all over the cell, where 

it ranged between 15% and 11% at the middle segment of the anode, and bottom segment 

of the cathode respectively. Minimum and maximum moisture contents were registered at 

the middle of the anode (32%) and bottom of the cathode (51%) respectively. 

  

 

Figure 5.10 Fractions of oily sludge in downstream Lead Cell (after EK) 

Note: TS= Total solid content, NVOC = Non-volatile organic content, Top A= Top anode area, Mid A= 

Middle anode area, Bot A= Bottom anode area, Top Cent = Top of center area, Mid Cent = Middle of 

center area, Bot Cent = Bottom of center area, Top C= Top cathode area, Mid C = Middle cathode area, Bot 

C = Bottom cathode area 
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the Nickel and Lead Cells, and the bottom of the anode area (79%) similar to the Vanadium 

Cell. Bottom of the anode area had the minimum amount of moisture (9.8 %) which is 

similar to the Vanadium upstream Cell. The amount of moisture increased at the center and 

cathode areas, where it reached a maximum of 48% at the bottom of cathode area. This 

pattern of moisture distribution was similar to the upstream Lead Cell, where moisture 

content had similar values between the center and cathode area.  NVOC was high at the 

bottom of the anode area (10 %) and low at bottom of the cathode area (4 %).   

 

Figure 5.11 Fractions of oily sludge in upstream Mix Cell (after EK) 

Note : TS= Total solid content, NVOC = Non-volatile organic content, Top A= Top anode area, Mid A= 

Middle anode area, Bot A= Bottom anode area, Top Cent = Top of center area, Mid Cent = Middle of 

center area, Bot Cent = Bottom of center area, Top C= Top cathode area, Mid C = Middle cathode area, Bot 

C = Bottom cathode area 

 

The downstream Mix Cell showed different patterns in comparison to those of sole metal 

downstream cells. The percentage of the solid content was high throughout the cell, with a 

maximum of 68% at the bottom of the cathode area, and a minimum of 54% at the top of 
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throughout the matrix, where the maximum accumulation (32%) was detected at the bottom 

of the center area, and the lowest moisture was at the bottom of the cathode area (17%).  

The center area contained the maximum (17%) and minimum (11%) NVOC located at the 

top and bottom of cell, respectively (Figure 5.12).     

 

Figure 5.12 Fractions of oily sludge in a downstream Mix Cell (after EK) 

Note: TS= Total solid content, NVOC = Non-volatile organic content, Top A= Top anode area, Mid A= 

Middle anode area, Bot A= Bottom anode area, Top Cent = Top of center area, Mid Cent = Middle of 

center area, Bot Cent = Bottom of center area, Top C= Top cathode area, Mid C = Middle cathode area, Bot 

C = Bottom cathode area 
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after EK. For example, while downstream Nickel Cell showed higher accumulation of 

solids at the anode area, downstream Lead Cell showed higher moisture content at the 

cathode area. Such results affected the distribution of metals in these sections (Ch. 5.5). 

5.2  Electrical parameters  

Using the silver probes installed in each cell (Fig 4.6), electrical gradient was measured 

between the electrodes and the probes daily. The voltage between the electrodes was set at 

20 Volt (1 Volt per cm distance between the cathode and anode), and the variation of 

current was detected daily. The resistance was calculated for each probe (Eq. 8) versus time 

in every cell. The variation of resistance along with pH readings would be a good indicator 

of separation of phases in different cells. Figures 5.13 through 5.28 display these results 

inside eight EK cells.     

5.2.1   Resistance changes in Vanadium Cells  

5.2.1.1 Upstream oily sludge 

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 illustrate the changes in resistance versus time in the upstream 

Vanadium Cell anode and cathode areas respectively. The first 3 days in the anode/cathode 

areas, the resistance changes were relatively small, most probably because of the high 

stability of the mixture. From day 3 to day 8 resistances started to increase more rapidly 

but without any indication of vertical separation at the anode and cathode areas. This could 

be noticed from the matching resistance values at the vertical probes in each section.  After 

day 8 especially in the cathode area, there was an obvious variation of readings between 

the top and bottom; which gave an indication of the occurrence of electro-separation 

processes.  
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Figure 5.13 Resistance changes in upstream Vanadium Cell (anode area) 

Note: UPS= Upstream, R Top A= Resistance top anode, R Mid A= Resistance middle anode, R Bot A= 

Resistance bottom anode 

 

The resistance variation was less obvious at the anode area, this could be explained by the 

characterization of the sludge component in Chapter 5.1.1,  where less moisture content 

was detected at the anode area, hence the low variation of  resistance. From visual 

observations; accumulation of water and hydrocarbons was noticed at the cathode area. 

The maximum difference was noticed at day 13 where the resistance on the top of the 

cathode area was lower by around 700 Ω than the bottom cathode area.  While the variation 

of resistance in each section indicated the vertical separation, the gradual increase in the 

resistance indicated the horizontal separation. In both (anode and cathode) areas, the 

horizontal separation was more obvious between day 8 and 13, where the increase in 

resistance was bigger versus time. 
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Figure 5.14 Resistance changes in upstream Vanadium Cell (cathode area) 

Note: UPS= Upstream, R Top C= Resistance top cathode, R Mid C= Resistance middle cathode, R Bot C= 

Resistance bottom cathode 

 

5.2.1.2 Downstream oily sludge 

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 represent the changes in resistance in the downstream Vanadium 

Cell. In the anode area (Fig 5.15) for the three sections (top, middle, and bottom) the 

increment of resistance was very small the first three days, which suggested that the 

horizontal movements were very small. From day 3 to day 6 the resistance increased from 

(55 Ω to 250 Ω) this increment almost doubled from day 6 to day 9. From day 9 to day 13 

the increase of resistance was very high, which is an indication of bigger horizontal 

movement of the components. From day 13 onward the current was very low and the 

resistance was high but stable. The vertical separation started to take place around day 6, 

where the resistance readings started to vary between top and bottom area probes, but the 

most notable variation was noticed at the last three days of the experiment where the gap 

between top and bottom reached 300 Ω. 
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Figure 5.15 Resistance changes in downstream Vanadium Cell (anode area) 

Note: DS= Downstream, R Top A= Resistance top anode, R Mid A= Resistance middle anode, R Bot A= 

Resistance bottom anode 

 

The cathode area in the downstream Vanadium Cell (Fig 5.16) showed a similar pattern to 

that in the anode area, where the gradual increase of resistance started at day 3, then 

increased more rapidly from day 6 until day 13.  On the other hand, the vertical separation 

started to take place earlier (day 4) than the anode area (day 6). Also from day 6 to day 11 

the drop of resistance values between top and bottom areas was bigger in the cathode area 

than in the anode area. For example at day 10 in the cathode area the difference between 

the resistance at the top and bottom was around 275 Ω. While in the anode area for that 

same day the difference was around 160 Ω. 
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Note: DS= Downstream, R Top C= Resistance top cathode, R Mid C= Resistance middle cathode, R Bot 

C= Resistance bottom cathode 

 

It was concluded that seven days period is required to observe phase separation in 

Vanadium containing matrix for the voltage gradient and electrode distance, as defined in 

this investigations.                            

5.2.2 Resistance changes in Nickel Cells 

5.2.2.1 Upstream oily sludge 

Figure 5.17 illustrate the resistance changes in the upstream Nickel Cell at the anode 

section. As it had been the case in the upstream Vanadium Cell, due to the stability of the 

mix, and the relatively low voltage (1 V/cm) the first three days showed very little increase 

in the resistance values. But from day 3 to day 10 there was a gradual increase in the 

resistance, where it reached around 1000 Ω at day 10. This gradual increase gave an 

indication of the horizontal movement of components inside the cell. Between day 9 and 

10, an indication of vertical separation was noticed in the anode section. This can be shown 

         

             Figure 5.16 Resistance changes in downstream Vanadium Cell (cathode area) 
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by the lower value of resistance at day 10 for the mid anode section, where moisture could 

have been transported from the bottom of the cell in the vertical direction because of the 

electro-osmotic flow. This variation of resistance was obvious around day 12, where top, 

mid, and bottom of the anode area had different readings. The highest value was recorded 

at the bottom of the anode area and reached around 2800 Ω. That area included the most 

solid content with respect to the previous sludge characterization section 5.2.1. 

 

Figure 5.17 Resistance changes in upstream Nickel Cell (anode area) 

Note: UPS= Upstream, R Top A= Resistance top anode, R Mid A= Resistance middle anode, R Bot A= 

Resistance bottom anode 

 

Figure 5.18 shows the resistance changes in the cathode area in the upstream Nickel Cell. 

Unlike the anode area, horizontal separation in the cathode area started around day 2, where 

it increased gradually until day 8. After day 8, the increase of resistance was more obvious 

until day 13, where it became constant at around 2600 Ω. Despite the fact that visual 

observations and sludge characterization after EK showed accumulation of big amounts of 

liquid hydrocarbons at the top of the cathode area, resistance values didn’t fluctuate 
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between the three sections (top, mid, and bot) until day 12, where top of the cathode area 

resistance dropped 100 Ω below the resistance reading of the mid and bottom cathode area.     

 

Figure 5.18 Resistance changes in upstream Nickel Cell (cathode area) 

Note: UPS= Upstream, R Top C= Resistance top cathode, R Mid C= Resistance middle cathode, R Bot C= 

Resistance bottom cathode 

 

5.2.2.2 Downstream oily sludge 

Figure 5.19 shows slight increase of the resistance since day one, suggesting early 

horizontal movement of the oily sludge components in the anode area in the downstream 

Nickel Cell. During the 14 days, the increase of resistance took the shape of intervals; day 

1 to 6, 6 to 9, 9 to 10, 10 to 11, 11 to 13, and 13 to 14. The biggest slope was from day 9 

to day 10 (from 1040 Ω to 1821 Ω) which indicate a larger horizontal movements of the 

components after day 9.  In the vertical direction, the separation was very slow. After day 

10 some variation of the resistance values started to appear between the middle and bottom 

areas, though these variations were very small. At the end of the experiment, the top and 

middle anode areas had a maximum resistance of around 3760 Ω, while the bottom area 
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had a maximum resistance of 3640 Ω. This difference was relatively small to indicate that 

the vertical separation actually took place in this section.        

 

Figure 5.19 Resistance changes in downstream Nickel Cell (anode area) 

Note: DS= Downstream, R Top A= Resistance top anode, R Mid A= Resistance middle anode, R Bot A= 

Resistance bottom anode 

 

From Figure 5.20, the resistance changes appeared to take almost an identical pattern as 

the anode area. These identical patterns indicated that despite the increase of resistance 

during the 14 days experiment, the horizontal and vertical separations were not spotted 

using electrical parameters. Additional tests would give more accurate conclusions 

regarding the separation in the downstream Nickle Cells. These tests include (pH, FTIR 

analysis, XRD analysis, and rheological characteristics), which would be introduced in 

Sections 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, and 5.8. 
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Figure 5.20 Resistance changes in downstream Nickel Cell (cathode area) 

Note: DS= Downstream, R Top C= Resistance top cathode, R Mid C= Resistance middle cathode, R Bot 

C= Resistance bottom cathode 

The phase separation under DC field was observed in oily sludge (containing nickel) from 

the beginning of EK the experiment but it was rather slow and insignificant in the 

downstream cells.  

5.2.3 Resistance changes in Lead Cells 

5.2.3.1 Upstream oily sludge 

Figure 5.21 represents resistance changes in the upstream Lead Cell at the anode area. 

Similar to Nickel and Vanadium upstream Cells, first week showed gradual and slow 

increase in the resistance. This pattern started to change from day 8 to day 9, where the 

resistance increase was more significant in shorter time, which indicated a sudden 

movement of components horizontally. Consequently, the resistance started to increase 

more rapidly from day 8 onward, where it reached a maximum value of 2700 at the bottom 

of the anode area, where anode area showed high accumulation of solid particles. Vertical 
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separation started to take place around day 11, taking into consideration that changes in 

resistance started to be more visible in the three sections (top, mid, and bot) in the anode 

area. While the middle and top areas behaved the same, the bottom showed a higher 

resistance for the current, which suggests a higher accumulation of dry solid particles at 

the bottom area. 

 

Figure 5.21 Resistance changes in upstream Lead Cell (anode area) 

Note: UPS= Upstream, R Top A= Resistance top anode, R Mid A= Resistance middle anode, R Bot A= 

Resistance bottom anode 

 

Figure 5.22 shows the changes in resistance in the cathode area in the upstream Lead Cell. 

Similar to the anode area, there has been a gradual increase of resistance from day 2 to day 

8, followed by a higher increase versus time, from day 8 to day 10.  Subsequently, from 

day 10 onward the increase in resistance was much bigger, which can be related to the same 

horizontal movements explained previously in upstream cells. On the other hand, the 

vertical separation started to take place around days 10, when resistance values of the top 

cathode area started to drop below the values of the middle and bottom areas. This gave an 

indication of the breakdown of the oil-in-water emulsion at the cathode, where the liquid 
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components were detected through visual observations and characterization of the resulted 

sludge fractions.        

 

Figure 5.22 Resistance changes in upstream Lead Cell (cathode area) 

Note: UPS= Upstream, R Top C= Resistance top cathode, R Mid C= Resistance middle cathode, R Bot C= 

Resistance bottom cathode 

A significant separation was observed in the Lead Cell after one week of exposure to EK 

conditions as defined in methodology.  

5.2.3.2 Downstream oily sludge 

Figure 5.23 shows the changes in resistance at the anode area in the downstream lead Cell. 

Vertical separation was not clearly spotted in the cell. Although the Figure does not show 

unusual patterns if compared to the Nickel and Vanadium downstream Cells, some results 

were taken into consideration; first, the gradual increase of the resistance started from day 

one, which means the EK effect started to take place very early. However, this effect was 

more in the horizontal direction through the whole experiment. Day 7 showed a slight 

variation of the resistance between top and bottom area. This deviation was noticed again 

at the end of the experiment, but in between, the resistance readings were similar. These 
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results could be related to the limited movement of liquids between the top and bottom, 

which could have happened on these intervals. 

 

 

Figure 5.23 Resistance changes in downstream Lead Cell (anode area) 

Note: DS= Downstream, R Top A= Resistance top anode, R Mid A= Resistance middle anode, R Bot A= 

Resistance bottom anode 

 

As it can be seen from Figure 5.24, that horizontal movements and vertical separation was 

largely spotted in this section of the cell mainly depending on the electrical parameters 

(resistance changes). From day 1 to day 8 results were similar to those in previous 

downstream cells. But from day 8 to day 10 there was an increase in the resistance for the 

bottom and middle areas, countered by a decrease of resistance at the top of cathode area. 

The gap between these two sections reached 1310 Ω at day 10, which clearly indicated a 

big vertical separation in the cathode area. The drop in resistance in the top of the cathode 

area could have happened because of the demulsification process of the water-in-oil based 

sludge. It clearly took place at day ten, and resulted in the migration of moisture rapidly 
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through electro-osmotic transport to the top, where horizontal movements were very slow 

on the top.  This gap started to decrease on day 12 (200 Ω), then from day 12 to day 14 the 

gap increased again (600 Ω). This could indicate that vertical separation happened on 

intervals depending on the rate of the demulsification process.       

 

 

Figure 5.24 Resistance changes in downstream Lead Cell (cathode area) 

Note: DS= Downstream, R Top C= Resistance top cathode, R Mid C= Resistance middle cathode, R Bot 

C= Resistance bottom cathode 

 

5.2.4 Resistance changes in Mix Cells 

5.2.4.1 Upstream oily sludge 

Figure 5.25 shows the resistance changes in the anode area in the upstream Mix metal Cell. 

This cell initially contained equal amounts of chlorides of the three metals (V, Ni, and Pb). 

In the literature review it was explained that chloride compounds can conduct electricity 

when fused or dissolved in water (Ch. 2.2). Chloride materials can be decomposed by 
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electrolysis to chlorine gas and metal. Accordingly the solubility of each metal chloride in 

the emulsion would affect the resistance reading in the Mix Cell. Until day 3, no noticeable 

change in the resistance was detected, which means no visible horizontal or vertical 

separation yet to take place. From day 3 to day 8 gradual increase of resistance started to 

happen accompanied by small variation of resistance between the top, middle and bottom 

sections. These changes indicated the initiation of the horizontal and vertical separation at 

the anode. But between day 8 and day 11 the resistance increase was rapid but equal for all 

the three sections, until day 13 where resistance reached a maximum value of 2707 Ω at 

the bottom of the anode area. At that same point, the middle area had a maximum resistance 

of 2594Ω which is lower than the top and bottom areas, which could be related to the 

presence of trapped moisture pockets in that area.  

 

Figure 5.25 Resistance changes in upstream Mix Cell (anode area) 

Note: UPS= Upstream, R Top A= Resistance top anode, R Mid A= Resistance middle anode, R Bot A= 

Resistance bottom anode 
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The resistance changes in the cathode area are shown in Figure 5.26. In the cathode area 

horizontal and vertical separation of components were more visible, which means the 

electro-demulsification rate was higher in this part of the cell. From visual observations it 

was clear that liquid components migrated to the cathode area (Appendix B, Fig B.6) and 

accumulated on the top of the cathode area. This caused the resistance to drop in that area. 

From day 1 until day 5 there was a gradual yet equal increase in the resistance for all the 

sections of the cathode. But from day 5 onward there was an obvious fluctuation in the 

resistance between the top, middle, and bottom. These variations of resistance values 

indicate vertical and horizontal separation of components in the cell. The top of the cathode 

area had lower resistance values after day 5 until day 13, where the value were almost equal 

because of the drop of the current to a very small values. This phenomenon was followed 

until the disconnection of the system at day 14.      

 

Figure 5.26 Resistance changes in upstream Mix Cell (cathode area) 

Note: UPS= Upstream, R Top C= Resistance top cathode, R Mid C= Resistance middle cathode, R Bot C= 

Resistance bottom cathode 
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5.2.4.2 Downstream oily sludge 

The addition of diesel in the downstream cells decreased the conductivity of the sludge. 

This was noticed in all the four downstream cells, where the resistance increased to higher 

values than the upstream cells.  Figure 5.27 shows the resistance changes in the downstream 

Mix Cell. The first three days showed a slight drop in resistance (from 45 Ω to 25 Ω), 

which was an indication that horizontal movement of the oily sludge components started 

to take place since day one, hence the slight fluctuation of the resistance. Through the 14 

days, the increase of resistance took the shape of intervals; day 1 to 3, 3 to 6, 6 to 9, 9 to 

10, 10 to 11, 11 to 13, and 13 to 14. This pattern was similar to the one in the Nickel 

downstream Cell.  

 

 

Figure 5.27 Resistance changes in downstream Mix Cell (anode area) 

Note: UPS= Upstream, R Top A= Resistance top anode, R Mid A= Resistance middle anode, R Bot A= 

Resistance bottom anode 
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The biggest slope was from day 11 to day 12 (from 2070 Ω to 3000 Ω) which indicate 

larger horizontal movements of the components after day 11.  In the vertical direction, the 

separation was not spotted using electrical parameters, but after day 12 some variation of 

the resistance values started to appear between the middle top and bottom areas, though 

these variations were very small. At the end of the experiment, the top, middle, and bottom 

anode areas had maximum resistances of around 3540 Ω, 3600 Ω, and 3660 Ω respectively. 

These differences were relatively small to indicate that the vertical separation actually took 

place in this section. So other parameters should be taken into consideration.   

Figure 5.28 illustrates the changes in resistance in the downstream Mix Cell at the cathode 

area. The mix showed more variation in the electrical parameters than the anode area, when 

after day 7, the top of the cathode area had a slight drop of the resistance reading. At day 

10 slight variations were detected between the top, middle and bottom, which later 

developed into a bigger gap between the bottom and middle on one side, and the resistance 

at the top on the other. This gap between top and bottom resistance reached 500 Ω at day 

13. This difference gave an indication of possible vertical separation, which was already 

certified by visual observations, where pockets of oil found on the top of the cathode area. 

Some resistance values were not fully detected there, due to location of probe electrodes 

above the sludge surface.  
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Figure 5.28 Resistance changes in downstream Mix Cell (cathode area) 

Note: DS= Downstream, R Top C= Resistance top cathode, R Mid C= Resistance middle cathode, R Bot 

C= Resistance bottom cathode 

 

5.2.5 Average power and energy consumption  

Figure 5.29 shows the average power consumption in the upstream and downstream cells. 

In both scenarios it was obvious the decrease of power consumption versus time. The 

power consumption was assessed according to the following equation: 

P= VI                                                                                                                                  (11) 

Where  

P: is the electric power (W) V: constant DC potential (V), I: current intensity (A) 

Calculations were based on Figures 5.13 through 5.28, where daily resistance (R), current 

intensity (I) and electric gradient (V) (Eq. 8, Ch. 4.4.3) were deployed in Eq. 11 to calculate 

the daily average power consumption of all upstream and downstream cells (Fig 5.29).    
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Figure 5.29 Average electrical power consumption in upstream and downstream cells 

 

The total energy consumption over the 14 days period was based on the hourly power 

consumption (W.h). Accordingly, the upstream cells consumed higher energy (631.68 

W.h) than the downstream cells (537.6 W.h). This could be a result of the higher water 

content in the upstream cells, which increased the conductivity and lowered the resistivity 

of the system, thus increasing the current in the EK cell. It was noticed that the consumption 

of energy in the final stages was similar in both upstream and downstream cells. Moreover, 

it is anticipated that energy consumption and costs would decrease with scaling up the 

process.  

5.3 Measurements of pH 

As it has been explained in the methodology (Ch. 4.4.2), pH measurements were initially 
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the other hand, readings on days 1 and 14 were taken while the cover was open, and the 

current was on and off respectively.  

The pH gradient has great influence on EK systems (Ch. 2.6.1). Alkalinity indicates the 

characteristics of different components in the system, and with other factors it controls the 

movements of ions in the matrix. The pH of each cell was initially measured at fixed 

selected points at the top, and in the bottom of each cell. However, pH was measured at 

extra locations depending on other factors such as: visual observations, metal distributions, 

and any change of contents detected through FTIR and XRD tests. 

Figures 5.30 through 5.38 show the pH deviation in all the upstream and downstream cells. 

Most of the cells showed an increase of pH values close to the cathode area countered by a 

decrease of pH close to the anode area in the first few days of the experiment. However, 

each cell showed different readings and random patterns with the pH increase and decrease 

while the experiment went on.  Generally, the increase of pH at the cathode area was 

because of the constant release of the OH- ions in the reduction process near the cathode. 

While the oxidation process near the anode caused the drop of pH since the formation of 

the H+ ions in that area (Ch. 2.6.1). 

5.3.1 pH changes in upstream/downstream - Vanadium Cells         

Figure 5.30 shows the changes of pH in the upstream Vanadium Cell. Readings were taken 

at six fixed points initially, and three sampling intervals were taken into consideration. 

Readings at the end of the first interval showed an increase of pH in all the sections except 

for the bottom anode area, where there was a drop from 8 to 6. The decrease of pH usually 

is related to the formation of H+ ions because of the oxidation of the anode or the hydrolysis 

of water.  Second interval (from day 4 to 9) showed variation of patterns, where the top 
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(12) and bottom (12) cathode areas, and bottom anode area (6) pH readings stayed constant.  

On the other hand, there was a slight drop in pH at the top and bottom central areas from 

11 to 10, and a big drop in pH at the top anode area from 11 to 6.5. These changes between 

the readings at the different sections confirms the beginning of the separation process, 

consequently, the transportation and transformation of vanadium inside the matrix. The last 

interval from day 9 to 14 showed a decrease of pH for all the sections by 1 or 2 points. 

 

 

Figure 5.30 pH changes in upstream Vanadium Cell 

Note: Cent: central area, A: anode, C: cathode, Bot: bottom 

Figure 5.31 displays the values of pH in the downstream Vanadium Cell. First four days 

showed a slight increase of the pH values at the top (9 to 10) , and bottom (9 to 11) of the 

cathode area. Also the central part showed an increase at the top (9 to 11) and bottom (9 to 

10). However, pH at the top and bottom of the anode area didn’t change by more than 0.2 

points, which suggests that, rate of prudction of H+ and OH+ for this period were relatively 

constant. For the second interval, pH values started to drop slowly for all the sections 
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except for the bottom anode area, where there was a 0.3 increase of pH . The last interval 

showed a stability for the bottom cathode and anode areas . The top of the center area stayed 

around 10, which was the highest in the matrix. While top of the anode and bottom of the 

center areas slightly increased, top of the cathode area droped from 10 to 9. By looking at 

the figure and relating these values to the electrical parameters in the same cell, it can be 

seen that separation was not confirmed using these two parameters. The presence of diesel 

in the downstream cells obviously affected the separation process. Nevertheless, further 

tests in the following sections demonstrated the movements of the minerals and metals 

inside the cell.     

 

Figure 5.31 pH changes in downstream Vanadium Cell 

Note: Cent: central area, A: anode, C: cathode, Bot: bottom 

 

5.3.2 pH changes in upstream/downstream - Nickel Cells 
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where there was a slight drop from 8 to 7.3. Top and bottom of the cathode showed the 

highest increase of pH (8 to 11.77) and (8 to 11.31) respectively, followed by the top central 

(8 to 11), top anode (8 to 10.8), and bottom central area (8 to 10) respectively. The bottom 

anode area was the only place where the pH slightly dropped from 8 to 7.3. Second and 

third intervals showed similar patterns, where pH slightly dropped at the top and bottom 

cathode, top central areas, and sharply dropped at the top (from 10.8 to 6 ) and bottom (7.3 

to 4) anode areas. Bottom central area was the only section where an increase of pH was 

noticed (from 10 to 11.3).  

 

Figure 5.32 pH changes in upstream Nickel Cell 

Note: Cent: central area, A: anode, C: cathode, Bot: bottom 

 

Figure 5.33 shows the pH variations in the downstream Nickel Cell. Although the final pH 

reading was around 8 for all the sections in this cell, the first (1 to 4) and second (4 to 9) 
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drop at the bottom anode area. Second interval showed a drop in pH at the cathode area 

and all the other top sections. However , the bottom anode and central area showed an 

increase in pH. These randomness in pH results suggests that components in the cell were 

constantly shifting when the electric current was on.     

 

Figure 5.33 pH changes in downstream Nickel Cell 

Note: Cent: central area, A: anode, C: cathode, Bot: bottom 

 

5.3.3 pH changes in upstream/downstream  - Lead Cells  

Figure 5.34 shows the changes in pH for the upstream Lead Cell. In the first interval, pH 

values showed similar patterns of those of upstream Nickel and Vanadium Cells, the only 

difference could be noted as the increase of pH at the anode area for the first few days, 

which suggests less formation of the hydrogen ions at that area. In the second interval, there 

was a drop in pH in the whole cell, especially at the anode area where the drop was from 

11 to 9 at the top, and from 9.5 to 8 at the bottom. This decrease in pH is associated with 

the increase of formation of hydrogen ions, especailly at the anode area where oxidation 
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was set to take place.  In the last interval of the experiment, liquids had already shifted to 

the cathode through electroosmotic flow, and solids to the anode through electrophoresis, 

which justify the constant pH in the last few days, except for the bottom anode area where 

the oxidation of the anode contributed to the formation of hydrogen ions at high rate, which 

caused a big drop of pH to around 5. 

 

Figure 5.34 pH changes in upstream Lead Cell 

Note: Cent: central area, A: anode, C: cathode, Bot: bottom 

 

Figure 5.35 demonstrates the pH changes in the downstream Lead Cell. From visual 

observations in this cell, seaparation was not clearly visible after the 14 days experiment. 
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section, where pH dropped to around 7.9 at the end of the experiment. This drop probably 

was related to the oxidation at the anode area. The presence of diesel in the downstream 

cells prevented  the sudden increase of pH values in the first interval like the upstream cells 

scenarios. Especially, the diesel fuel has an average pH of 5.6, and by the end of the 
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experiment diesel was still spread in the whole cell, as it would be explained later by  the 

FTIR analyses (Ch. 5.7). 

 

Figure 5.35 pH changes in downstream Lead Cell 

Note: Cent: central area, A: anode, C: cathode, Bot: bottom 

 

5.3.4 pH changes in upstream/downstream - Mix Cells 

Figure 5.36 displays the changes in pH in the upstream Mix Cell (V, Ni and Pb). In the first 

interval there has been an increase of pH in the whole cell. Except for the bottom anode 

area, where the pH dropped from 7.8 to 6.2, which suggests, the formation of the hydrogen 

ions at a higher rate next to the bottom anode area.  In the second interval, the hydrolysis 

of water and metals chlorides, and possible oxidation process of the upper part of the anode,  

caused the pH to drop from 9 to around 7 at the that area. In the center parts, pH kept 

increasing because of the horizontal separation of the liquid phase and the movement 
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towards the cathode. The cathode area maintained stable but high pH values (around 12) 

through this period, which suggests a high constant rate of hydroxide ions production at 

the cathode. The third and final interval of the experiment showed a significatnt decrease 

in the cell pH. At the cathode and center areas,  pH dropped to around 8.5, and at the anode 

area pH reached a minimum of 4.2 around the bottom section of the anode. From the pH 

patterns in this cell, it can be noticed that vertical separation was more obvious at the anode 

area where pH values were different at the top and bottom throughout the experiment. On 

the other hand, pH values were similar at the top and bottom of the center area and almost 

identical at the top and bottom of the cathode area. This  suggests a stronger horizontal 

separation than vertical separation at these sections.    

 

Figure 5.36 pH changes in upstream Mix Cell 

Note: Cent: central area, A: anode, C: cathode, Bot: bottom 

Figure 5.37 shows the pH variations in the downstream Mix Cell.  The first few days 

showed an increase of the pH values at the cathode area, countered by a decrease at the 

center and anode areas. On the 4th day pH reached a maximum of 11 at the bottom cathode 
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area, and a minimum of 7 around the bottom anode area. The center area had identical pH 

values at the top and bottom, which suggests very little vertical separation throughout the 

experiment. The cathode area showed higher pH values at the top than the bottom, but the 

general pattern was the same throughout the experiment , where there was an increase in 

pH in the  first interval followed by a decrease in pH until the end. In the anode area first 

two intervals showed a decrease of pH especially at the bottom, followed by an increase of 

pH in the last interval . By the end of the experiment, pH ranged bewteen  (8.2 and 8.7) for 

the the whole cell, which suggests that the separation process was stronger at the beginning. 

At the end when the resistance was very high and the current was low, the component 

seemd to be evenly distributed throughout the cell. 

 

Figure 5.37 pH changes in downstream Mix Cell 

Note: Cent: central area, A: anode, C: cathode, Bot: bottom 
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5.4   Rheological analyses  

From Visual observations, pH readings, electrical parameters, and characterization of the 

cells after applying EK, it was clear that vanadium enriched cells showed a better 

separation throughout the experiment.  

Petroleum sludge is considered a non-Newtonian fluid, which means that the viscosity 

usually decreases with the applied shear rate (Chang et al., 1999). However, after the 

application of EK phenomena, demulsification of the matrix took place, and separated 

phases started expressing different behaviours. The diffuse double layer of the sludge 

components, particularly those known as emulsifiers (e.g. asphaltenes, and resins), were 

affected by DC field. Since they were affected in different ways, the separation of phases 

was facilitated, where each component expressed different physicochemical properties 

(including viscosity, and shear rate). Accordingly, the measurement of rheological 

properties permitted to follow adequately the changes observed in the oil matrix.  Then, 

viscosity was measured as a function of strain at the top, middle, and bottom areas of the 

anode, cathode and central areas. However, the elastic modulus, which is a measure of the 

stiffness of the sludge, was presented as a function of frequency for the same areas.  

5.4.1 Upstream oily sludge matrix 

Figure 5.38 shows the viscosity changes with respect to the strain rate in the upstream 

control cell. Viscosity was decreasing while increasing the strain rate. When the strain rate 

reached 6 1/s the viscosity had insignificant changes afterward.    
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Figure 5.38 Viscosity of the upstream Control Cell (initial oily sludge matrix)  

as a function of the strain 

Note: Original Cell: oily sludge matrix not exposed to DC field  

 

5.4.2 Rheological properties of the upstream/downstream Vanadium Cell 

Figures 5.39 to 5.43 describe the changes in viscosity at the bottom areas of the cell. These 

areas are considered more important when it comes to rheological properties, since bottom 

areas accumulated higher amounts of the solid sludge than the top parts, where the liquids 

had accumulated (Ch. 5.1). The precipitated fractions of oily sludge usually contain 

emulsifiers, such as asphaltene, where the polar fraction of this compound has been found 

to contain relatively high amounts of vanadium and nickel (Vaibhav et al., 1999).  
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Figure 5.39 Viscosity of the bottom anode sludge as a function of the strain rate 

 

Figures (5.40, 5.41, and 5.41) show that the viscosity was constant while increasing the 

strain rate, for the cathode and center samples, either with diesel or without diesel. It also 

reveals that diesel did not affect the samples rheological properties. On the other hand, in 

the bottom anode area (Fig 5.39) of the upstream sludge matrix (without diesel), the 

viscosity decreased while increasing the strain rate, but downstream, a slight changes with 

increasing the strain rate were to be seen due to the microstructure changes. 

 

Figure 5.40 Viscosity of the bottom cathode sludge as a function of the strain rate 
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Figure 5.41 Viscosity of the bottom central area sludge as a function of the strain rate 

 

Figure 5.42 shows that the bottom anode has a higher storage modulus than the cathode 

and center areas. The storage modulus for bottom center sample was high when compared 

to the bottom cathode. However samples from the anode had the highest storage modulus. 

Due to a possible experimental error, bottom cathode curve was not a straight line. Also 

we can observe that elastic modulus is independent of frequency. 

 

Figure 5.42 Elastic modulus as a function of frequency for bottom anode, cathode 

 and center upstream Vanadium Cell 
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Figure 5.43 illustrate the storage or elastic modulus as a function of frequency for bottom 

anode, cathode and center samples in the downstream cell (with diesel). It was obvious that 

the bottom center samples had very high elastic modulus. The bottom cathode had lower 

elastic modulus than the anode. In all samples the elastic modulus is constant with the 

frequency. 

 

Figure 5.43 Elastic modulus as a function of frequency for bottom anode, cathode  

and center downstream Vanadium Cell 
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Figure 5.44 Viscosity as a function of strain for top anode, cathode and center samples 
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which prevents particles from coalescence. It seems that DC field affected the zeta potential 

of the system, by changing the balance of ions in the diffuse double layer. It is visible 

particularly in the presence of high conductive metals. Thus, the highest and fastest 

demulsification was observed in presence of vanadium (Ch.5.5.1). In fact, the term 

“electro-rheology” phenomena could be used, which lead to change of matrix properties 

and appearance of distinctive phases, in various parts of the cells. For example Figures 
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Cell, comparing to the center and cathode areas. Such viscosity increase is directly related 

to the increase of zeta potential, and the drop of pH.  
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By the end of the experiment, stable separated fractions demonstrated characteristics such 

as, low pH values at the anode (Ch. 5.3.1), high pH values at the cathode (Ch. 5.3.1), high 

viscosity at the anode, and low viscosity at the cathode, indicating an excellent separation 

of phases that took place after the electro-demulsification of the oily sludge matrix.      

From visual observations, pH values and characterization of the sludge, Nickel and Lead 

Cells showed generally similar characteristics of that in Vanadium Cell. Therefore a simple 

rheological model was implemented depending on Figures 5.38 and 5.39, where the 

viscosity “µ” (as a function of rate of strain “ ”) is decreasing in what is referred to as 

shear is thinning. The best rheological model that could fit such behavior was found to be 

Ostwald –de Waele-power model: 

                       K ( )n-1                                                                                                                                             (12) 

Where: 

 K: is the sludge flow consistency index (Pa.s),  : is the strain rate (1/s), and n: is the 

dimensionless flow behavior index ( in these results it is negative because the flow is shear 

thinning, n = -0.944). 

However, Figures 5.40 to 5.44 viscosity seemed to be mostly independent of the rate of 

strain, therefore the best rheological model fit these figures is the Newton model: 

                                                   (13) 

Where: 

 : is the shear stress (Pa), µ: is the dynamic viscosity (Pa.s), and  : is the strain rate (1/s) 
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5.5   Metals mobility and distribution 

The following sections describe the distribution of the three target metals (V, Ni, and Pb) 

in all the upstream and downstream cells after applying the EK system. Furthermore, the 

feasibility of using supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) followed by acid digestion will be 

illustrated in Ch. 5.6.3. Distribution of the metals in the EK cells has been traced in the 

horizontal and vertical directions.  

5.5.1 Vanadium distribution  

5.5.1.1 Upstream oily sludge matrix 

Figure 5.45 shows the horizontal distribution of vanadium in the upstream cells after 

applying the electrokinetic procedure. The area between the two electrodes has been 

divided into three main sections (anode, center, and cathode).  In the Vanadium Cell, 44% 

of the metal accumulated at the anode area, while the center and cathode areas had 37% 

and 19% of the available vanadium respectively (Fig 5.45 a). On the other hand, in the cell 

rich with mixed metals (V, Ni, and Pb), the highest accumulation of vanadium was at the 

cathode area (36%), but only by a small fraction over the center area (Fig 5.45 b). The 

anode area contained 29% of vanadium in the Mix Cell. Lower by 15% of the accumulation 

at the anode in the Vanadium Cell. This suggests that in the cells with mixed metals, the 

presence of other metals accelerated the transportation of the vanadium towards the cathode 

area. 
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Figure 5.46 describes the vertical distribution of vanadium in the upstream Vanadium, and 

Mix Cells. The anode, cathode, and center areas were divided into layers to define the effect 

of vertical separation on the metals mobility, and to associate mobility with the separation 

of phases. Figure 5.46 (a) shows that the highest concentration of vanadium was recorded 

at the bottom of the anode area (around 70 ppm) followed by the top of the center area (60 

ppm), which are the areas with the most solid mass with reference to section 5.1.1. The 

cathode area contained the least concentrations of vanadium, where it reached a minimum 

of 15 ppm at the top and bottom sections. Also from section 5.1.1, and visual observations 

(Appendix B. Fig B.1), it was clear that the cathode area contained the highest liquid 

content. As a result, vanadium was mostly available in the solid fraction of the cell. 
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(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 5.45 Vanadium horizontal distribution in upstream a) Vanadium, and b) Mix metal Cells 
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Figure 5.46 Vanadium vertical distribution in a) Vanadium and b) Mix metals Cells 

The cathode area in the Mix Cell contained similar amounts of vanadium as the Vanadium 

Cell (Fig 5.46 b). However, the anode and center areas contained higher amounts of 

vanadium than the cathode area. Furthermore, they contained less amounts of vanadium 

when compared to the cell with vanadium alone. In the Mix Cell, the maximum vanadium 

concentration was around 31 ppm at the middle anode area.    
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5.5.1.2 Downstream oily sludge matrix 

Figures 5.47 (a) and (b) demonstrate the distribution of vanadium in the cells containing 

downstream matrix with diesel.  

 

 

(a)                                                                             (b) 

Figure 5.47 Vanadium horizontal distribution in downstream a) Vanadium and b) Mix metals Cells 

 

In the cell with sole vanadium (V Cell), cathode area contained the highest portion of 

vanadium (39%) followed by the center area (34%), and finally the anode area contained 

the least amount of available vanadium (27%). In the Mix cell, the amount of vanadium 

was higher at the center area (44%), and lower at the anode (23%) and cathode (33%) areas. 

Since downstream matrix demonstrated lower separation of phases, the mobility of 

vanadium could be affected by factors other than distribution of phases in the cell; for 

example, the electromigratin of the ionic species in the liquid medium.   
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Figure 5.48 Vanadium vertical distribution in downstream a) Vanadium and b) Mix metals Cells 
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the top. Highest concentration of vanadium was 19 ppm at the top of the anode area. The 

cathode had its highest concentration of vanadium at the middle section (17 ppm), and the 

lowest (15 ppm) at the bottom section (Fig 5.48 a). As for the vanadium distribution in the 

cell with mixed metals (Fig 5.48 b), all areas (anode, center, and cathode) showed similar 

distribution of vanadium in their vertical sections, where the middle layer contained the 

least concentration of vanadium in each section (around 18 ppm). This could be related to 

the less significant separation of phases in this cell, where the presence of diesel in the 

matrix affected the separation of components and reduced the accumulation of solids 

around the anode, where vanadium seemed to accumulate in the upstream cell. 

Nevertheless, in the cell with mixed metals the maximum concentration of the vanadium 

was around 23 ppm around the bottom of the anode area, which is higher than the value at 

the vanadium cell (19 ppm).   

5.5.2 Nickel distribution  

5.5.2.1 Upstream oily sludge matrix 

Figures 5.49 (a) and (b) describe the distribution of nickel in the cells with upstream matrix 

containing nickel as a sole metal and cell with mixed metals, respectively. Both cases 

showed a relatively high accumulation of nickel at the anode area, where it reached around 

54% and 52% in the sole and Mix metals, respectively. The cathode area in both cells 

contained a minimum content of 19% at Nickel Cell, and 13% at Mix Cell. The anode area 

contained the highest amounts of solids (Ch. 5.1.2), and the lowest pH values (Ch. 5.3.2), 

which brings the assumption that electrophoresis contributed to large extent in the 

translocation of nickel species (Ch. 6.2). 
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(a)                                                                                 (b) 

 

Figure 5.49 Nickel horizontal distribution in upstream a) Nickel and b) Mix metals Cells 

 

The distribution of nickel in the vertical direction of the cell with sole nickel is illustrated 

in Figure 5.50 (a). These results confirm the ratios showed in the horizontal direction in 

Figure 5.49 (a), where the anode area showed the highest accumulation of nickel, and the 

cathode area contained the lowest amounts of nickel. Dividing the cell into layers showed 

that the bottom anode area contained the maximum concentration of nickel (50 ppm), and 

the bottom cathode area contained the minimum concentration (7 ppm). Also the variations 

of nickel concentration at the top, bottom, and middle of each area (anode, cathode, and 

center) demonstrated the occurrence of vertical separation in the cell. 
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Figure 5.50 Nickel vertical distribution in upstream a) Nickel and b) Mix metals Cells 
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Figure 5.50 (b) illustrates the distribution of nickel in the upstream Mix Cell. Similar to the 

Nickel Cell, the concentration of nickel was at maximum levels at the anode area, where it 

reached around 105 ppm near the top of the anode area. The minimum concentration of 

nickel was recorded at cathode (around 10 ppm), where it was constant throughout the 

layers of that area. The center area behaved as transition area for the movement of the 

nickel ions towards the anode area. This can be spotted by the concentration values at that 

area, which is higher than the cathode values and lower than the anode area values.    

5.5.2.2 Downstream oily sludge matrix 

Figure 5.51 (a) shows the nickel distribution in the downstream Nickel Cell. As it has been 

explained earlier, the presence of diesel in the downstream cells affected the electro-

demulsification process in the cell, and showed slower rate of phase separation than in the 

case of upstream matrix. This effect can be liable to lower variation of nickel accumulation 

in the cell; for example, the anode (34%) and cathode (37%) areas contained similar 

amounts of nickel.  

Figure 5.51 (b) demonstrates the nickel distribution in the downstream Mix Cell. While the 

cathode area contained similar amounts of nickel as in the Nickel Cell (37%), the anode 

area contained around 24% of the nickel available in the cell. The center area held the most 

nickel 39%, which again suggests that distribution of nickel was affected with downstream 

conditions. 
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(a)                                                             (b) 

Figure 5.51 Nickel horizontal distribution in downstream a) Nickel and b) Mix metals Cells 
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metals (V and Pb) created synergistic-antagonistic factor that affected the transportation 

and behavior of nickel.      

 

 

Figure 5.52 Nickel vertical distribution in downstream a) Nickel and b) Mix metals Cells 
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5.5.3 Lead distribution 

5.5.3.1 Upstream oily sludge matrix 

Figures 5.53 (a) and (b) describe lead horizontal distribution in the upstream cells. In the 

Nickel and Vanadium upstream Cells, the highest accumulation of the metal was at the dry 

anode area. Alternatively, lead in the Lead and Mix Cells was mostly accumulated at the 

wet cathode area with the following ratios:  44% in the Lead Cell, and 47% in the Mix Cell. 

The anode area had the least amounts of lead, where the accumulation was as follows: 16 

% at the Lead Cell, and 23% at the Mix Cell. After characterizing the cell components post 

EK, it was noted that water and liquid hydrocarbons accumulated at the cathode. Which 

means lead was transported through electromigration and electroosmotic flow toward the 

cathode area.        

 

(a)                                                              (b) 

Figure 5.53 Lead horizontal distribution in upstream a) Lead and b) Mix metals Cells 
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Figure 5.54 (a) demonstrates the distribution of lead in the vertical direction in the upstream 

Lead Cell. Top of the cathode area (which contained the highest moisture content) had the 

smallest lead concentration (12.5 ppm). However the concentration at the middle and 

bottom areas was around 29 ppm each. On the other hand, the top of the center area 

contained the highest concentration of lead (45 ppm). The anode area lead concentration 

ranged between 25 ppm at the top, and 20 ppm at the bottom. The cathode area contained 

higher concentrations than the anode at the middle (28 ppm) and bottom (29 ppm) sections.  

While Figure 5.54 (a) shows that the vertical distribution of lead did not oppose the 

horizontal distribution in the same cell, in the Mix Cell, Figure 5.54 (b) shows that 

concentration of lead at the top (12 ppm) and bottom (14 ppm) anode areas were higher 

than their counterparts at the cathode area (10 ppm at the top, and 11 ppm at the bottom). 

This to some extent is different than the horizontal distribution for the same cell where the 

cathode area contained over 45% of the lead available. Multiple factors affected the AAS 

readings, including the efficiency of acid digestion procedure in case of lead extraction, 

and the homogeneity of the samples used for analysis, however, no more than 8% of error 

was detected for such analysis. 
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Figure 5.54 Lead vertical distribution in upstream a) Lead and b) Mix metals Cells 
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5.5.3.2 Downstream oily sludge matrix 

Figure 5.55 illustrates the horizontal distribution of lead in the downstream Lead and Mix 

Cells. It can be seen from both Figures (a) and (b) that the distribution of lead in both cells 

was similar, and it took the following forms: cathode and center areas in both Lead and 

Mix downstream Cells contained around 40% of the available lead, the anode contained 

around 20%. Two facts could be concluded from these analyses; (1) both upstream and 

downstream cells showed that majority of the available lead was transported toward the 

cathode area; (2) the presence of other metals in the Mixed cell did not affect the 

distribution or behaviour of the lead. 

 

  

(a)                                                                                (b) 

 

Figure 5.55 Lead horizontal distribution in downstream a) Lead and b) Mix metals Cells 
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Figure 5.56 (a) shows that lead concentration was similar in the three layers (top, middle, 

and bottom) at the three sections (anode, center and cathode) in the downstream Lead Cell. 

The highest concentration was found at the top of the center and anode areas (19 ppm), and 

the lowest concentration was registered at the bottom of the anode area (13 ppm). The small 

variation in concentrations in the three sections suggested that maybe the separation of 

phases was not stable or was less significant in the first place. On the other hand, Figure 

5.56 (b) shows bigger variations in the results in the vertical direction in the downstream 

Mix Cell. For example, the concentration of lead at the bottom of the cathode reached a 

maximum value of 14 ppm, countered by a minimum of 3.5 ppm at the top area. The anode 

area had a concentration of 5 ppm at the top and middle areas, and 8.5 ppm around the 

bottom area. These results were similar to the horizontal distribution results for the same 

cell which confirms the movement of lead towards the cathode even in presence of diesel.      
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Figure 5.56 Lead distribution in downstream a) Lead and b) Mix metals Cells 
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5.6   Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) 

As it has been explained in literature review (Ch. 2.6.2), acid digestion might not provide 

high extraction efficiency for some metals in certain matrices, including oily sludge. 

Subsequently, another approach was tested with respect to metal extraction efficiency, 

while CO2 in its supercritical state was used. Methodological approach in this case was 

defined in Ch. 4.8.2, where 36 samples were used for the comparative studies. For example, 

using SFE with EDTA as a chelating agent on a sample collected from the anode area in 

the upstream Mix Cell, vanadium extraction increased by almost 97%. Furthermore, when 

metal ions are chelated by suitable organic ligands, their solubility in supercritical CO2 

(SC-CO2) will significantly increase (Ghoerishi et al., 2012). Figures 5.58 to 5.61 describe 

the feasibility of applying SFE to enhance in the extraction of target metals in the Mix Cell.  

5.6.1 SFE efficiency with Cyanex 301 as chelating agent  

Figure 5.57 describes the advantage of applying SFE with the presence of Cyanex 301 

(SFE-Cyanex301) as a modifier for metals’ extraction. All three metals showed higher 

extraction efficiency in all areas (anode, center, and cathode). Vanadium was highly 

extractable in comparison with nickel and lead in all the sections. At the anode area the 

increase of vanadium concentration in the extract was about 80% more of the concentration 

resulted from acid digestion alone for the same area. The nickel was extracted by 40% more 

at the cathode and center areas, and 25 % at the anode area. Lead was extracted by 32% 

more at the anode area, 25% more at the center, and 17% more at the cathode. 
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Figure 5.57 Extraction efficiency change in upstream Mix Cell after applying 

SFE enhanced with Cyanex 301 as a chelating agent. 
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of extractable (soluble) vanadium species (VO+2, VO(OH)+, and VO(OH)2  with the 

addition of Cyanex 301 to an aqueous medium rich with vanadium.  

 

Figure 5.58 Extraction efficiency change in downstream Mix Cell after applying 

SFE enhanced with Cyanex 301 as a chelating agent 
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Figure 5.59 Extraction efficiency change in upstream Mix Cell after applying SFE 

enhanced with EDTA as a chelating agent 

 

Figure 5.59 demonstrates the feasibility of applying SFE enhanced with EDTA (SFE-
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Figure 5.60 Extraction efficiency change in downstream Mix Cell after applying 

SFE enhanced with EDTA as a chelating agent 

 

Figure 5.60 describes the increase of metals detectable concentration in downstream Mix 
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5.6.3 Efficiency of SFE techniques in enhancing extraction potential   

Table 5.1 compares the AAS detected concentrations of the target metals (V, Ni, and Pb) 

in the samples that underwent acid digestion only and samples that underwent SFE and 

acid digestion in the Mix Cells post EK. The purpose of this comparison is to determine 

the feasibility of SFE techniques versus acid digestion in increasing metals extraction, and 

to compare the efficiency of EDTA versus Cyanex301 as extracting additives for each 

metal.  

Table 5.1: Concentration of target metals in samples after acid digestion and SFE 

Metal  Conc. of metal after acid 

digestion only (ppm) 

Conc. of metal after SFE-

Cyanex 301 (ppm) 

Conc. of metal after SFE-

EDTA (ppm) 

Anode Center Cathode Anode Center Cathode Anode Center Cathode 

Nickel 67.45 24.46 12.15 50.7 14.38 7.04 62.50 26.90 19.56 

12.12 10.41 15.79 12.12 9.41 12.12 13.37 13.01 15.79 

Lead 8.63 6.01 11.19 5.86 4.51 9.30 6.9 12.47 10.76 

8.59 9.51 14.16 8.5 6.3 11.42 12.88 10.25 24.88 

Vanadium 26.66 21.52 15.07 5.33 4.99 6.18 .80 5.16 7.40 

22.97 22.12 20.82 14.33 1.80 .85 9.08 4.39 5.41 

Note:    Upstream cells,    downstream cells 

Table 5.1 illustrates the feasibility of using supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) techniques 

for enhancing the potential of extraction of each metal (V, Ni, and Pb). For example the 

concentration of vanadium in the sample from the anode section that underwent SFE 

(upstream/Cyanex 301) dropped from initially 26.66 ppm to 5.33 ppm (after SFE), 

demonstrating an extraction efficiency of 80% (Eq. 10). 

In general, vanadium extraction efficiency was high when SFE was used in all upstream 

and downstream cells regardless which modifier (Cyanix 301 or EDTA) was applied.  This 
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revealed a high solubility of vanadium in supercritical-CO2 especially in presence of a 

strong solvent such as Cyanex 301 or a complexation agent as EDTA. These results 

promoted such procedure to be used for vanadium extraction from an oily sludge matrix 

(upstream and downstream). However, interesting patterns took place in the extraction 

efficiency, where in the upstream cells the SFE of vanadium was higher at the anode area, 

and in the downstream cells the extraction was higher at the cathode area. From Ch. 5.1 it 

can be seen that the anode area contained higher solid content, thus, applying the solvent 

created intermediate complexes easily dissolved into the SC-CO2 flow.  

EDTA is known to create complexes with nickel and lead that have relatively high stability 

constants. However, for vanadium such relationship has been little documented 

(Elektorowicz and Muslat, 2008). 

It can be seen from Table 5.1 that nickel extraction efficiency didn’t increase with the 

presence of EDTA, despite the fact that EDTA has proven to create complexes with nickel 

that is highly soluble in aqueous phase (Choudhury, 1999). However, the nature of the 

matrix plays an important role in efficient extraction of metallic compounds. For example, 

some ligands in clay and organic rich soil compounds may bind strongly to certain metal 

ions, resulting in delaying their complexation with added chelating agents. Therefore, the 

lack of variation of parameters applied in this study might have affected the extraction 

efficiency of nickel under SFE-EDTA process.  

Lead showed similar patterns as nickel in the SFE-Cyanex 301 procedure (upstream and 

downstream), and SFE-EDTA downstream cell. However in the upstream SFE-EDTA 

procedure, lead showed increase in extraction efficiency at the anode (20%) and cathode 

(4%), which is higher than nickel extraction in both areas. 
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It can be concluded that SFE-Cyanex 301 coupled with EK could create an excellent 

technology to maximize the extraction potential of vanadium, in addition to lead and nickel 

from an upstream oily sludge matrix. Moreover, SFE-EDTA proved to increase the 

extraction efficiency of vanadium in upstream and downstream oily sludge matrices, which 

qualifies it for the same SFE-EK procedure but only for Vanadium Cells. For nickel and 

lead, SFE parameters such as temperature, pressure, extraction procedure (dynamic and/or 

static), and extraction times should be re-evaluated. 

5.7   FTIR analysis 

FTIR analysis of upstream and downstream samples showed different effect of EK on their 

properties. Such information was crucial in this investigation, since mobility of metals is 

related to the phase separation process.  The electrical field affected the O/W (oil in water 

emulsion), which represent the upstream sludge in greater extent than the downstream W/O 

(water in oil emulsion). DC field dissociated lead, nickel and vanadium chlorides, while 

chloride ions were located mostly in O/W emulsion. Their role was to coordinate the 

molecules of water according the charge of the cations and anions around the encapsulated 

droplets of hydrocarbons. The polarizing effect is known to be dependent on metallic 

species (Vaibhav et al., 1999). Then, because vanadium was the strongest electric 

conductor among the three target metals, it was expected that vanadium was more 

responding upon the application of electrical field. 

To estimate the influence of vanadium and other target metals on the separation process, 

an assessment of water (W) and hydrocarbons (HC) distribution in EK cells was required. 

Therefore, FTIR analyses were performed on all the EK cells (Appendix A). 
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As it has been explained in the methodology (Ch. 4.5), according to Lambert-Beer law; the 

absorbance of a FTIR band attributed to substance, is proportional to the concentration of 

the substance. To compare the values of different spectra in the oily sludge matrix, there is 

a need of using an internal standard. Figures 5.61 and 5.64 represent the upstream and 

downstream spectra. From the two Figures, the band in the area 1040 cm-1, which belongs 

to SiO stretching vibration in bentonite, was used as an ideal inert standard. 

Subsequently, the values of two ratios OH/SiO and CH/SiO were calculated and presented 

in Figures 5.62-5.63 and 5.65-5.66. These ratios were utilized in tracing the movement of 

hydrocarbons and water in the upstream and downstream cells respectively. 

5.7.1 Upstream Cells 

 
Figure 5.61 FTIR absorbance spectra of the original upstream cell before EK treatment 

 

From Figure 5.61, which represents the FTIR spectra of the initial conditions of upstream 

sludge before EK treatment, the band 3321 cm-1 seemed to be most intensive; however, 
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bands at 1631 cm-1 and 1046 cm-1 are relatively weak. The bands at 3321 cm-1 and 1631 

cm-1 have been attributed to stretching and deformation vibrations in bentonite interlayer 

water. Moreover, the same bands belong to added water with the dissolved chlorides of the 

target metals (V, Ni, Pb). The absorbance of radiation at 1040 cm-1 which belongs to SiO 

stretching vibrations in bentonite was taken as standard value for the calculation of CH/SiO 

and OH/SiO ratios.  

 

Figure 5.62 Distribution of water and hydrocarbons in upstream cells based on OH/SiO and CH/SiO 

ratios at the top sections of the cells 
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Values of OH/SiO (Fig 5.62, Fig 5.63) calculated from all the upstream cells spectra 

(Appendix. A), were more pronounced at the cathode area than the anode area. This 

difference was more evident for the Vanadium Cell than for Lead and Nickel Cells. This 

suggests that the electroosmotic movement of water toward the cathode was more 

effective in the presence of vanadium. 

 

  

Figure 5.63 Distribution of water and hydrocarbons in upstream cells based on OH/SiO and CH/SiO 

ratios at the bottom sections of the cells 
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5.7.2 Downstream cells 

From Figure 5.64, it can be seen that the spectra of the downstream sludge (with diesel) 

before EK treatment is significantly different compared to the upstream oil sludge (Fig. 

5.61). The results showed that the bands in 2800-3000 cm-1 region (CH-stretching 

vibrations in aliphatic hydrocarbons of diesel and crude oil) were more intensive, while the 

band in region 3400 cm-1 (interlayer water and bulk water) was less intensive. 

 

Figure 5.64 FTIR Absorbance spectra of the initial downstream oily sludge before EK treatment 
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Addition of diesel changed the balance between W/O and O/W emulsions. This resulted in 

an increase of the hydrophobicity in the system. Moreover, the separation of hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic phases (which facilitates water movement), might consequently decrease 

the water content in different sections of the cell. 

From the downstream cells spectra (Appendix A), Figures 5.65 and 5.66, demonstrated that 

the OH/SiO values were very small in all the divisions of the downstream cell (vertical and 

horizontal). The CH/SiO values were generally higher than the values of OH/SiO 

throughout the downstream cells.  

FTIR, along with previous tests (characterisation of the cells, Ch. 5.1) confirmed that in 

the presence of diesel; the separation of phases in sludge emulsion was less effective in the 

Lead Cells. However, a dark spot of solid hydrocarbons largely spreading toward the 

cathode was observed (Appendix. B, Fig B.4). This visual observation was confirmed by 

the relatively high CH/SiO ratio (8) in Figure 5.63. The same cell (downstream Lead Cell) 

demonstrated higher accumulation of water (OH/SiO) at the cathode area than the other 

three (Nickel, Vanadium and Mix) downstream cells. 

In the downstream Nickel Cell, spectrum of the top of cathode region where OH band at 

3400 cm-1 was small, the narrow band at 3620 cm-1 was observed. This band is related to 

hydroxyls bonded to Si, Al, Mg atoms in bentonite (Si-OH, Al-OH, Mg-OH).These are the 

structural hydroxyls. The band at 3620 cm-1 became more evident when the band at 3400 

cm-1 did not overlap it. Therefore, it can be concluded, that the process of dehydroxylation 

did not take place in this experiment. The process of dehydration (dewatering or 

electroosmosis) is the only process which occurred upon the application of the electrical 

field into the downstream cells.  
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Figure 5.65 Distribution of water and hydrocarbons in downstream cells based on OH/SiO and 

CH/SiO ratios at the top sections of the cells 

Similar patterns of CH/SiO and OH/SiO ratios were observed in the bottom sections of 

the downstream cells. These values would help in describing the distribution of metals 

based on the electroosmotic flow (OH/SiO) and adsorption of different metals species to 

solid particles (Ch. 6). 
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Figure 5.66 Distribution of water and hydrocarbons in downstream cells based on OH/SiO and 

CH/SiO ratios at the bottom sections of the cells 
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separation of fractions. FTIR analysis also showed insignificant dewatering process in the 

downstream cell.  

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out on the downstream Vanadium Cell, based on 

physical and visual observations, where downstream cells showed lack of phase separation 

under EK conditions. However, vanadium compounds (especially vanadium oxides) are a 

rich and diverse family of compounds with several applications. For example, Vanadium 

dioxide (VO2) undergoes a transition from a semiconductor to a metal at 340 oK, 

accompanied by a structural change (Corr et al., 2008). This structural change would 

influence the electrical resistivity by approximately 6 orders of magnitude. In addition, 

vanadium oxides might undergo reversible structural transitions associated with their 

electrical property changes (Corr et al., 2008). Therefore, detecting the crystalline forms in 

the downstream Vanadium Cells seemed to be of great importance. Subsequently, XRD 

was conducted on a solid fraction of the downstream oily sludge matrix using a PHILIPS 

PW-1050/65 powder diffractometer with a 2θ scan range between 10° and 100°. Powder 

XRD helped in generating a mineral map in order to evaluate the movement of vanadium 

in a relatively dry cell (downstream cell after EK), and to identify the crystalline phase(s) 

present in the sample. Position and intensity matching of the spectrum was performed with 

reference to the established ICDD (International Centre for Diffraction Data) database. 

This latter task was carried out with the aid of the accompanied software (X’pert 

Highscore).  

The samples subjected to XRD were taken from the following areas of Vanadium Cell: 

bottom and top level of the anode zone, the central zone, as well as from bottom and top 

area of the cathode zone. Such method permitted to identify crystalline and sometimes 
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pseudo-crystalline forms of species in the sample. The comparative study of samples in 

various cell locations helped assessing the matrix behaviour and movement of species 

within electrokinetic cell.  Figure 5.67 illustrates the resulted spectra of the XRD of the 

vanadium downstream cells after electrokinetic treatment. The first (bottom) spectrum 

represents the downstream cell matrix at its initial conditions, before EK was applied. In 

the subsequent spectra, their peaks (position and intensity) with respect to the peaks of the 

initial spectrum gave an indication of the displacement of the crystalline phase present in 

the cell.  

 

Figure 5.67 XRD spectra of the downstream samples in Vanadium Cell before and after EK 

treatment 
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Table 5.2: XRD results, downstream samples in Vanadium Cell after EK treatment 

Section Chemical name  Formula  Score 

Top Cathode Montmorillonite 

Quartz 

Benzene                      

Vanadium Oxide              

AlSi2O6 (OH)2 

Si O2  

C6 H6   

V4 O9                                                     

60 

56 

27 

17 

Bot Cathode Quartz, low 

Montmorillonite 

Vanadium Oxide  

 Aluminum Oxide    

Desoxybenzoin 

Iron Oxide                                                                        

Si O2 

AlSi2O6 (OH)2 

  V3O4  

Al2 O3    

C14 H12 O 

 Fe2 O3                                                  

53 

48 

39 

37 

32 

13 

Central Quartz, low 

Montmorillonite 

Chlorine Oxide 

Vanadium Chloride 

Vanadium Oxide 

Si O2 

AlSi2O6 (OH)2 

Cl2O7 

VCl2 

VO2 

55 

48 

18 

27 

20 

Top Anode Quartz 

Montmorillonite 

Calcium Vanadium Oxide 

Cadmium Chloride G 

poly(p-phenylene vinylene) 

Vanadium oxide prontadite 

SiO2 

AlSi2O6 (OH)2 

Ca2 V6 O17 

C36 Cd Cl2 

( C8 H6 )n                       

C16 H28 O12 ! V2 O5                  

65 

50 

33 

49 

37 

13 

Bot Anode PotassiumThallium Chloride 

Quartz 

Montmorillonite 

Vanadium oxide prontodite 

Calcium Vanadium Oxide 

Potassium Nickel Oxide 

K.92 Tl.08 Cl    

SiO2 

AlSi2O6 (OH)2 

C16 H28 O12 ! V2 O5 

Ca2 V6 O17  

K.14 Ni O2                        

48 

47 

39 

21 

21 

31 

 

Table 5.2 describes the pattern lists for each spectrum presented in Figure 5.67. The 

fingerprints of these peaks gave the following information: compound’s name, chemical 
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formula, and scores components associated with these peaks for each sample. A higher 

score is identified with more pronounced presence probability of a particular component in 

tested location.   

XRD confirmed the presence of mineral colloidal particles (e.g. motromorillonite), across 

the cell, which expresses a high affinity to metals. Nevertheless, inert quartz fraction was 

mostly prevalent. Furthermore, the cathode zone showed the significant presence of 

benzene fractions, possibly associated with solid surface of matrix.   

In addition, XRD confirmed the presence of vanadium oxide in the entire cell, which is the 

most popular form of the vanadium in nature. However, other forms of vanadium were 

observed, particularly in the anode area (Ca2 V6 O17, C16 H28 O12 V2 O5). It seems that 

oxidation at the anode permitted to produce ionic forms of vanadium, e.g.  VO2 (OH)2
-, 

which entered in reaction with available ligands, or made complexes with other metals 

present in oil (e.g. Ni, Pb, Fe, and Ca).  

It was assumed vanadium was very sensitive to redox state changes, which was also 

confirmed by Purbaix diagram in simple water-vanadium system (Appendix C, Fig C.1). 

In such situation, multiple formations of species express different behaviour in sludge and 

move at different mobility rate. Therefore, despite the lack of visual observations, the 

mobility of various produced species suggested a possibility of electrophoretic movement 

of components, especially in the downstream Vanadium and Mix Cells.  
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Chapter 6 

 

Metals mobility under electrokinetic phenomena in oily 

sludge matrix 
 

The behaviour of metals in any environment depends on variety of characteristics related 

to the metal itself and its spatial location. Simplifying, these characteristics can be 

classified into 1) metal properties and 2) environment around it (matrix type, pH, redox 

conditions, presence of other metals …etc.).   

 Results obtained from experimental procedure described in Chapter 5 are used in this 

discussion to demonstrate the behaviour of target metals (especially vanadium) inside the 

oily sludge matrix. Based on physicochemical transformations in the matrix (oily sludge), 

metals complexation, and changes in the oxidation states, the transformation and thus 

transportation of vanadium, nickel and lead is discussed in Chapter 6. The relationship 

between metal final distribution in different parts of the cell, and the associated 

physicochemical properties of that segment is illustrated. Consequently, appropriate 

conclusions are made regarding the effect of EK phenomena on the behaviour of metals 

inside the electrokinetically modified oily sludge matrices.  

6.1 Behaviour of vanadium in EK modified oily sludge matrix 

Vanadium is considered the major trace metal in petroleum industry (Ch 2.2). In some 

cases, the concentration of vanadium in petroleum samples might reach up to 1500 ppm 

(Amorim et al., 2007), which is higher than any other trace metal. In addition to the 

negative effects vanadium might carry (refining products purity and corrosion in oil-fired 

power plants), vanadium is considered a valuable metal (Ch 2.2.1). In this study, vanadium 
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showed additional properties. It was observed that vanadium enriched cells exhibited better 

separation of oily sludge phases (Ch. 5.1). Which have been based on pH readings, sludge 

fractioning, visual observations, and FTIR analysis. In addition, the OH/SiO ratios, 

demonstrated that separation of water and oil fractions was more evident in the upstream 

Vanadium Cell (Ch.  5.7). It led to a conclusion suggesting that movement of water toward 

cathode, was more effective in the presence of vanadium.  

The following sections describe the behavior and mobility of vanadium in the upstream 

and downstream sludge matrices.  

6.1.1 Upstream oily sludge matrix 

The relationship between vanadium distribution and the properties of the EK modified 

matrix in the upstream Vanadium Cell has been summarized in Table 6.1. The parameters 

governing the distribution and mobility of vanadium in each section of the cell worked 

together to create a suitable environment for the accumulation of a certain form of the 

metal. For example, the area at the bottom of the anode contained the highest content of 

vanadium (23.4 %). This area is characterized with the lowest pH (4.7) associated with the 

highest solid content (71.07 %), lowest liquid content (6.77 %), and highest non-volatile 

organic content (22.17 %).   
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Table 6.1: Summary of the results: upstream Vanadium Cell after EK 

 

The variation of pH is initiated by the application of the direct current, where an oxidation 

and reduction reactions occur at the anode and cathode, respectively. These reactions would 

result in the formation of OH- ions close to the cathode increasing the pH levels, and H+ 

formation lowering the pH at the anode (Ch. 2.6.1).  These phenomena also cause the 

dissolution and transport of the ions from anode, thereby producing a propagation of an 

acid front.  

  Properties of 

Vanadium upstream 

Cell after EK 

Anode Center Cathode 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot 

Metal distribution % 

        100% 
9.78 10.9 23.4 7.6 15.9 14.3 4.12 5.2 7.16 

pH 5.36 5.47 4.7 8.22 7.6 7.52 10.7 10.4 9.79 

Solid content % 60.03 66.35 71.07 63.67 59.97 58.74 29.17 34.00 45.61 

Moisture content % 22.75 19.34 6.77 23.18 39.12 34.43 65.23 55 48.10 

Non-VOC % 

                              100% 
17.20 14.37 22.17 13.15 9.91 6.83 5.60 11.00 6.29 

Avg-Viscosity as a 

function of strain (Pa.s) 
11000 NA 8500 2520 NA 1130 176 NA 6.15 

FTIR 

 

OH/SiO .9 1.6 6.2 5.1 8.6 7.6 

CH/SiO 1.0 0.7 4.3 0.5 5.5 2.2 

XRD (crystalline comp.)                         Quartz     
 

             Montmorillonite 

                                     

             Vanadium Oxide 

                               V2O4 

 

                   Quartz, low     
 

             Montmorillonite 

                                     

                  Chlorine Oxide 

                          (ClO) 

Chlorine Oxide 

(ClO) 

Vanadium 

Oxide   (V2O4) 

Vanadium 

Oxide 

(VO2) 

Iron Oxide 

(Fe2O3) 

Vanadium Oxide 

Hydroxyl 

(VO3OH2 ) 
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These reactions would simultaneously initiate the electro-demulsification, electro-

coagulation, electrosomosis and electrophoresis (Ch 2.6.1), which would result in the 

accumulation of separated solids near the anode area (especially at the bottom), countered 

by accumulation of the liquids closer to the cathode area. These results were supported by 

visual observations (Fig 6.1), electrical potential change (Ch. 5.2), and rheological 

properties measurement (Ch. 5.4). 

XRD analysis (Ch 5.8) demonstrated that vanadium in the upstream cell took the following 

forms (V2O4, VO) and (VO3OH) at the anode and cathode areas, respectively. Al-Kharafi 

and Badawy, (1997) demonstrated similar results of vanadium electrochemical behaviour 

at different pH values. These results were also comparable to the standard Pourbaix 

diagram of vanadium (Pourbaix 1974; Fig C.1). In the Pourbaix diagram vanadium would 

take a solid form (V2O4) in a pH rang of (4.7 - 8) and ionic form (VO+2) in a pH lower than 

5. These two cases were clear at the top and bottom of the anode respectively (Table 6.1). 

Furthermore, the Pourbaix diagram would suggest two forms of vanadium: VO3OH2- and 

V2O3 in a pH range of 9 to 12. XRD analysis confirmed these assumptions, where 

vanadium at the cathode area took the form of VO3OH in a pH zone between 9.79 and 10.7.  

On the other hand, minerals such as quartz and montmorillonite (clay mineral) were found 

throughout the cell. However, higher amounts were detected around the anode area, as it 

was expected, considering the ion exchange phenomena between free cations and 

negatively charged clay minerals being transported toward the anode, hence, the higher 

concentration of vanadium around the anode area. Wehrli and Stumm (1989), demonstrated 

that vanadium generally exists in solutions as the vanadyl ion (V4+) under reducing 

conditions, and vanadate ion (V5+) under oxidizing conditions, or as an integral part or 
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adsorbed onto minerals. They reported that in water, vanadyl would form VO2+ and 

VO(OH)+ , and the vanadate  would be in the forms: H2VO4 and HVO4
-2. Both vanadate 

and vanadyl species are known to bind strongly to mineral or biogenic surfaces by 

adsorption or complexing (Wehrli and Stumm 1989). Thus, they assumed that vanadium is 

present in solution and suspension where it can be transported due to electroosmotic and 

electrophoretic motions, respectively.   

Metals have diffusion tendencies from one phase to another depending on the atomic radius 

and pH/redox conditions (Elektorowicz, 2009). This study also showed that, metal 

speciation depends on the separation of the sludge matrix during EK process, where 

formation of new phases allows vanadium to diffuse into the interior solid phase, especially 

where cations would neutralize the negative charge of clay particles. Thus, the aggregation 

of solid particles closer to the anode area, contributes to the accumulation of vanadium at 

the anode area. Viscosity measurement at the anode area recorded the highest values in the 

cell (11000 Pa.s, and 8500 Pa.s) at the top and bottom, respectively. Furthermore, lowering 

the permeability at that section of the matrix affected the solubility of metals in the water 

trapped within the solids (clay), which inhibited the electro-migration of the vanadium 

towards the cathode. This could explain the high accumulation of vanadium in the center 

area. A continuous supply of a flushing liquid and a longer exposure to EK might overcome 

these unfavorable conditions.  

Low pH is favourable to the dissolution and mobilization of metals; on the other hand, the 

development of high pH near the cathode results in precipitation of heavy metals, forming 

a “barrier” which lowers the efficiency of electro-migration toward the cathode.  

Furthermore, vanadium at high pH environment would form a hydroxide precipitate, 
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thereby ceasing its ability to migrate through the subsurface, which explains the low 

accumulation of vanadium at the top of the middle and cathode areas. 

6.1.2 Downstream oily sludge matrix 

Table 6.2: Summary of the results: downstream Vanadium Cell after EK 

Properties of 

vanadium 

downstream Cell 

after EK 

Anode Center Cathode 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot 

Metal distribution % 

          100% 

10.09 8.1 9.07 9.75 11.33 12.9 13.3 14.17 11.51 

pH 9.42 9.13 9.17 10.17 9.12 9.15 8.99 9.12 9.22 

Solid content %    61.84 61.34 56.74 53.86 54.39 58.82 50.15 60.53 56.07 

Moisture content % 17.31 23.71 33.37 27 33.41 32.37 30.66 34.47 27.69 

      Non-VOC %       

                           100% 

20.85 14.99 9.89 19.14 12.20 8.82 19.18 5.00 16.23 

Avg-Viscosity as a 

function of strain 

(Pa.s) 

59.2 NA 1270 316 NA 2170 467 NA 79.4 

FTIR 

 

OH/SiO .7 .7 .5 .7 .5 1.5 

CH/SiO 1.7 2.5 2.5 1.5 2.7 1 

XRD (crystalline 

comp.) 

Quartz 

Montmorillonite 

Vanadium Oxide Pro 
          Top A                       Bot A 

       Quartz, low 

     Montmorillonite 

Vanadium Oxide VO2 

Chlorine Oxide Cl2O7 

Vanadium Chloride VCl2 

Quartz 

Montmorillonite 

 
 Top C             Bot C 

Calcium 

Vanadium Oxide 

(Ca2 V6 O17) 

 

Cadmium 

Chloride 

(C36CdCl2) 

 

Poly(p-phenylene 

vinylene) (C8H6)n 

Potassium 

Thallium 

(K92 Tl.08) 

 

Chloride Cl 

      Benzene  

         (C6H6) 

 

    Vanadium Oxide              

         (V4O9) 

Vanadium Oxide 

     (V3O4) 

 

Aluminum Oxide  

      (Al2O3) 

 

Desoxybenzoin 

     (C14H12O) 

 

Iron Oxide Fe2O3 
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Non-polar compounds of diesel (present in the downstream cells), affected the 

electrokinetic process (Ch. 5.1). Beside visual observations (Fig. 6.2), Table 6.2 

demonstrates the lack of a significant variation in the physical properties of the matrix after 

EK treatment.  For example, pH values didn’t change by more than 1.18 between two 

electrodes (8.99-10.17). 

These results affected the distribution of metals, especially that the addition of diesel 

compounds to a water-in-oil emulsion (downstream) has been found to cause the dispersed 

water droplets to flocculate and settle out of the oil phase by increasing the hydrophobicity 

of the particles (Yan et al., 2001). Such behaviour facilitated water movement, however, it 

affected the EK process in the cell, where the stability of the emulsion was lower than the 

stability at the upstream cells (before the application of EK), which makes EK application 

in the downstream sludge (for the purpose of phase separation) more difficult. For example, 

the presence of undissolved vanadium chloride (XRD analysis; Ch. 5.8) at the center of the 

cell demonstrated the decrease of solubility and subsequently, the mobility of vanadium 

species in the downstream Vanadium Cell.  

Such conditions allowed different kind of behavior of vanadium in the matrix under DC 

field. For instance, unlike the upstream cell where the accumulation of vanadium was 

higher at the anode area, the accumulation in this cell was higher at the cathode area (around 

40%), with 14% at the middle section of the cathode alone. This section contained the 

highest amount of liquids (34.5%) and the lowest amounts of NVOC (5%). Other properties 

such as pH, OH/SiO and CH/SiO ratios showed similar values throughout the cell. 

FTIR analyses showed that the values OH/SiO were very small in all segments of the 

downstream Vanadium cell (anode, centre, and cathode). The values CH/SiO were higher 
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(sometimes more than 5 times) than the values OH/SiO, showing low commutation of 

water in a particular areas. In addition to that, it confirmed that, no significant separation 

of phases was observed in EK cells containing downstream samples.  

The study demonstrated that the mobility of vanadium was related to the capability of phase 

separation, which was a rather low in this case.  Nevertheless, some vertical movement of 

vanadium was observed even in such harsh conditions. It is speculated that metal 

movement might be more pronounced when some polar additives are provided (even water) 

and longer exposure to DC field should be provided.    

XRD analysis demonstrated the variability of vanadium complexes and oxidation states in 

the cell. This indicates the effect of EK on vanadium behavior in such a complicated matrix, 

despite an insignificant physical separation of phases. For example, vanadium oxides 

appeared in multiple forms at the anode (VO2), center of the cell (VO2, V4O9), and cathode 

(V3O4). These structural changes would cause a change in the electrical resistivity, 

affecting the electroosmotic and ionic transport, subsequently, the mobility of vanadium 

species.   

It can be concluded that vanadium properties, which promote formation of various 

compounds, using multiple oxidation states, play an important role in its distribution in oily 

sludge matrices, especially in the downstream cells where water volume is reduced, thus 

affecting the electromigration and electroosmotic flow.      

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the diverse effect of electrokinetic phenomena on both upstream 

and downstream Vanadium Cells. In the upstream cell, an obvious separation of phases 

was noticed, where liquids accumulated at the cathode area and solids aggregated around 

the anode area. These movements affected the distribution of metals as it has been 
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explained earlier. On the other hand, while lab analysis (Chapters 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.7) 

showed little variation of most physicochemical, and electrical properties in the resulted 

downstream cells, the visual observation showed formation of a thin layer, consisting of  

light crude oil, extended on the cell surface. This suggests the possibility of a limited 

cracking process that has been taken place in the cell. These visual observations at the 

downstream cell were supported by the characterisation of the sludge, where the top layer 

of the cell at all sections (anode, center, and cathode) contained the highest non-volatile 

organic content (Table 6.1). Moreover, according to the FTIR analysis, these areas 

contained higher CH/SiO ratios than OH/SiO, which suggests higher hydrocarbon content.   

 

Figure 6.1 Upstream Vanadium Cell post EK 
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Figure 6.2 Downstream Vanadium Cell post EK (formation of thin layer of dense hydrocarbons on 

the surface) 

 

6.2 Nickel mobility 

Nickle is one of the most common metals that can be found in the crude oil, and 

consequently in the petroleum sludge. Nickle, generally in its +2 oxidation state is present 

in a water soluble forms such as nickel chloride, nickel fluoride, nickel nitrate, and others. 

In this research, nickel has been added as nickel chloride (Ch. 4.1.1).With the complexity 

of the matrix used in this research, nickel distribution in the cell was affected by 

components of the oily sludge matrix formed after EK treatment (Table 6.3). The following 

two sections describe the mobility of nickel inside the upstream and downstream Nickel 

cells.  

6.2.1 Upstream oily sludge matrix 

Table 6.3, demonstrates the distribution of nickel inside the upstream sample (Nickel Cell). 

It points out the characteristics of the cell horizontal sections; namely anode, center of the 

cell, and cathode, which were divided into vertical sections namely top, middle (Mid) and 

bottom sections (Bot) (Fig 5.2). Adequately, nickel distribution in all sections is provided.  
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Table 6.3: Summary of the results: upstream Nickel Cell after EK 

Properties of 

upstream Ni Cell 

after EK 

Anode Center Cathode 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot 

Metal distribution 

     100(%) 

14.47 15.12 24.99 6.7 9.3 10.90 8.0 7.55 3.4 

pH 5.8 5.9 4 10.78 10.69 10.86 11.3 11.5 11.5 

Solid content % 78.57 62.0 55.62 34.66 36.22 39.00 45.72 30.91 32.00 

Moisture content % 8.25 29.00 34.41 60.44 54.23 55.13 50.21 66.00 64.21 

Non-VOC %     

                           100% 

13.17 9.00 9.97 4.90 9.54 5.87 4.07 3.09 3.79 

FTIR OH/SiO 0.6 1.3 7.3 5.8 7.1 5.5 

 CH/SiO 2.5 1.9 0.0 (ND) 1.4 1 1.3 

 

The results showed different matrix characteristics in all sections of the cell, demonstrating 

electrokinetic separation of phases. The mobility of nickel followed such changes in matrix 

characteristics. Nickel accumulation was mostly in the anode area (55%), of which 25% in 

the bottom of the anode area alone. This area was characterized with high acidic content 

(where pH = 4 at the bottom of the anode), high solid content (78.57 % at the top of the 

anode), lowest liquid content (8.25 % at the top of the anode area), and highest NVOC 

content (13.17 % at the top of the anode area). Comparing this section with others, it was 

concluded that nickel seems to have affinity to both solid fraction, and probably light 

fraction of oil (hiding in moisture value). Visual observations ((Appendix B; Fig B.3), and 

FTIR analysis (Ch. 5.7.1) performed in this research confirmed the physical characteristics 

of the cell, where the OH/SiO ratios were much lower in the anode area than the center and 

cathode areas. These ratios are an indication of a low presence of water in this section (Ch. 

5.7). 
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As previously mentioned, the lower part of the anode section contained the highest 

concentrations of nickel (around 50% of total nickel at the anode). This section contained 

also higher amounts of moisture than the top anode sections.  This indicates that despite a 

high accumulation of solids around the anode area, the fine particles might have created a 

stable suspension which never settled at the bottom. Therefore, the bottom section of the 

anode area might have combined ionic forms of nickel, due to the relatively high water and 

hydrocarbon content, if compared to the top parts of the anode, since nickel has also affinity 

to liquid fraction of hydrocarbons. Furthermore, nickel species such as Ni(OH)2,  might 

have been adsorbed into the solid content (which is relatively high if compared to the center 

and cathode sections of the cell). As a result, the bottom section of anode as shown in Table 

6.3 contained the most nickel in the cell. 

The effect of pH on solubility, which is usually associated with mobility of metals, has 

been widely documented. For example, a standard Pourbaix diagram for nickel in an 

aqueous system (Pourbaix 1974 in Thompson and Kaye 2000; Appendix C, Fig C. 2), 

shows that nickel would take an ionic form (Ni+2) in a pH zone below 8, in strong oxidation 

conditions, which is the case at the anode zone of this experiment, where pH ranged 

between 4 and 6. However, in a high alkaline zone, Pourbaix diagram showed the formation 

of solid NiO and Ni(OH)2 in a pH zone between 9 and 13. In this study, pH in the upstream 

Nickel Cell was between 10 and 11.5 at the central and cathode areas (Table 6.3), which 

suggests the possibility of producing such species as NiO and Ni(OH)2 . 

In an EK cell which does not contain oil products, electromigration and electroosmotic 

transport of the metallic species are usually initiated toward the cathode, leading to the 

accumulation of the metals at the cathode area. However, in this research the central and 
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cathode areas contained low total amounts of nickel (25% and 19%, respectively), with a 

minimum of 3.4% at the bottom of the cathode area. On the other hand, the anode area 

accumulated around 56% of the total available nickel. These results suggested that, despite 

the movement of liquid components toward the cathode area (Ch. 5.1, Ch. 5.7, and visual 

observations) carrying small amounts of nickel, through electroosmotic flow. 

Electromigration and electroosmotic transport did not seem to be the main mechanism of 

transport and distribution of nickel in the cell. It was speculated that nickel in its ionic 

forms had a high affinity to colloidal phase of the matrix and it was transported by 

electrophoresis toward the anode.   

Generally, the retention of nickel is primarily due precipitation with hydroxide ions, 

presence of organic matter, and ion exchange with solid colloidal fraction. In this study, 

electrical resistance (Ch. 5.2 ) in the anode area was increasing considerably, due to the 

aggregation of solid particles and the decrease of water content demonstrating 

electrophoretic transport of particles (including minerals) with nickel.  The affinity of 

metals (adsorption capacity) towards charged matrix, is associated with the physiochemical 

properties of metals (Eq. 14), and has a great impact on the efficiency of electrokinetic 

remediation (Kim et al., 2009, Brady, 1990). 

[Soil]Me2+ + 2H+  [Soil]2H+ + Me+2                                                                  (15) 

If someone would like to reverse nickel transport toward cathode (following other metals 

behaviour), he should promote electroosmotic transport, then increase the water content in 

the matrix and extend time of exposure to electrical field. In future considerations, this 

issue can be dealt with by pumping extra water (electrolyte) into the cell.  
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The degree to which any metal is hydrolyzed usually dictates the fate of the metal in the 

subsurface. However, the presence of the complex components of petroleum oily sludge 

produced an out of normal behavior of nickel that might require extra tests and analysis. 

It was concluded that, the type and amount of additional fractions in oil-in-water upstream 

sludge, (for example, mineral colloidal phase, or light oil) plays an important role in nickel 

mobility.  

6.2.2 Downstream oily sludge matrix 

Distribution of nickel in the downstream Nickel Cell is shown in Table 6.4, where the areas 

with higher liquid content contained higher amounts of metals. For example the bottom 

layer of the cell (bot anode, center, and cathode combined) accumulated highest amounts 

(40%) of total nickel. This layer also contained highest liquid content in the three main cell 

sections: anode, center, and cathode. FTIR showed high hydrocarbon content in the area 

where nickel was located, demonstrating once more high affinity of nickel to both water 

and light hydrocarbon fraction. Though, the fact that water was trapped at the bottom can 

be explained by the possibility that adding non-polar solvent through diesel resulted in 

increasing the hydrophobicity, which caused further separation of hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic phases, facilitating water movement and eventually decreasing the water 

volume in certain parts of the cell, which led to a certain limit of the detention of water at 

the lower segments of the cell. 
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Table 6.4: Summary of the results: downstream Nickel Cell after EK 

Properties of 

downstream Ni Cell 

after EK 

Anode Center Cathode 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot 

Metal distribution 

    100 (%) 

7.9 10.61  15.43 8.83 9.83 10.33 12.88 10.93 13.18 

pH 7.9 8.1 8.4 8.2 8.55 8.3 8.15 8.7 8.25 

Solid content %  61.68 49.93 43.83 61.65 46.34 39.33 54.19 45.19 41.04 

Moisture content % 19.54 37.79 44.11 25.03 44.39 51.46 32.17 50.11 48.40 

       Non-VOC % 

                        100% 

18.78 12.28 12.07 13.32 9.27 9.21 13.64 4.40 10.55 

FTIR 

 

OH/SiO .3 1.5 .7 1.8 .5 1.6 

 CH/SiO 1.2 2.1 1.2 2.1 2.3 2.5 

 

The values of pH (which did not change by more than 1) suggest the possibility that nickel 

preserved its ionic forms (Ni+2) in cell sections. It is speculated that most nickel species 

were transported toward cathode by electroosmosis and ionic movement. However, the 

voltage gradient was not sufficiently high to transport all nickel from anode area toward 

the cathode, during the experimental exposure time. Probably a longer exposure time, or 

an increase of voltage, might enhance the transport of nickel toward the cathode in 

downstream samples. Such investigation might be carried in future work (Ch. 7.4). Similar 

to the downstream Vanadium Cell, alkalinity was not a factor in the distribution of nickel 

in the downstream cell.  
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6.3 Lead mobility  

The behavior of heavy metal such as lead in subsurface differs greatly from that of 

transition metals such as nickel and vanadium (Table 2.4). Lead and vanadium occur 

naturally in several minerals including vanadinite Pb5(VO4)3Cl, where vanadium is widely 

distributed in small percentages in the oxidized lead and lead-copper ores (Newhouse, 

1934). Therefore, the behavior of lead is strongly related to the topic, since important 

amounts of lead can be found in wasted mining and transformation materials.  

The following two sections will focus on the distribution of lead in the upstream and 

downstream Lead Cells after electrokinetic (EK) treatment. The distribution of lead in the 

Lead Cells containing upstream and downstream oily sludge was affected by several 

properties of lead, e.g.  high electrical conductivity, low solubility at relatively low pH and 

high oxidation state levels. These properties were combined with the matrix characteristics 

to illustrate the distribution patterns of lead in EK cell.   

6.3.1 Upstream oily sludge matrix 

Similar to the upstream cells that contained nickel and vanadium as sole contaminant, 

upstream Lead Cell showed excellent separation of phases after applying EK (Appendix 

B; Fig. B.2)  

Table 6.4 shows that 43% of the total lead (highest accumulation of lead) was detected at 

the cathode, mostly at the middle (17.8%), and bottom (17.86 %) sections. This area 

contained the highest pH (11), and highest liquid content (58%), confirmed by the highest 

OH/SiO ratio (6.2 at the bottom of the cathode). These results suggest that lead distribution 

was mostly related to electromigration and electroosmotic transport, where lead ions Pb+2 

traveled towards the cathode, which is usually the anticipated behaviour of cations in a 
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simple EK matrix. High moisture content in cathode area allows the speculation about the 

important electroosmotic flow of water toward cathode; such flow accelerate transport of 

lead species, which might not necessary be in a cationic form.  

Table 6.5: Summary of the results: upstream Lead Cell after EK 

Properties of 

upstream Pb Cell 

after EK 

Anode Center Cathode 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot 

Metal distribution 

         100(%) 

5.87 5.05 5.07 18.0 8.35 13.6 7.99 17.8 17.86 

pH 8.65 6.8 5.5 10.78 10.9 10.86 11.25 11.23 11.69 

Solid content % 71.50 61.45 58.14 42.07 38.23 39.81 43.29 40.33 36.63 

Moisture content % 14.81 21.35 31.44 52.69 55.24 53.66 51.50 56.23 58.50 

Non-VOC %  

                      100% 

13.69 17.21 10.43 5.24 6.53 6.52 5.21 3.44 4.87 

FTIR        OH/SiO 1.5 0.7 5.2 5.1 4.9 6.2 

 CH/SiO 0.9 1.4 0.0 ND 0.0 ND 0.9 .9 

 

The electrochemical behavior of lead in aqueous matrix is best described through the 

Pourbaix diagram (Pourbaix, 1974; Appendix C, Fig C.3). According to this diagram, lead 

is likely to be in the ionic form of Pb+2 at the middle (pH=6.8) and bottom (pH=5.5) of the 

anode area, however, lead hydroxide Pb(OH)2 form would prevail in all the other sections, 

where pH ranged between (8.65-11.89).  

Having a high adsorption capacity to clay, lead is a popular heavy metal in electrokinetic 

experiments. However, despite the relatively high ionic effective mobility (10.09 m2/s.V), 

lead usually shows lower removal efficiency compared to other heavy metals, mainly due 

its high affinity for adsorption into soil particles (Reddy and Cameselle, 2009).  
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It can be noticed, that despite the high pH levels at the center section of the cell, large 

amounts of lead species kept moving towards the cathode, eventually settling at the lower 

parts of the cathode where the liquid content was the highest. This could be related to the 

solubility of lead hydroxide produced at pH higher than 6, where it can be seen from the 

solubility curve (Appendix C, Fig C.4), at pH=9, the solubility is at minimum, and from 9 

to 14, the solubility would gradually rise again, accelerating the movement of lead towards 

the cathode, where pH recorded the highest levels (11.7).    

Lead showed better movement towards the cathode comparing to nickel and vanadium in 

the sole metal cells. In a relatively high organic content (high CH/SiO ratios), lead tends to 

create organometallic complexes (Hartman, 1983). Therefore, it was interesting that the 

anode zone contained the least accumulation of lead (15 % of total lead in the cell). In 

addition, no organo-metallic complexes were detected in the samples used for FTIR 

analysis (Appendix A, Fig. A25-A.27).  

Despite the relatively low solubility of lead, compared to nickel and vanadium (Table 2.4), 

analysis of the separated phases in the upstream Lead Cell, showed maximum 

accumulation of lead around the cathode area. Therefore, it can be assumed that 

electromigration supported by electroosmotic flow were essential in the lead movement. 

6.3.2 Downstream oily sludge matrix 

Distribution of lead in the Lead Cell containing downstream oil sludge was similar to that 

of the upstream cell. The cathode zone contained the highest accumulation of lead, where 

40% of total available lead was detected in that area. The anode zone contained the least 

amounts of lead, where only 22 % of total lead was detected.  
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Table 6.6: Summary of the results: downstream Lead Cell after EK 

Properties of 

downstream Pb Cell 

after EK 

Anode Center Cathode 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot 

Metal distribution 

          100(%) 

8.77 7.18 6.04 14.69 12.61 10.68 13.25 12.20 14.53 

pH 7.7 8.3 8.9 8.6 8.6 8.7 8.9 9.4 9.5 

Solid content % 41.40 55.38 47.03 38.91 46.55 39.14 45.16 42.62 37.10 

Moisture content % 43.31 32.31 38.05 47.47 41.44 47.37 43.61 42.62 51.08 

Non-VOC %  

                           100% 

15.29 12.31 14.92 13.62 12.01 13.50 11.23 14.70 11.83 

FTIR        OH/SiO 2.2 1.6 0.4 3.3 2.1 1.9 

 CH/SiO 2.6 3 1.9 4.6 8.1 1.3 

  

Despite the less significant separation of phases in the downstream Lead Cell (Ch. 5.1.3), 

and visual observations, lead accumulation at the center and cathode was almost double of 

that at the anode zone. This suggests that electromigration largely contributed to the 

distribution of lead.  

The values of pH in this cell (7.7 to 9.5) suggested that lead was available in Pb(OH)2 form 

(Appendix C, Fig C.3) throughout the cell. The solubility diagram of lead hydroxide 

(Appendix C, Fig C.4) shows that Pb(OH)2 solubility decreases with the increase of pH. 

However, at pH around 9, the solubility would start increasing with the increase of pH. 

Therefore, at the cathode section (pH=9) the solubility of lead was at its lowest value, 

which could explain the higher accumulation of lead at the bottom of the cathode (14.53%).   

The presence of diesel in the cell did not seem to affect the mobility of lead. However, it 

affected the solubility, and eventually the forms of lead in the cell. For example, at pH over 
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6, lead would take the form of lead hydroxide (which usually precipitates as solid phase), 

instead of lead ions Pb+2. At a higher pH values (close to 10), lead might take the form 

PbO- . In this case, such form might be transported by electromigration toward the anode 

or by electroosmotic flow toward the cathode, whichever flow is stronger. However, in this 

study, lead seemed to be mostly subjected to electroosmotic flow.    

6.4 Metals distribution in the mixed metals oily sludge matrix 

In order to evaluate the efficiency of EK in mobilizing multiple heavy metals in oily sludge, 

certain matrix, and metal parameters should be recognized. In suspensions such parameters 

are summarized as (a) the ionic mobility, related to the ionic valance and molecular 

diffusion coefficient of species, (b) the retardation effect caused by the affinity of metals 

in solid matrix, and (c) the chemical forms of metals initially existed in the matrix (Kim et 

al., 2009). 

It has been assumed in this study, that the state of heavy metals in the oily sludge matrix 

belonged mainly to two phases: those adsorbed onto solid particles and those in pore fluid.  

The latter was expected to be transported by electromigration and/or electroosmosis 

mechanisms. However in order for adsorbed metals to be transported by electrical field, 

desorption of metals off the solid particles need to take place as a hydrogen dependent 

cation exchange reaction. This process is dependent on the hydrolysis of water, where the 

concentration of hydrogen ions produced at the anode, and pH influence the exchange 

capacity. Nevertheless, if conditions do not permit such phenomena development, 

particular forms of metals could be transported thorough electrophoretic movement or 

strong electroosmotic flow (Elektorowicz, 2009) 
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Though, with the complexity of oily sludge matrix, there are also several possibilities of 

adsorption of heavy metals by organic matter. Furthermore, metals compete for adsorption 

places in the matrix, depending on the type of the matrix, type of the metal and their 

concentrations. Exchangeable fractions might sometimes be occupied by residual organic 

contaminants, leading to a decrease in the adsorption capacity of heavy metals. In addition, 

the mobility of some metals might be affected by the synergistic and antagonistic effects 

among the metals in the mixed contaminated matrix (Elektorowicz, 2009). 

The electrokinetic soil remediation of mixed metals usually shows lower efficiency in 

removing heavy metals, since the presence of multiple cationic species would affect the 

zeta potential in the matrix and consequently the electroosmotic flow (Mitchell. 1993). 

The following two sections describe the distribution of vanadium, nickel and lead due to 

their mobility inside the upstream and downstream matrices.  

6.4.1 Upstream oily sludge matrix 

Table 6.7 describes the accumulation of vanadium, nickel, and lead in each horizontal 

(anode, center, and cathode) and vertical (top, middle, and bottom) areas in the mixed 

metals upstream oily sludge matrix. In the cells that contained sole metals in the upstream 

oily sludge matrices (Ch. 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3), distribution of each metal depended on the 

properties of the matrix and the metal itself. In this case, vanadium, nickel, and lead were 

also affected by the properties of other available metals in the matrix.  

Mixed Cell showed a very good separation of sludge phases after applying EK (Appendix 

B, Fig B.4). However, the accumulation of liquids at the cathode (48%) was a little less of 

that in the sole metal matrices. For example, the maximum accumulation of liquids at the 
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cathode in the oily sludge matrices that contained vanadium, nickel, and lead as sole 

contaminant reached 65%, 66%, and 58% respectively. 

Table 6.7: Summary of the results: upstream Mix Cell after EK 

 

Other parameters such as pH values, OH/SiO and CH/SiO ratios, showed similar pattern 

to those in the cells with sole metals (Table. 6.7). For example pH was very low (4.3) at 

the anode area and high (10.4) at the cathode area. In addition, FTIR analysis confirmed 

the higher accumulation of water (OH/SiO ratios) at the center and cathode areas. 

Since the physical, chemical, and electrical properties of the Mix Cell are similar to those 

of the sole metal cells, the change in some metals distribution (especially for vanadium) in 

the upstream Mixed Cell could be related to the synergistic effect, created by the presence 

of multiple metals in the same matrix.  

Properties of 

upstream Mix Cell 

after EK 

Anode Center Cathode 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot 

Metal 

distribution    

100(%) 

V 

 

9.4 10.49 9.08 9.10 11.22 14.6 11.92 12.03 12.04 

Ni 26.23 16.56 9.20 5.84 11.5 17.6 4.49 4.08 4.44 

Pb 8.14 5.57 9.27 7.47 13.16 9.35 14.9 15.40 16.73 

pH 4.69 4.5 4.3 8.68 8.55 8.2 8.6 9.42 10.4 

Solid content % 78.30 76.32 79.68 48.46 49.15 49.7 50.14 51.29 47.82 

Moisture content % 11.25 14.35 9.81 46.66 44.11 45 44.99 43.29 48.06 

Non-VOC %     

                             100% 

10.45 9.33 10.51 4.88 6.73 5.22 4.88 5.41 4.12 

FTIR         

 

OH/SiO                     2.2 1.6 6.2 6.5 5.8 7.1 

CH/SiO 0.8 0.9 .9 0.0 (ND) 0.0(ND) 0.0 (ND) 
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Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 demonstrate the changes in each metal distribution, in the presence 

of the other two metals.  

 

Figure 6.3 Vanadium distribution variation in upstream Vanadium Cell and Mix Cell 

 

Vanadium mobility in the upstream Mixed Cell was affected the most by the presence of 

other metals (nickel and lead) (Fig. 6.3). It can be noticed in the upstream Mix Cell, that 

vanadium accumulation at the cathode increased by more than the double (from 16% to 

36%) of that in the upstream Vanadium Cell. Such result would suggest that 

electromigration and electroosmotic flow of vanadium species were more effective in the 

presence of nickel and lead. Reddy and Chinthamreddy (2004) showed similar results for 

chromium in an EK cell that contained high amounts of nickel and cadmium, where 

removal efficiency of chromium was higher, with presence of nickel and cadmium in the 

mix.  
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As it has been explained earlier in this chapter, competition of metals for adsorption to 

solid particles would affect their mobility and distribution in the EK cell. Nickel 

accumulation (52%), was much higher than vanadium (29%) and lead (23%) at the anode 

area in the upstream Mix Cell. These numbers suggest that, exchangeable fractions of the 

sludge at the anode might have been occupied by nickel complexes, leading to a decrease 

in the adsorption capacity of other heavy metals, rendering vanadium species more 

available and consequently, transported through electroosmotic flow towards the cathode 

area.  

 

Figure 6.4 Nickel distribution variation in upstream Nickel Cell and Mix Cell 

 

From literature review (Ch. 2.3), nickel has relatively high ability to adsorb hydrogen, 

produced in the hydrolysis of water at the anode area, forming hydroxide compounds that 

have high affinity to solid particles.  Furthermore, nickel has a smaller hydrated radius than 
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vanadium and lead, which increases the possibility of being adsorbed into the solid particles 

(Brady, 1990).  

 

Figure 6.5 lead distribution variation in upstream Lead Cell and Mix Cell 

 

Lead on the other hand, showed similar patterns in the upstream Mix Cell and sole Lead 

Cell (Fig 6.5), where its accumulations of 47% and 44% respectively, were mostly toward 

the cathode in both cases.  

Vaibhav et al., (1999), demonstrated that the polar fraction of the precipitated asphaltene, 

would normally contain higher amounts of nickel, vanadium, and iron than any other metal. 

According to their study, polar fraction of asphaltene would rather precipitate in a low pH 

region, than alkaline front, which is the case in the anode area in all the upstream cells in 

this study. This might explain the high accumulation of nickel (Nickel Cell, Mix Cell), and 

vanadium (Vanadium Cell) at the anode areas compared to lead, where the NVOC 

(associated with asphaletene) was the highest in the cell.   
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From Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 it can be concluded that the presence of multiple metals in 

the matrix had the greatest effect on vanadium mobility, while nickel and lead were less 

affected by the presence of the other two metals in the cell. Furthermore, the recuperation 

of vanadium from oil waste through EK process can be even easier in natural conditions, 

where a number of metals coexist in upstream sludge.   

6.4.2 Downstream oily sludge matrix 

Table 6.8: Summary of the results: downstream Mix Cell after EK 

Properties of 

Downstream Mix 

Cell after EK 

Anode Center Cathode 

Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot Top Mid Bot 

Metal 

distribution 

100% 

 

    V 

 

 7.4 6.8 8.71 14.79 12.84 16.36 12.22 9.44 11.32 

    Ni 

 

6.47 8.09 9.42 14.18 12.18 12.6 7.67 10.0 19.31 

    Pb 

 

4.8 4.9 8.25 16.88 8.82 16.28 5.85 10.87 22.53 

pH 8.67 8.54 8.81 8.45 8.46 8.4 8.21 8.6 8.72 

Solid content % 56.35 58.59 57.36 57.79 58.31 56.48 54.75 66.84 68.51 

Moisture content % 29.57 28.36 30.43 24.45 28.57 32.08 27.64 17.99 17.46 

Non-VOC %     

                           100% 

14.09 13.05 12.21 17.76 13.11 11.44 17.61 15.17 14.03 

FTIR        

 

OH/SiO 1.4 0.9 0.4 0.5 0.4         0.4 

 CH/SiO 0.3 1 2.3 1.1 2.4 1.9 

 

Downstream cell that contained oily sludge matrix enriched with mixed metals, showed 

similar characteristics of those in the downstream oily sludge matrices with sole metals. It 

seemed that the addition of diesel altered the polarity balance of a rather stable emulsion 

(before EK), subsequently, the efficiency of electrokinetic separation process of oily sludge 

components was also affected.  
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Beside visual observations (Ch. 5.1, Appendix B, Fig B.5), Table 6.8 demonstrates the 

minimal variation in some physical properties of the matrix after EK treatment.  For 

example, pH values didn’t change by more than 0.6 between the two electrodes (8.2-8.8). 

However, FTIR analysis confirmed a significant drop of the water content, through a low 

OH/SiO ratio in the cell. Accordingly, the metal distribution in the downstream cell did not 

vary significantly between the Mix Cell and cells that contained vanadium, nickel, and lead 

alone. 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Vanadium distribution variation in the downstream Vanadium Cell and Mix Cell 

 

Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 compare metal distribution in the downstream Mix Cell and Sole 

metal (Vanadium, Nickel, and Lead) Cells. For all three metals (vanadium, nickel and 

lead), the accumulation did not vary by much at the cathode area, which suggested that 

transport by electromigration and electroosmosis was not interrupted by the presence of 

other metals in the cell.  
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Figure 6.7 Nickel distribution variation in the downstream Nickel Cell and Mix Cell 

 

On the other hand, nickel accumulation at the anode decreased from 34% in the Nickel Cell 

to 23% in the Mix Cell, which suggested a better movement of nickel towards the center 

and eventually to the cathode area (Fig. 6.7).  

 

Figure 6.8 Lead distribution variation in the downstream Lead Cell and Mix Cell 

 

Lead distribution variation (Fig 6.8) was similar to that of vanadium (Fig. 6.6) in the 

downstream oily sludge mix matrix. However accumulation of lead at the anode was 
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relatively lower of that of vanadium and nickel in both; Mix Cell and Vanadium/Nickel 

downstream Cells, which suggests a possibly better electroosmotic flow of lead species 

toward the cathode region.   

Results showed that, vanadium EK transport is slow in downstream oily sludge conditions 

and probably additives have to be considered for vanadium recovery (e.g. Chelating agents 

or modifiers). The ion exchange process might be accelerated; however, the efficiency of 

the entire process (Downstream EK remediation) should be re-evaluated.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

 

7.1  Conclusion 

This exploratory study has successfully laid the groundwork for a practical methodology 

that  enables mobilizing and tracing the most dominant heavy metal in the petroleum 

industry (vanadium), and coupled major metals (nickel and lead) in an oily sludge matrix, 

making metal recovery more practically viable.  

Electrokinetic (EK) phenomena were applied for the first time, for the sole purpose of 

mobilizing basic target metals in upstream and downstream oily sludge matrices. 

Furthermore, it demonstrated its efficacy in separating oily sludge into basic liquid and 

solid phases (especially in upstream cells) (Ch. 5.1).  

Stable formulations of upstream and downstream oily sludge were successfully prepared 

in the lab using components such as water, crude oil, diesel, clay, sand, and heavy metals 

to mimic real sludge composites. Several scenarios (experimenting with components’ 

ratios, mixing duration/intensity, physicochemical characterisation, and visual 

observations) were carried out before stable oily sludge emulsions were obtained (Ch. 4.1). 

In this research, standard composition of upstream (60% liquids, 36 % solids, and 4% non-

volatile organic content (NVOC)) and downstream oily sludge (37% liquids, 54% solids, 

and 9%) were successfully formulated.  

The separation of phases influenced the distribution of metals post EK treatment. For 

example, in the Vanadium Cell, vanadium accumulation (45% of total V) was higher at 

sections characterized with high solid content (up 71 % at anode), relatively high non-
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volatile organic contents (22%), and low moisture content (6.77%) (Ch. 6.1). Nickel 

showed similar behavior in all cells, showing high affinity to the solid fraction in the Nickel 

and Mix Cells, consequently collecting up to 55% at the anode area alone (Ch. 6.2). Nickel 

also showed affinity to light oil fraction. Lead on the other hand, was mobilized towards 

the cathode areas, in all upstream and downstream cells, accumulating up to 43% of total 

lead (Ch. 6.3). The latter demonstrated that, lead species would respond to EK even in 

downstream cells, where separation of components was less significant.  

Simultaneously, the presence of target metals influenced the separation process, while 

under EK phenomena. For example, upstream cells rich with vanadium as a sole metal or 

mixed with nickel and lead, demonstrated better separation of components. FTIR analysis 

confirmed these findings, such that; average OH/SiO ratio in the Vanadium Cell was 

around 8.1, in the cathode area. Compared to 6.5 and 5.5 in the Nickel and Lead Cells 

respectively. In addition, NVOC (associated with dense solid hydrocarbons) demonstrated 

higher accumulation (22%) in the anode sections of the Vanadium Cell, compared to a 

maximum of 13%, and 17% in the Nickel and Lead Cells respectively. Such results are 

attributed to some valuable properties of vanadium and vanadium species (e.g. high 

conductivity, behavior as nano-particles).  

The presence of mixed metals in the oily sludge influenced the mobilization and 

distribution of vanadium in the upstream cells. Vanadium accumulation towards the 

cathode increased by more than two times (16% to 36%) in the presence of nickel and lead 

in the Mix Cell. Such original findings could be adapted to real life practice, where natural 

oily sludge contains a mixture of metal species, thus implying better mobilization of 

vanadium under EK technology. 
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A comparative study was conducted to optimize the extraction potential of the target 

metals, where supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) technology was used on samples 

underwent EK remediation. SFE in upstream Mix Cell demonstrated increase of vanadium 

extraction efficiency by 97%, comparing conventional method of acid digestion alone. 

Investigations also showed that SFE efficiency can be enhanced by implementing 

additives, e.g. Cyanex 301 and EDTA, which demonstrated increase of the extraction 

potential of vanadium in upstream and downstream oily sludge.  

Effects of SFE on nickel and lead extraction potential were less significant (especially in 

the downstream cells). However, SFE combined with Cyanex 301 (SFE-Cyanex301) in the 

upstream Mix Cell enhanced the extractability of nickel and lead up to 42% and 32% 

respectively. These results demonstrated an innovative method for metal removal from 

complex oily matrices, by combining EK-SFE enhanced by Cyanex 301. 

The effect of diesel present in downstream cells was taken into consideration in every step 

of the experiment. This allowed a comparison between O/W cells (upstream), and W/O 

cells (downstream). The presence of non-polar components in diesel reduced the effect of 

EK in achieving high separation of components. For instance, in the downstream Vanadium 

Cell the maximum deviation of solids quantities of that in the Original Cell, was by 7 % at 

the anode area. Consequently, the distribution of metals was also affected. However, 

downstream lead species seemed to travel towards the cathode, regardless of the phase 

distribution in sole and mixed metals enriched sludge (40%, and 39%, respectively).  

This study provided an original procedure for tracing, mobilizing, and analysing vanadium, 

nickel and lead, in a complex petroleum oily sludge system, through the application of 

inexpensive, clean, and efficient electrokinetic procedure, supported by extensive 
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experimental procedures. It also delivered a comparative study for increasing the 

availability of metals for extraction through EK-SFE-Cyanex 301 and EK-SFE-EDTA 

techniques.  

This research introduced a novel method for managing oily sludge waste, one that not only 

remediates petroleum wastes but also recycles them, exploiting avenues of possible 

financial benefit. For example, in this study, EK phenomena provided a potentially 

inexpensive, yet efficient, procedure for the separation of the main constituents of oily 

sludge (solid, liquid and hydrocarbons). Furthermore, it helped mobilize target metals (V, 

Ni, and Pb), and with the aid of analytical techniques (pH readings, electrical 

measurements, XRD, FTIR analysis, rheological properties, and AAS), helped create a 

distribution map for vanadium and coupled target metals (nickel and lead). Such mapping 

would increase the extraction potential of these valuable metals. Vanadium’s status as a 

strategic metal in “green energy” increased its global value and made it highly in demand 

by utility and manufacturing plants. Vanadium flow battery is an example of high 

performance green energy innovation. These batteries has virtually unlimited storage 

capacity, making them of great value to the emerging renewable energy technology sector. 

7.2  Contributions 

Research work presented in this thesis:  

- Proved the possibility of mobilizing  metals (V, Ni, and Pb) in non-aqueous systems 

such as oily sludge using EK phenomena; 

- Defined relationships between various oil sludge fractions (solids, moisture, light oil, 

asphaltenes) and mobility of a heavy metal (lead) and transition metals (vanadium, 
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nickel) under electrical field. Such information might be crucial for further 

improvement of metal extraction process.  

- Evaluated the synergistic effects in an oily sludge matrix while vanadium is 

accompanied with other metals (e.g. nickel, lead), under EK conditions; 

- Developed EK-SFE-additive (mobilization-extraction) methods for an effective 

removal of metals from non-aqueous systems;  

- Demonstrated the potential high extraction efficiency of vanadium through SFE 

enhanced with Cyanex 301 or EDTA;  

- Illustrated separation of phases of oily sludge containing metals using EK, and mapping 

target metals distribution in EK cell; 

- Described the effect of increasing non-polar compounds (diesel) on EK phenomena 

separation of phases, and consequently metals distribution; 

- Exposed the formation and transformation of vanadium species under EK phenomena  

at every segment of the upstream and downstream EK cells;  

- Improved digestion method for metals extraction from oily sludge matrix, based on 

combining four strong acids, while continuous heating and shaking were applied.  

7.3  Potential applications and benefits  

1. Oily sludge revitalization : 

 

a. The metal free light liquid hydrocarbon fraction of oily sludge can be efficiently 

used as high-quality fuel products. 

b. Since large parts of the non-volatile hydrocarbons concentrated mostly close to 

the anode contains usually asphaltene, it can be used as a value-added road 

material.   
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c. The remaining fractions of the oily sludge can be safely and conventionally 

biodegraded, since it has an acceptable microorganisms conditions, low metals 

and volatile organic contents. 

2. Metals as value added products: 

Fractions of the sludge that contains high concentrations of metals would be 

subjected to metal extraction processes. These metals present a great economic 

values that should not be wasted with petroleum sludge. For example, the price of 

1 g of vanadium salts in North America ranges between 25$ to 60 $. Thus, since 

the production of sludge can reach more than 230 MT in the USA alone, high 

concentrations of vanadium (up to 1500 ppm) in the sludge would provide an 

opportunity to create a considerable profit.  

7.4  Future work 

This work simultaneously deploys various methods, techniques, and analyses, providing 

foundation for several lines of research to be pursued. Some of the ideas in this exploratory 

study that can be inspected and possibly applied would include: 

- Conduct tests to verify this study discoveries on a number of oily sludge samples,  

collected from different oil industry facilities; 

- Optimize certain parameters used in EK remediation (e.g. higher/ lower electrical 

field, temperature effect, electrode materials;  

- Optimize supercritical fluid extraction parameters, to improve extractability of 

nickel and lead. These parameters would include: temperature, pressure, extraction 

procedure (dynamic and/or static), chelating agents, and extraction periods; 
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- Introduce new EK cells design that contains oil recovery devices useful for 

scaling up the process; 

- Assess the costs of the processes at pilot scale facilities.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: FTIR spectra for all upstream/downstream 

cells 
 

 

Figure A.1 Top anode upstream Vanadium Cell 

 

 

Figure A.2 Bottom anode upstream Vanadium Cell 
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Figure A.3 Top center upstream Vanadium Cell 

 

 

Figure A.4 Bottom center upstream Vanadium Cell 
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Figure A.5 Top cathode upstream Vanadium Cell 

 

 

Figure A.6 Bottom cathode upstream Vanadium Cell 
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Figure A.7 Top anode downstream Vanadium Cell 

 

 

Figure A.8 Bottom anode downstream Vanadium Cell 
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Figure A.9 Top center downstream Vanadium Cell 

 

 

Figure A.10 Bottom center downstream Vanadium Cell 
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Figure A.11 Top cathode downstream Vanadium Cell 

 

 

Figure A.12 Bottom cathode downstream Vanadium Cell 
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Figure A.13 Top anode upstream Nickel Cell 

 

 

Figure A.14 Bottom anode upstream Nickel Cell 
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Figure A.15 Top center upstream Nickel Cell 

 

 

Figure A.16 Bottom center upstream Nickel Cell 
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Figure A.17 Top cathode upstream Nickel Cell 

 

Figure A.18 Bottom cathode upstream Nickel Cell 
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Figure A.19 Top anode downstream Nickel Cell 

 

 

Figure A.20 Bottom anode downstream Nickel Cell 
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Figure A.21 Top center downstream Nickel Cell 

 

 

Figure A.22 Bottom center downstream Nickel Cell 
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Figure A.23 Top cathode downstream Nickel Cell 

 

 

Figure A.24 Bottom cathode downstream Nickel Cell 
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Figure A.25 Top anode upstream Lead Cell (with background noise) 

 

 

Figure A.26 Bottom anode upstream Lead Cell 
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Figure A.27 Top center upstream Lead Cell 

 

 

Figure A.28 Bottom center upstream Lead Cell 
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Figure A.29 Top cathode upstream Lead Cell 

 

 

Figure A.30 Bottom cathode upstream Lead Cell 
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Figure A.31 Top anode downstream Lead Cell 

 

 

Figure A.32 Bottom anode downstream Lead Cell 
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Figure A.33 Top center downstream Lead Cell 

 

 

Figure A.34 bottom center downstream Lead Cell 
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Figure A.35 Top cathode downstream Lead Cell 

 

 

Figure A.36 Bottom cathode downstream Lead Cell 
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Figure A.37 Top anode upstream Mix Cell 

 

 

Figure A.38 Bottom anode upstream Mix Cell 
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Figure A.39 Top center upstream Mix Cell 

 

 

Figure A.40 Bottom center upstream Mix Cell 
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Figure A.41 Top cathode upstream Mix Cell 

 

 

Figure A.42 Bottom cathode upstream Mix Cell 
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Figure A.43 Top anode downstream Mix Cell (with background noise) 

 

 

Figure A.44 Bottom anode downstream Mix Cell 
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Figure A.45 Top center downstream Mix Cell 

 

 

Figure A.46 Bottom center downstream Mix Cell 
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Figure A.47 Top cathode downstream Mix Cell 

 

 

Figure A.48 bottom cathode downstream Mix Cell 
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Appendix B: Photographs comprising key cells 
 

 

 

 

Figure B.1 Upstream Vanadium cell post EK 

 

 

 

Figure B.2 Upstream Lead cell post EK 
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Figure B.3 Upstream Nickel cell post EK 

 

 

Figure B.4 Upstream Mix cell post EK 

 

 

Figure B.5 Downstream Lead cell post EK 
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Figure B.6 Downstream Mix cell post EK 
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Appendix C: Solubility diagrams of target metals 
 

 

Figure C.1 Pourbaix diagram of vanadium in aqueous medium (Pourbaix, 1974) 

 

 

Figure C.2 Pourbaix diagram of nickel in aqueous medium (Pourbaix, 1974) 
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Figure C.3 Pourbaix diagram for lead in an aqueous medium (Pourbaix, 1974) 

 

 

 

 

Figure C.4 Theoretical solubility of metals hydroxides vs pH (Ayres et al., 1994) 


